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.J 
D I R E C T 0 R Y 
T E N N E S S E E MU N I C I P A L  
0 F F I C I A L S 
$3.00 Per Copy 
Reeda Gail Parker, Editor 
MUNICIPAL TECHNICAL ADVISORY SERVICE 
DIVISION OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION 
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 
In cooperation with the 
TENNESSEE MUNICIPAL LEAGUE 
August 1965 
F O R EW O RD 
This 1965-66 Directory of Tennessee Municipal Officials is the 21st issue 
of the directory series. It has been compiled, for the most part, from 
questionnaires sent to all cities. Although every effort has been made to 
make the information for each city complete and correct, for 26 cities that 
did not return the questionnaires it was necessary to rely upon latest 
information available in our files. 
To all city recorders and other officials who have contributed 
information we are deeply grateful. Without the willing and prompt co­
operation of these officials, publication of the directory would have been 
difficult, if not impossible. 
Comments and suggestions as to how future issues of the directory can 
be further improved will be appreciated. They may be sent to either of the 
following: 
Herbert J. Bingham 
Executive Secretary 
Tennessee Municipal League 
226 Capitol Boulevard 
Room 306 
Nashville, Tennessee 37219 








T E N N E S S E E M U N I C I P A L L E A G U E 
East Tennessee 
Robert A. McNees 





William K. Fillauer 
Mayor, Cleveland 
Dr. S. Aymett Garner 
Mayor, Pulaski 
Thomas B. Green 
Mayor, Lewisburg 
J. Travis Price 
Mayor, Springfield 
Dan J. Scott 
Mayor, Humboldt 
F. E. Pitts 
Mayor, Dyersburg 










W. D. Frizzell 
�.anager, Union City Mayor, Nashville-Davidson Co. 
DIRECTORS 
C. K. Marsh 
City Manager 
Kingsport 
James M. Howell 







Robert E. Crovmover 
Director of Housing 
Nashville Housing Authority 
President, TARRA 
R. L. Walker, Jr. 
Director, Inspection Services 
Nashville 
President, T:OOA 





Herbert J. Bingham 
226 Capitol Boulevard 
Room 306 
Nashville, Tennessee 37219 
Phone: 255-6416 
\ 
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ADDRESSES OF INTEREST 'JX) MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS 
MUNICIPAL TECHNICAL ADVISORY SERVICE 
Victor C. Hobday, Executive Director 
The University of Tennessee 
Box 8500, University Station 
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916 
Phone: 524-2981 Ext. 284 
NASHVILLE OFFICE, :MUNICIPAL TECHNICAL 
ADVISORY SERVICE 
Robert A. Lovelace 
Consultant on Municipal Management 
226 Capitol Boulevard, Room 306 
Nashville, Tennessee 37219 
Phone: 256-3447 
BUREAU OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Lee S. Greene, Director 
Ayres Hall, Room 320 
The University of Tennessee 
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916 
Phone: 524-2981 Ext. 597 
DEPARTMENT OF OLD AGE AND 
SURVIVORS INSUHANCE 
H. Gordon Nichol, Director 
Cordell Hull Building, Room 326 
Nashville, Tennessee 37219 
Phone: 741-2311 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
Julian R. Fleming1 Director 
Division of Sanitary Engineering 
Cordell'Hul+ Building, Room 602 
Nashville, Tennessee 37219 
Phone: 741-2281-2282-2283 
STATE PLANNING COMMISSION 
Harold V. Miller, Executive Director 
Room C2-208, Central Services Building 
Nashville, Tennessee 37219 
Phone: 741-2166 
STATE :OOARD OF EQUALIZA'.I'ION 
Carlton N. Martin 
Executive Secretary 
508 State Office Building 
Nashville, Tennessee 37219 
Phone: 741-2838-2839 
TENNESSEE TAXPAYERS ASSOCIATION 
Donald W. Jackson, Executive Secretary 
Conunerce Union Annex, Rooms 504-508 
315 Fourth Avenue, North 
Nashville1 Tennessee 37219 Phone: 242-1854 
STREAM POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD 
S. Leary Jones, Director 
Cordell Hull Building, Room 620 
Nashville, Tennessee 37219 
Phone: 741-2275 
DIVISION OF VOCA'rIONAL EDUCATION 
Homer S. Elkins 
Instructor-Coordinator 
Fire Service Training 
215 Chestnut Street 
ChattanoogaJ Tennessee 37402 
Phone: AMhurst 6-8163 
STAFF DIVISION FOR INDUSTRIAL 
DEVEIDPMENr 
Ralph Waldo Emerson 
Governor's Staff Director for 
Industrial Development 
Cordell Hull Building, Room 240 
Nashville, 'I'ennessee 37219 
Phone� 741-2540-2549 
TENNESSEE INSPECTION BUREAU 
C. N. Mullican, State Manager 
4304 Harding Road - Entry C 
P. 0. Box 127 
Nashville, Tennessee 37202 
Phone: 298-3333 
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 
David M. Pack, Connnissioner 
Highway Building, Room 817 
Nashville, Tennessee 37219 
Phone� 741-2848 
TENNESSEE COUNTY. SERVICES ASSN, 
James Tipton� Executive Direct.or 
106 YMCA Building 
Nashville, Tennessee 37219 
Phone: Cilapel 2-5591 
DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
DEPT. OF CONSERVATION 
Raleigh W. Robinson, Director 
Cordell Hull Building, Room 331 C 
Nashville, Tennessee 37219 
Phone: 741-2572 
TENNESSEE VALI..EY PUBLIC POWER ASSN. 
J. Wiley Bowers 
Executive Secretary 
Electric Power Board Building 
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37402 
Phone: 266-5045 
GUIDE TO USE OF THIS DIRECTORY 
After the name of each ci.ty is the county name, in parentheses, in which the 
city is located. Next is a letter showing in which grand division of the state 
the city is located, East, Middle, or West. The figure following this letter is 
the population (see third paragraph, this page). Next is the fiscal year ending; 
for example, "F.Yr.5/3111 means the fiscal year ends May 31. There follows the 
date of the next election; for example, "Elec.5/6611 means the next election will 
be in May 1966. The last entry on this line is the telephone number of the city 
hall or office. 
On the second )4.ne is shown the time and place of 
ing body and the zip code. On the third line is shown 
(other than the usual Saturday afternoon and Sunday). 
obtainable for some cities. 
the meetings of the govern­
any closing of city offices 
This information was not 
Population data are presented on the following two pages; on one in alpha­
betical order and on the other in descending order according to population. These 
population figures are as of July 1, 1965, as used by the State of Tennessee for 
distributing State-shared taxes. The next page lists cities by counties under the 
three grand divisions of the state. 
Municipal elections in Tennessee are held throughout the year, and changes 
are therefore constantly occuring. Changes are announced each month in Tennessee 
Town & City magazine, the official magazine of the Tennessee Municipal League. 
The magazine is sent free to municipal officials; others desiring to subscribe may 
do so by remitting the yearly subscription price of $3.00 to the League office. 
A key to the abbreviations used for position titles is given ·below. 
ABBREVIATIONS 
Acct Accountant FC Fire Chief 
Admr City Administrator FM Fire Marshal 
Ald Alderman HI Housing Inspector 
Atty City Attorney HOf'f Health Officer 
BI Building Inspector Jg City Judge 
CD Civil Def'ense Director Lib Librarian 
CE Commissioner of Education Mar City Marshal 
CF Commissioner of Fire Mgr City Manager 
CF in Conunissioner of Finance MgrA Assistant City Manager 
CH Commissioner of' Health PA Purchasing Agent 
CP Commissioner of' Police PBCh Power Board Chairman 
CPW Connnissioner of Public Works PCCh Planning Commission Chm. 
Clk City Clerk PI Plumbing Inspector 
Codnr Coordinator RBCh Recreation Board Chairman 
Connn Connnissioner RD Recreation Director 
Coun Councilman ScS City School Superintendent 
CoP ' Chief' of Police Sec Secretary 
CR City Recorder SG Superintendent of Gas System 
HBCh Housing Board Chairman SP Superintendent of Parks 
DFin Director of' Finance SS Superintendent of' Streets 
DH Director of Housing Authority SSP Supt. of Sewage Plant 
DPers Director of' Personnel SU Supt. of Ut:tli ties 
DPS Director of' Public Safety SWW Supt. of Water Works 
DPW Director of Public Works TA Tax Assessor 
DPZ Director of' Planning & Zoning Tr Treasurer 
DWelf' Director of Welf'are UBCh Utilities Board Chairman 
EMgr Electric System Manager V�May Vice Mayor 



















































POPULATIONS OF TENNESSEE MUNICIPALITIES 
used for distributin� State-shared truces, 1965 .. 66 
53 Church Hill 2,159 Gadsden 281 
521 Clarksville 22,021 Gainesboro 1,021 
1,046 Cleveland 17,429 Ga..l.latin 11,979 
2,022 Cl if ton 708 Garland 168 
6,395 Clinton 4,943 Gates 291 
599 Coalmont 458 Gatlinburg 2,303 
1,545 Collierville 2,020 Germantown 1,845 
556 Collinwood 596 Gibson 297 
552 Columbia 21,241 Gleason 900 
195 Cookeville 10,440 Goodlettsville 4,79'2 
1,005 Copperhill 631 Gordonsville 249 
1,784 Cornersville 654 Grand Junction 446 
12,103 Cottage Grove 130 Graysville 838 
357 Covington 5,944 Greenback 285 
461 Cowan 1,979 Greenbrier 2,052 
256 Crossville 4,668 Greeneville 12,973 
206 Cumberland City 314 Greenf'ield 2,071 
508 Cumber land Gap 291 Halls 2,102 
l,ll8 Dandridge 829 Harriman 10,054 
577 Dayton 3,668 Hartsville 2,147 
551 Decatur 681 Henderson 2,691 
3,082 Decaturville 571 Henning 466 
1,232 Decherd 1,771 Henry 283 
638 Denmark 58 Hickory Valley 179 
1,655 Dickson 5,028 Hohenwald 3,151 
533 Dover 736 Hollow Rock 59'2 
4<)'2 Dowelltown 279 Hornbeak 307 
948 Doyle 484 Hornsby 228 
4,037 Dresden 1,675 Humboldt 9,522 
<)'24 Ducktown 741 Huntingdon 3,130 
802 Dunlap 1,817 Huntland 500 
20,809 Dyer 1,909 Huntsville 387 
6,041 Dyersburg 13,,114 Iron City 5ll 
1,449 Eaglev:f.lle 363 Jackson 36,771 
682 East Ridge 19,570 Jamestown 1,957 
Elizabethton 10,896 Jasper 1,450 
569 Elkton 199 Jefferson City 4,550 
613 Englewood i,574 Jellico 2,210 
706 Enville 250 Johnson City 34,053 
2,774 Erin 1,156 Jonesboro 1,197 
2,021 Erwin 4,881 Kenton 1,095 
414 Estill Springs 865 Kimball 716 
1,228 Etowah 3,223 Kingsport 33,618 
169 Fairview 1,017 Kingston 4,319 
2,501 Fayetteville 7,170 Knoxville 179,973 
630 Forest Hills 3,334 La.f ayette 1,900 
764 Franklin 8,051 I.a.Follette 7,130 
551 Friendship 399 IaGrange 217 
130,090 Friendsville 606 lake City 1,914 
Lakewood 1, 896 N ewbern 1,813 Silerton 
Lawrenceburg 9, !�85 Newport 6,448 Slayden 
Lebanon 11, 171 Niota 679 Smithville 
Lenoir City 6,080 Normandy 119 Smyrna 
Lewisburg 7,007 Norris 1,389 Sneedville 
Lexington 4 , 627 Oak Hill 4, 869 Somerville 
Liberty 336 Oak Ridge 29, 696 South Carthage 
Linden 1 , 086 Oakdale 470 South Fulton 
Livingston 2 , 817 Oakland 306 South Pittsburg 
Lobelville 449 Obion 1,248 Sparta 
Lookout Mountain 1,817 Oliver Springs 3,606 Spencer 
Loretto 929 Oneida 2, 480 Spring City 
Loudon 4,269 Orme 171 Spring Hill 
Luttrell 880 Palmer 1, 069 Springfield 
Lynchburg 564 Paris 9,832 St. Joseph 
Lynnville 362 Parrottsville 91 Stanton 
McEwen 979 Parsons 2, 193 Surgoinsville 
McKenzie 4, 580 Petersburg 423 Sweetwater 
McLemoresville 285 Pigeon Forge 917 Tazewell 
McMinnville 9,851 Pikeville 1,284 Tellico Plains 
Madisonville 1,812 Pleasant Hill 267 Tennessee Ridge 
Manchester 4,455 Portland 2 , 424 Tiptonville 
Martin 5, 812 Pulaski 6 , 616 Toone 
Maryville 10, 348 Puryear 408 Townsend 
Mason 407 Ramer 358 Tracy City 
Maury City 624 Red Bank-White Oak 10,777 Trenton 
Maynardville 620 Red Boiling Springs 597 '.rrezevant 
Medina 722 Richard City 224 Trimble 
Medon 97 Ridgely 1, 464 Troy 
Memphis 527,492 Ridgeside 448 Tullahoma 
Michie 330 Ridgetop 572 Tusculum 
Middleton 461 Ripley 4 , 016 Union City 
Milan 6, 309 Rives 291 Vanleer 
Milledgeville 350 Rockwood 5 , 799 Viola 
Millington 19, 071 Rogersville 4, 050 Vonore 
Mitchellville 184 Rossville 183 Wartrace 
Monteagle 775 Rutherford 983 Watauga 
Monterey 2,297 Rutledge 793 Watertmm 
Morriso·n 294 SaJ.tillo 397 Waverly 
Morristown 21,408 Samburg 451 Waynesboro 
Moscow 368 Sardis 274 Westmoreland 
Mount Carmel 2,629 Saulsbury 141 White Bluff 
Mount Pleasant 2,921 Savannah 5, 530 White Pine 
Mountain City 1,478 Scotts Hill 298 Whiteville 
Munford 1,014 Selmer 2, 371 Hhitwell 
Murfreesboro 21,225 Sevierville 2 , 890 Winchester 
Nashville 250,887 Sharon 1,109 Woodbury 
New Johnsonville 664 Shelbyville 10,466 Yorkville 
















































1, 999, 691 
TENNESSEE CITIES BY POPULA.TION RANK 
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5 , 812 
5 , 799 
5, 530 
Dickson 5 , 028 
Winchester 5, 004 
Clinton 4 , 943 
Erwin 4 ,881 
Oak Hill 4, 869 
G oodlettsville 4,792 
Crossville 4, 668 
Lexington 4 , 627 
McKenzie 4, 580 
Jefferson City 4, 550 
Sparta 4, 510 
Manchester 4,455 
Trenton 4, 409 
Kingston 4, 319 
Loudon 4,269 
Sweetwater 4, 145 
South Pittsburg 4, 130 
Rogersville 4, 050 
Bolivar 4 , 037 
Ripley 4, 016 
Dayton 3 , 668 
Oliver Springs 3, 6o6 
Signal Mountain 3 , 413 
Forest Hills 3, 334 
Etowah 3 , 223 
Hohenwald 3 , 151 
Huntingdon 3 , 130 
Belle Meade 3 , 082 
Mount Pleasant 2 , 921 
Waverly 2 , 89;i. 
Sevierville 2,890 
Livingston 2 , 817 
Caillden 2, 774 
Henderson 2 , 691 
Mount Carmel 2 , 629 
South Fulton 2 , 512 
Centerville 2 , 501 
Oneida 2,480 
Portland 2 , 424 
Selmer 2 , 371 
Smithville 2, 348 
Gatlinburg 2, 303 
Monterey 2 , 297 
Jellico 2 , 210 
Parsons 2 , 193 
Church Hill 2 , 159 
Hartsville 2 , 147 
Halls 2, 102 
Greenfield 2 , 071 
1965-66 
Tiptonville 2 , 068 
Greenbrier 2 , 052 
Alruno 2 , 022 
Carthage 2,021 
Collierville 2 , 020 
Cowan 1 , 979 
Jamestown 1 , 957 
Lake City 1, 914 
Dyer 1, 909 
La.:f ayette 1, 900 
Lakewood 1,896 
Whitwell 1, 857 
Germantown 1,845 
SomerV"ille 1,820 
Du nlap l,817 
Lookout Mountain 1,817 
Newbern 1 , 813 
Madisonville l,812 
Tusculum l,804 
Spring City 1, 800 
Ashland City 1, 784 
Decherd 1,771 
Dresden 1 , 675 
Berry Hill 1, 655 
Tracy City l, 577 
Englewood l, 574 
Woodbury 1, 562 
A lgood 1 , 545 
Waynesboro 1,521 




Norris 1 , 389 
White Pine 1 , 371 
Surgoinsville 1 , 324 





Jonesboro 1, 197 
Erin 1, 156 
New Tazewell 1, 131 
Baxter 1, 118 
Sharon 1, 109 
Kenton 1 , 095 
Linden l,o86 
PaJ.nier 1, 069 
Lakewood 1, 896 N ewbern 1,813 Silerton 
Lawrenceburg 9, !�85 Newport 6,448 Slayden 
Lebanon 11, 171 Niota 679 Smithville 
Lenoir City 6,080 Normandy 119 Smyrna 
Lewisburg 7,007 Norris 1,389 Sneedville 
Lexington 4 , 627 Oak Hill 4, 869 Somerville 
Liberty 336 Oak Ridge 29, 696 South Carthage 
Linden 1 , 086 Oakdale 470 South Fulton 
Livingston 2 , 817 Oakland 306 South Pittsburg 
Lobelville 449 Obion 1,248 Sparta 
Lookout Mountain 1,817 Oliver Springs 3,606 Spencer 
Loretto 929 Oneida 2, 480 Spring City 
Loudon 4,269 Orme 171 Spring Hill 
Luttrell 880 Palmer 1, 069 Springfield 
Lynchburg 564 Paris 9,832 St. Joseph 
Lynnville 362 Parrottsville 91 Stanton 
McEwen 979 Parsons 2, 193 Surgoinsville 
McKenzie 4, 580 Petersburg 423 Sweetwater 
McLemoresville 285 Pigeon Forge 917 Tazewell 
McMinnville 9,851 Pikeville 1,284 Tellico Plains 
Madisonville 1,812 Pleasant Hill 267 Tennessee Ridge 
Manchester 4,455 Portland 2 , 424 Tiptonville 
Martin 5, 812 Pulaski 6 , 616 Toone 
Maryville 10, 348 Puryear 408 Townsend 
Mason 407 Ramer 358 Tracy City 
Maury City 624 Red Bank-White Oak 10,777 Trenton 
Maynardville 620 Red Boiling Springs 597 '.rrezevant 
Medina 722 Richard City 224 Trimble 
Medon 97 Ridgely 1, 464 Troy 
Memphis 527,492 Ridgeside 448 Tullahoma 
Michie 330 Ridgetop 572 Tusculum 
Middleton 461 Ripley 4 , 016 Union City 
Milan 6, 309 Rives 291 Vanleer 
Milledgeville 350 Rockwood 5 , 799 Viola 
Millington 19, 071 Rogersville 4, 050 Vonore 
Mitchellville 184 Rossville 183 Wartrace 
Monteagle 775 Rutherford 983 Watauga 
Monterey 2,297 Rutledge 793 Watertmm 
Morriso·n 294 SaJ.tillo 397 Waverly 
Morristown 21,408 Samburg 451 Waynesboro 
Moscow 368 Sardis 274 Westmoreland 
Mount Carmel 2,629 Saulsbury 141 White Bluff 
Mount Pleasant 2,921 Savannah 5, 530 White Pine 
Mountain City 1,478 Scotts Hill 298 Whiteville 
Munford 1,014 Selmer 2, 371 Hhitwell 
Murfreesboro 21,225 Sevierville 2 , 890 Winchester 
Nashville 250,887 Sharon 1,109 Woodbury 
New Johnsonville 664 Shelbyville 10,466 Yorkville 
















































1, 999, 691 
TENNESSEE CITIES BY POPULA.TION RANK 
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5 , 812 
5 , 799 
5, 530 
Dickson 5 , 028 
Winchester 5, 004 
Clinton 4 , 943 
Erwin 4 ,881 
Oak Hill 4, 869 
G oodlettsville 4,792 
Crossville 4, 668 
Lexington 4 , 627 
McKenzie 4, 580 
Jefferson City 4, 550 
Sparta 4, 510 
Manchester 4,455 
Trenton 4, 409 
Kingston 4, 319 
Loudon 4,269 
Sweetwater 4, 145 
South Pittsburg 4, 130 
Rogersville 4, 050 
Bolivar 4 , 037 
Ripley 4, 016 
Dayton 3 , 668 
Oliver Springs 3, 6o6 
Signal Mountain 3 , 413 
Forest Hills 3, 334 
Etowah 3 , 223 
Hohenwald 3 , 151 
Huntingdon 3 , 130 
Belle Meade 3 , 082 
Mount Pleasant 2 , 921 
Waverly 2 , 89;i. 
Sevierville 2,890 
Livingston 2 , 817 
Caillden 2, 774 
Henderson 2 , 691 
Mount Carmel 2 , 629 
South Fulton 2 , 512 
Centerville 2 , 501 
Oneida 2,480 
Portland 2 , 424 
Selmer 2 , 371 
Smithville 2, 348 
Gatlinburg 2, 303 
Monterey 2 , 297 
Jellico 2 , 210 
Parsons 2 , 193 
Church Hill 2 , 159 
Hartsville 2 , 147 
Halls 2, 102 
Greenfield 2 , 071 
1965-66 
Tiptonville 2 , 068 
Greenbrier 2 , 052 
Alruno 2 , 022 
Carthage 2,021 
Collierville 2 , 020 
Cowan 1 , 979 
Jamestown 1 , 957 
Lake City 1, 914 
Dyer 1, 909 
La.:f ayette 1, 900 
Lakewood 1,896 
Whitwell 1, 857 
Germantown 1,845 
SomerV"ille 1,820 
Du nlap l,817 
Lookout Mountain 1,817 
Newbern 1 , 813 
Madisonville l,812 
Tusculum l,804 
Spring City 1, 800 
Ashland City 1, 784 
Decherd 1,771 
Dresden 1 , 675 
Berry Hill 1, 655 
Tracy City l, 577 
Englewood l, 574 
Woodbury 1, 562 
A lgood 1 , 545 
Waynesboro 1,521 




Norris 1 , 389 
White Pine 1 , 371 
Surgoinsville 1 , 324 





Jonesboro 1, 197 
Erin 1, 156 
New Tazewell 1, 131 
Baxter 1, 118 
Sharon 1, 109 
Kenton 1 , 095 
Linden l,o86 
PaJ.nier 1, 069 
Adamsville l,046 Alexandria 599 Tennessee Ridge 324 
Gainesboro 1,021 Red Boiling Springs 597 Cumberland City 314 
Fairview 1,017 Collinwood 596 Hornbeak 307 
Munford 1,014 Hollow Rock 592 Oakland 306 
Arlington l,·005 Trimble 581 Scotts Hill 298 
Rutherford 983 Beersheba Springs 577 Gibson 297 
McEwen 979 Ridgetop 572 Morrison 294 
Bluff City 948 Decaturville 571 Cumberland Gap 291 
Trezevant 944 Burns 569 Gates 291 
Loretto 929 Wartrace 569 Rives 291 
Bradford 924 Lynchburg 564 Greenback 285 
Watertown 919 Allardt 556 McLemoresville 285 
Pigeon Forge 917 Altamont 552 Henry 283 
Gleason 900 Bell Buckle 551 Townsend 283 
Luttrell 880 Charlotte 551 Gadsden 281 
Spencer 870 Bethel Springs 533 Dowelltown 279 
Estill Springs 865 Adams 521 Sardis 274 
Westmoreland 865 Iron City 511 Pleasant Hill 267 
Graysville 838 Bartlett 508 Auburntown 256 
Dandridge 829 Huntland 500 Enville 250 
Brighton 802 Big Sandy 492 Gordonsville 249 
Sneedville 799 White Bluff 486 Vanleer 234 
Tellico Plains 794 Doyle 484 Hornsby 228 
Rutledge 793 Oakdale 470 Richard City 224 
Monteagle '.775 Henning 466 Yorkville 218 
Charleston 764 Atwood 461 I.aGrange 217 
Whiteville 757 Middleton 461 Baileyton 206 
Ducktown 741 Coa.J.nxmt 458 Viola 206 
Dover 736 Stanton 458 Toone 202 
Medina 722 Samburg 451 Elkton 199 
Kimball 716 klbelville 449 Ardmore 195 
Cl if ton 708 Ridgeside 448 Mitchellville 184 
Calhoun 706 Grand Junction 446 Rossville 183 
Spring Hill 689 Petersburg 423 Hickory Valley 179 
Bulls Gap 682 Cedar Hill 414 Orme 171 
Decatur 681 Puryear 4o8 Centertown 169 
Niota 679 Mason 407 Garland 168 
New Johnsonville 664 Friendship 399 Saulsbury 141 
Troy 662 Saltillo 397 Cottage Grove 130 
Cornersville 654 Huntsville 387 Normandy 119 
St. Joseph 641 Watauga 370 Slayden 101 
Benton 638 Moscow 368 Medon 97 
Copperhill 631 Eagleville 363 Parrottsville 91 
Chapel Hill 630 Lynnville 362 Silerton 84 
Maury City 624 Ramer 358 Denmark 58 
Maynardville 620 Atoka 357 Adair 53 
South Carthage 615 Milledgeville 350 Burlison 
Byrdstown 613 Liberty 336 Vonore 
F'riendsville 6o6 Michie 330 TOTAL 1,999,691 
TENNESSEE CITIES AND TOWNS 

















































































































EAST TENNESSEE MIDDLE TENNESSEE 
Sullivan Countl Dickson Counti'.: 
Bluff City Burns 
Bristol Charlotte 
Kingsport Dickson 
Unicoi Countl -Slayden 
Erwin -Vanleer 
Union Counti -White Bluff 
Luttrell Fentress Countl 
Maynardville Allardt 
Washington Countl Jamestown 














MIDDLE TENNESSEE -Coalmont 
Monteagle 
Bedford Count_l Pa..lmer 
Bell Buckle Tracy City 
�Normandy Hickman Countl 
Shelbyville Centerville 
Wartrece Houston County 
Cannon Counti Erin 
- Auburntown - Tennessee Ridge 
Woodbury Humphrels Coun� 
Cheatham Co�tl McEwen 
Ashland Cl{y 5i- New Johnsonville 
Clay: Counti \ �� � ":' .s. Waverly 
Celina ��Y'H'Cf Jackson Countl 
Coffee Countx: Gainesboro 
I.awrence County: Manchester 
Tullahoma Iron City 
Davidson Count_l I.awrenceburg 
Belle Meade Ioretto 
Berry Hill St. Joseph 
Forest Hills Lewis County: 
Goodlettsville Hohenwald 
Lakewood Lincoln Coun� 
Nashville Fayetteville 
Oak Hill - Petersburg 
DeKalb County Macon County: 
Alexandria La.f ayette 
-·Dowell town Red Boiling Springs 
-Liberty Marshall Countx: 
Smithville Chapel Hill 
Cornersville 
Lewisburg 
Adamsville l,046 Alexandria 599 Tennessee Ridge 324 
Gainesboro 1,021 Red Boiling Springs 597 Cumberland City 314 
Fairview 1,017 Collinwood 596 Hornbeak 307 
Munford 1,014 Hollow Rock 592 Oakland 306 
Arlington l,·005 Trimble 581 Scotts Hill 298 
Rutherford 983 Beersheba Springs 577 Gibson 297 
McEwen 979 Ridgetop 572 Morrison 294 
Bluff City 948 Decaturville 571 Cumberland Gap 291 
Trezevant 944 Burns 569 Gates 291 
Loretto 929 Wartrace 569 Rives 291 
Bradford 924 Lynchburg 564 Greenback 285 
Watertown 919 Allardt 556 McLemoresville 285 
Pigeon Forge 917 Altamont 552 Henry 283 
Gleason 900 Bell Buckle 551 Townsend 283 
Luttrell 880 Charlotte 551 Gadsden 281 
Spencer 870 Bethel Springs 533 Dowelltown 279 
Estill Springs 865 Adams 521 Sardis 274 
Westmoreland 865 Iron City 511 Pleasant Hill 267 
Graysville 838 Bartlett 508 Auburntown 256 
Dandridge 829 Huntland 500 Enville 250 
Brighton 802 Big Sandy 492 Gordonsville 249 
Sneedville 799 White Bluff 486 Vanleer 234 
Tellico Plains 794 Doyle 484 Hornsby 228 
Rutledge 793 Oakdale 470 Richard City 224 
Monteagle '.775 Henning 466 Yorkville 218 
Charleston 764 Atwood 461 I.aGrange 217 
Whiteville 757 Middleton 461 Baileyton 206 
Ducktown 741 Coa.J.nxmt 458 Viola 206 
Dover 736 Stanton 458 Toone 202 
Medina 722 Samburg 451 Elkton 199 
Kimball 716 klbelville 449 Ardmore 195 
Cl if ton 708 Ridgeside 448 Mitchellville 184 
Calhoun 706 Grand Junction 446 Rossville 183 
Spring Hill 689 Petersburg 423 Hickory Valley 179 
Bulls Gap 682 Cedar Hill 414 Orme 171 
Decatur 681 Puryear 4o8 Centertown 169 
Niota 679 Mason 407 Garland 168 
New Johnsonville 664 Friendship 399 Saulsbury 141 
Troy 662 Saltillo 397 Cottage Grove 130 
Cornersville 654 Huntsville 387 Normandy 119 
St. Joseph 641 Watauga 370 Slayden 101 
Benton 638 Moscow 368 Medon 97 
Copperhill 631 Eagleville 363 Parrottsville 91 
Chapel Hill 630 Lynnville 362 Silerton 84 
Maury City 624 Ramer 358 Denmark 58 
Maynardville 620 Atoka 357 Adair 53 
South Carthage 615 Milledgeville 350 Burlison 
Byrdstown 613 Liberty 336 Vonore 
F'riendsville 6o6 Michie 330 TOTAL 1,999,691 
TENNESSEE CITIES AND TOWNS 

















































































































EAST TENNESSEE MIDDLE TENNESSEE 
Sullivan Countl Dickson Counti'.: 
Bluff City Burns 
Bristol Charlotte 
Kingsport Dickson 
Unicoi Countl -Slayden 
Erwin -Vanleer 
Union Counti -White Bluff 
Luttrell Fentress Countl 
Maynardville Allardt 
Washington Countl Jamestown 














MIDDLE TENNESSEE -Coalmont 
Monteagle 
Bedford Count_l Pa..lmer 
Bell Buckle Tracy City 
�Normandy Hickman Countl 
Shelbyville Centerville 
Wartrece Houston County 
Cannon Counti Erin 
- Auburntown - Tennessee Ridge 
Woodbury Humphrels Coun� 
Cheatham Co�tl McEwen 
Ashland Cl{y 5i- New Johnsonville 
Clay: Counti \ �� � ":' .s. Waverly 
Celina ��Y'H'Cf Jackson Countl 
Coffee Countx: Gainesboro 
I.awrence County: Manchester 
Tullahoma Iron City 
Davidson Count_l I.awrenceburg 
Belle Meade Ioretto 
Berry Hill St. Joseph 
Forest Hills Lewis County: 
Goodlettsville Hohenwald 
Lakewood Lincoln Coun� 
Nashville Fayetteville 
Oak Hill - Petersburg 
DeKalb County Macon County: 
Alexandria La.f ayette 
-·Dowell town Red Boiling Springs 
-Liberty Marshall Countx: 
Smithville Chapel Hill 
Cornersville 
Lewisburg 
MIDDLE TENNESSEE MIDDLE TENNESSEE WEST TENNESSEE 
Maury County Hhitc County Gibson County 
Columbia -Doyle Brad.ford 
Mt. Pleasant Sparta Dyer 
Spring Hill "Williamson County -Gibson 
Montgomery Countz Fairview Humboldt 
Clarksville Franluin Medina 
Moore County Wilson County Milan 
Lynchburg Lebanon Rutherford 






�-Lobelville -Grand Junction 
Pickett County - Hickory Valley 
BYrdstown - Hornsby 
Putnam County - Middleton 




Robertson County Hardin County 
Adams - Saltillo 
--Cedar Hill � WEST TENNESSEE Savannah 
Greenbrier {ft\\''(I. � Haywood County 
Ridgetop Benton Countl Brownsville 
Springfield --"Big Sandy - Stanton 
Rutherford County Camden Henderson County 
- Eagleville Carroll County Lexington 
Murfreesboro -Atwood -Sardis 
Smyrna Bruceton -Scotts Hill 
Seguatchie County Hollow Rock Henry County 
Dunlap Huntingdon ·-Cottage Grove 
Smith County McKenzie -Henry 
Carthage - McLemoresville Paris 
- Gordonsville Trezevant -·Puryear 
South Carthage Chester County Lake County 
Stewart Countz - Enville Ridgely 
- Cumber land City Henderson Tiptonville 
Dover Crockett County Lauderdale County 
Sumner County Alamo .. � Gates 
Gallat� Bells Halls 
- Mitchell ville - Friendship -Henning 
Portland -Gadsden Ripley 
Westmoreland Maury City :Madison County 
Trousdale County Decatur County -Adair 
Hartsville Decaturville ·· Denmark 
Van Buren County Parsons Jackson 
Spencer Dyer County -Medon 
Warren County Dyersburg McNairy County 
- Centertown Newbern Adamsville 
McMinnville Trimble Bethel Springs 
-Morrison Fayette Count;:c -Michie 
-Viola .- le.Grange (J 4 \ \b.W'o j - Milledgeville 
Wayne County - Moscow -Ramer 


































� OF *ADA.re Madison -W­
etings. on caJJ., 7:30 p.m., 
OWen Williams 
M. Ro Williams 
M. R. Foster 




Clint o. Williams 
Vanden Gr:l.ffin 
Jack Manhein 
*Address: Jackson, Tennessee 
cr.r.l: OF ADAMS Robertson -M- 21 F.Yr.6 30 Elec. 67 Phone 
First Tuesday each :nxmth, 7:30 p.m., at Comm:w1ity Clubhouse Zip Code 
)fayor 
V·MaY 






'JX)WN OF ADAMSVn.LE McNair -W- 1 046 F.Yr.4 0 Elec.lO 6 







L. A. Blanton Mar 
�W;\\ Vi'(\�\/r"\ SS-SWW-SSP 
oten �\'\�VY� >V\.YY�'Tt"PCCh 
��-Ii. Gibeeft.11'\YS. J� f·<\c.e.FC 
J. S. Jarrett CD 
J. M. Philli.ps 
�era Ptteee!r- T11 � ....... "'Y 
J. D. (BLll) Pickens 
Jim Yancey 
James Butler 
696-2506 'IDWN OF A.LAMO Crockett -W- 2 0'22 F. Yr. 31 E.lec. 5 67 Phone Zip Code First Tuesday each month, 7 :30 p.m., .at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday aJJ. day, aJJ. year 
Mayor Darius Cullipher CR 
Ald E. o. Prather, Jr. ScS 
Ald Billy Camp SWW-SS 
Ald James Grant WBCh 
Ald Ray Worrell CoP 
Atty J. B. Avery, Jr. TA 
Mayor -Paul R. Hicks Eng-BI 
VNMay Paul G. Worley FC 
Com Gaylord Lambdin HOff 
�Jg 
-Ross F. WaJ.ker PCCh 
- James Clodfelter ScS 
Atty Joe C. Gamble* RD 
CoP Robert L. Carroll � 
lJBCh c. F. Hord 
Harvey Haynes 




David W. Swl tzer 
Fred L. Griff:t ts 
Dr. Trent Vandergriff 
Joel Bailey 
Ro M. Robinson 
w. :&.iley 
c. E. Dyer 
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Fred L. Griff:t ts 
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529-2981 TOWN OF ALEXANDRIA (DeKalb) -M.;. 599 F. Yr �6/30 Elec. 9/66 Phone 
Zip Code First funday each month, 7:00 p.m., at C�ty Hall 
Offices close Friday and Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor W. V. Odum Ald. 
Ald C. O, Smith Clk 
Ald Douglas Wills Atty 
Ald H. A. Caplinger Jg 
Ald James C. Oakley FC-CD 
Ald Francis Malone 
*Address: Smithville, Tennessee 
J. P. Huffman 
Mrs. Joe Huffman 
McAllen Foutch* 
J. P. Huffman 
James Avant 
37166 
Fourth Thursday each month, 7:00 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 























James C. Hunter 
Cecil Jaquess 
CITY OF ALLARIY.r Fentress -M- 6 F.Yr.ll 7 Elec.11 66 Phone 
Second Thursday each month, 7:00 p.m., at City Hall 












'(\12\\ '(, i;:-o.s·)e.>' 
TOWN OF ALTAMONT (Grundy) -M- 552 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.5/66 Phone 692-2486 
3770. 










Hugh Willard Fults 
H. B. Williams 
J. F. Payne 
TOWN OF ARDMORE Giles) -M- 1 5 F.Yr.12 31 Elec.11 65 Phone (Ardmore Ala.) 427-319 






C. P. Forbes 
Elzie L. Bailey -€@;!t'gAAJ:I:1oliey HcW\llY 1503';!.s 
Morgan Mims 





*Address: Pulaski, Tennessee 38478 
2 




i,OOWN OF ARLINGTON Shelb -w... 1 00 F. Yr .12 1 Elec .12 6 
rst Monday each month, :OO p.m., at Town Hall 
()i'fices open only mornings, M:>nday through Friday 
Phone 
)fayor c. W. fund 
y .. May M. s. Wilson 
Ald W. N. Carruthers 
Ald Stanley D. Osborne 
Ald Sam Wilson 








L. T. Hughes 
P. J. Henry 
Mrs. W. N. Carruthers 
Frank Shepard. 
M. L. Herring 
B. G. Bailey 
L<;? e. w�Y\t��ster 
'.fYWN OF ASHLAND crry (Cheatham) -M- 1,784 F.Yr.12L31 Elec.12/65 Phone 792-42ll 
First Tuesday each month, 7:00 p.m., at Municipal Building Zip Code 37015 








Vellio E, :H:Mris Y{ r;,,'rJ 'b C" w �"" 
J. C. Balthrop 
F. C. Stratton, III 
Paul R. Gupton 
Paul Ford 











James H. West 
V. E. Harris 
Eugene S:t:nrpkins 
Ralph Spangler 
A. L. Roberts 
CITY OF ATHENS McMinn -E- 12 103 F.Yr.6 30 Elec.6 67 Phone 74. �3140 













.-Leroy B. Anderson 
James E. Johnson 
Jack Owen 
C. C. Redfern 
Dr. R. Dan..11y Hays 






Dr. John H. Lillard 
Kalen Chandler 
















Roy Nankivell, Jr. 
Ray Johnson 
Bill Knox 
Wallace D. Hitch 
W. F. Whitaker 
Max Carroll 
J. O. Cagle 
Bill Knox 
Ben Wilson 
A. Russell Ma.rane 
Brody Ellis 
37303 
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TOWN OF ATOKA (Tipton) -W- 357 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. Phone TE 7-5642 


















J. A. Billings 
TOWN OF ATWOOD Carroll -W- 461 F.Yr. Elec.9 65 Phone 662-2782 





B. W. Allison 
James Halford 
C. M. Bell 






B. C. McGregor 
TOWN OF AUBURNTOWN Cannon -M- 256 F. Yr. 6 3P Elec. 9 6 Phone 
3 220 






R. M. Hitt Ald 
�n-Bavenpe�t f"'i,, d �Y\� \-\ �yyj S Ald 
T. E. Jones Sec 
M. J. Summar Tr 
Magnus Phillips CD 
TOWN OF BAILEYTON Greene) -E- 206 F.Yr.6 30 Elec. 

















J. H. Jones 
I. B. Gaither 
Marvin Davenport 
T. E. Jones 
G. W. Kennedy 
Phone 
Zip Code 
Robert H. Bailey* 
J. R. Mottern 
Lyle Pierce 
T. H. Kilday 
*Address: 120 E. Center Street, Kingsport, Tennessee 37660 
4 
377 3 
irst nday each month, 7 :30 p.m., at Town Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Ma,yor Oscar T. Yates 
, V-Ma.y,�O. 
s. Fuller 
·· -Ald�Glen Reid 
Ald Earl Brewer 
Ald Joe Freeman 








Zip Code 3 005 
Odis Rowe 
Catherine P. Warner 
Thurman Carpenter 
A. G. Warneri Jr. 


















Luke C. Hensley 
James D. Maxwell 
Lawrence Richardson 
TOWN OF BEERSHEBA SPRINGS Grlllld 77 F.Yr.6 30 Elec.8 6 Phone OX 2-2221 McMinn 
etings on call 
�r-C \') M l"C\. Lyndon Hillis 
Com .J&lm-R-:i:ehairdseRL )�'1 � ld:te_ 
'1oJmn. C. tH\\ James F. Brown 
Mgr-CR 
FC 
TOWN OF BELL BUCKLE ,(�df'ord) -M- 551 F.Yr.10/31 


















Zip Code 37305 · 
J&nea-� Brown 
Stanley Brown 
Elec.l0/65 Phone 275-4221 
Zip Code 37000 
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J&nea-� Brown 
Stanley Brown 
Elec.l0/65 Phone 275-4221 
Zip Code 37000 




CITY OF *BELLE MEADE Davidson -M- 082 F. Yr. 12 1 Elec.8 6 Phone 2 7-6041 
First Thursday February, May, August and ovember, 7:30 p. m., at 
City Hall 





Saro Davis Bell 
John H. Teas 
Marion G. Smith 




M. B. Howell, Jr.** 
Robert C. Webster. -
T. E. Williams 
*Address: 4705 Harding Road, Nashville, Tennessee 37205 
**Address: 4408 Sheppard Place, Nashville, Tennessee 37205 
TOWN OF BELLS Crockett) -W- l 232 F.Yr. 6 0 Elec. 5 67 Phone 663-2334 
First Monday each month, 3:30 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 
Mayor Eddie Barnes CR Hiram Henderson 
Ald John H. Croom CoP Earl Marlowe 
Ald C. Rex Mehr, Jr. FC-CD C. Rex Mehr, Jr. 
Ald Richard Freeman ScS Basil J. Crider 
Ald Hugh Lewis SWW Bennie Yearwood 
Ald Hiram Henderson PCCh John IJ.oyd 
TOWN OF BENTON Polk -E- 6 8 F.Yr. 6 30 Elec. 6 66 Phone 8-5261 
3 0 
First Friday each month, :OO p. m., at City Hall 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, all year 
Zip Code 37307 
Connn Mrs. Gertrude Wilson 
Gernm·/l't<.\r..,. Louis Culpepper 




J. H. Hammons 
Fletchers Caruth 
Gary Patterson 
CITY OF *BERRY HILL (Davidson) -M- 1 655 F. Yr. 12 31 Elec.3 66 Phone 297-4521 
First and third Wednesday each month, 7:00 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 3720 





Ralph P. Rosa 
Dr. L. W. Noel, Jr. 
Clarence W. Watson 






John M. Grissim 
Carl E. Jones 
Robert K. Hill, Jr. 
*Address: 698 Thompson Lane, Nashville, Tennessee 37204 
6 
Phone 







c. L. Hendrix 
Waldemar Williams 
J. W. Cheshier 
Howard Maness 








.J • S • 12&w&PS­
Waldemar Williams 
Glen Whitlow 
James A. Hines 
'roWN OF BIG SANDY Benton -W- 4 F.Yr. Elec.3 67 Phone 
First M:mday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor Ralph Graham Ald 
Ald Elmer Cowell CR Mrs. Polly Stockdale 
Ald Paul Mccampbell Atty Bradley Frazier* 
Ald O. P. Lindsey Mar 
Ald w. C. Barnes 
*Address: Ca.mden, Tennessee 38320 
'roWN OF BLUFF CITY (Sullivan) -E- 9 48  F.Yr.6 30 Elec.6 67 Phone 538-3811 
3 221 













H. C. ,Jessee 







L. B. Webb 




Roy R. Fox 
CITY OF BOLIVAR Hardeman -W� 4 037 F. Yr. l Elec. 


















A. B. Fortune 
John V. Anderson, .Jr. 
Dr. Harold Fitts 
J�e Ham 
Joe Wes't; Willia.ms 
-Joe McCoy 
E. �r. Harris 















Zip Code 3 00 
M. W. Fulghum 
Beryl F. Willia.ms 
George Wallace 
Dewey Whitenton 
Moorman McAnul ty 
Leo Smith 
B. C. Jones 
T. H. Stal.lings 
Oscar Daniels 
Marion Creek:loore 
John V. Andersonp Sr. 
L. A. Sha:ppley 
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Oscar Daniels 
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TOWN OF BRADFORD Gibson -W- 4 F .  Yr .12 31 Ele c .  
First M:>nday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 








J, Thomas Taylor 
Bill Pierce 
R .  F .  Green 
H .  0 .  Cash 
Knox Smith 
H .  L. Walker 








Phone 742- 465 
Dale Pate 
Knox Smith 
J.  c .  Nowell 
Knox Smith 




TOWN OF BRIGHTON (Ti ton) -W- 802 F . Yr . 8  31 Elec .  Phone GR 6-96 9 















W .  C .  Tipton 
Serey Marshall 
.CITY OF BRISTOL (Sullivan ) -E- 20 809 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec . 6  69 Phone 764-1622 
First, third and fifth Tuesday each month, 2 : 00 p.m. , at Courthouse Zip Code 37 20 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year �f -v u �J (o tf� ��) \ l l  ti l ii>  ' 0 1 ;> 
Mayor - Wesley L. Davis {CP) 71D'-/- b HOff H .  K. Elmore 
Comm Edward F .  Musick (CFin) PCCh L.  Lowell Anderson 
Connn Maurice Conn ( CPW) PBCh Conley S .  Scott 
CR Miss June Sparger SSP W .  J. Br'icker 
Atty Craig H .  Caldwell ScS D. F .  Adkisson 
Jg Wilfred Gillenwater SWW Burley L. Frye 
CoP Mack Godsey TA C .  E .  Vance 
FC Louis Peters Lib Mrs . Earl Coalson 
BI-HI-PI Clarence W .  Richards DPZ Larry Carter 
EMgr E .  O .  Olson CD Wesley Davis 
CITY OF BROWNSVILLE Ha od -W- 6 041 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 6  66 Phone 772�1212 
Second Tuesday each JIX)nth, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall ' Zip Code 3 012 














Charles H .  Overton, Jr . 
..- s .  M. Duckworth 
John W. Norris 
Darrell Bull 











F .  T .  Edmonds 
Dr• 'P. c. GhapmaB-Cv....-1-i >  L,�vy 
A .  S .  Rose 
C .  T .  Callery 
Fred T .  Jones 
Howard Wyatt 
Robert Hooper 









T. M. Miller 
Gene Lowe 
-W- 1 44 F.Yr . 8  31 Ele c . 8  66 Phone 38 -2401 
7 :00 p.m., at City Hall Zip Code 3 317 
Ald M.  O .  Wall 
CR F .  W .  Tu.rner 
Atty Jimmy lee Taylor 
W .  B.  Keeton, Sr. CoP Murray Laws 
W .  T .  Franklin FC Troy Smothers 
�WN OF Bl.n.iLS GAP Hawkins -E- 682 F.Yr . 6  0 Elec . 6  67 Phone 2 5�5216 





Dr . W .  G .  Justis 
Truman Park 
John Peeler 





James J .  Price 
Truman Park 
W. O .  Grubb 
George W .  Gray 
'JX)WN OF BURLISON Ti ton) -W- ,3 li! F .  Yr . 6  30 Elec . 7 67 Phone 476-6�.J.2 . Covin ton) 





Coun Milton J .  Branch 
'JX>WN OF BURNS Dickson -M- 569 F . Yr . 5  l Elec . 5  67 Phone 




Marshall s 0 s·tuart 
A .  E .  Lampley 




Zi:p Code 37029 
G. C .  Bishop 
Ben M. Bishop 
.E ,  H .�-Meek.9 Srh Wwv �n. &. E\.-own 
'roWN OF BYRDSTOWN Pi.ckett �M� 61 F.Yr . 8  31 Elec.8 66 Phone 
First Tuesday each month.., 7 : 00 p.m • .., at Mayor ' s  Office 










G.  D .  Byrd 
E .  J .  Cantrell 
Gayoon Asbury 
67 Phone 





Zi:p Code 37309 
Cli:ff ord McCamish 
Jack Creasman 
TOWN OF BRADFORD Gibson -W- 4 F .  Yr .12 31 Ele c .  
First M:>nday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 








J, Thomas Taylor 
Bill Pierce 
R .  F .  Green 
H .  0 .  Cash 
Knox Smith 
H .  L. Walker 








Phone 742- 465 
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Mayor - Wesley L. Davis {CP) 71D'-/- b HOff H .  K. Elmore 
Comm Edward F .  Musick (CFin) PCCh L.  Lowell Anderson 
Connn Maurice Conn ( CPW) PBCh Conley S .  Scott 
CR Miss June Sparger SSP W .  J. Br'icker 
Atty Craig H .  Caldwell ScS D. F .  Adkisson 
Jg Wilfred Gillenwater SWW Burley L. Frye 
CoP Mack Godsey TA C .  E .  Vance 
FC Louis Peters Lib Mrs . Earl Coalson 
BI-HI-PI Clarence W .  Richards DPZ Larry Carter 
EMgr E .  O .  Olson CD Wesley Davis 
CITY OF BROWNSVILLE Ha od -W- 6 041 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 6  66 Phone 772�1212 
Second Tuesday each JIX)nth, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall ' Zip Code 3 012 
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..- s .  M. Duckworth 
John W. Norris 
Darrell Bull 











F .  T .  Edmonds 
Dr• 'P. c. GhapmaB-Cv....-1-i >  L,�vy 
A .  S .  Rose 
C .  T .  Callery 
Fred T .  Jones 
Howard Wyatt 
Robert Hooper 









T. M. Miller 
Gene Lowe 
-W- 1 44 F.Yr . 8  31 Ele c . 8  66 Phone 38 -2401 
7 :00 p.m., at City Hall Zip Code 3 317 
Ald M.  O .  Wall 
CR F .  W .  Tu.rner 
Atty Jimmy lee Taylor 
W .  B.  Keeton, Sr. CoP Murray Laws 
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�WN OF Bl.n.iLS GAP Hawkins -E- 682 F.Yr . 6  0 Elec . 6  67 Phone 2 5�5216 





Dr . W .  G .  Justis 
Truman Park 
John Peeler 





James J .  Price 
Truman Park 
W. O .  Grubb 
George W .  Gray 
'JX)WN OF BURLISON Ti ton) -W- ,3 li! F .  Yr . 6  30 Elec . 7 67 Phone 476-6�.J.2 . Covin ton) 





Coun Milton J .  Branch 
'JX>WN OF BURNS Dickson -M- 569 F . Yr . 5  l Elec . 5  67 Phone 




Marshall s 0 s·tuart 
A .  E .  Lampley 




Zi:p Code 37029 
G. C .  Bishop 
Ben M. Bishop 
.E ,  H .�-Meek.9 Srh Wwv �n. &. E\.-own 
'roWN OF BYRDSTOWN Pi.ckett �M� 61 F.Yr . 8  31 Elec.8 66 Phone 
First Tuesday each month.., 7 : 00 p.m • .., at Mayor ' s  Office 










G.  D .  Byrd 
E .  J .  Cantrell 
Gayoon Asbury 
67 Phone 





Zi:p Code 37309 
Cli:ff ord McCamish 
Jack Creasman 








Tom H .  Hardy 
M. L. Hudson 
H .  H.  Wismer 













Charles S .  Wyatt 
Elvin Johnson 
Dean Presson 
C .  L. Barker 
Robert McConnell 










Reggie L. Honey 
William J .  Petty 
Paul Poynter 
W .  M. Tuley, Jr . 
Dr .  Hugh E .  Green 
Glenn A .  Pettross 
Max Long 









Rubye K. Moore 
J .  C .  Rankin, Jr . 
Walter Malone 
Ben H .  Thomas 
Jim Wheeler 
James Preston 
TOWN OF CEDAR HILL (Robertson) -M- 414 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec .ll/65 Phone 696-2226 Third Tuesday each m:>nth, 7 :00 p.m. , at Club House Zip Code 37032 
Mayor 
Comm 
J .  W. Lowe 
J.  A .  Davidson 
Comm 
CR 
William R .  Byrne 
William R .  Byrne 
�WN OF CELINA (Cla -M- 1 228 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec .6  67 Phone 24 -3380 First Tuesday each month, 7 :00 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 3 551 
Mayor J .  H .  Overstreet HOff Dr . Champ Clark V-May Frank Thurman sww Landon B. Anderson Ald Ralph O .  Bryant Mar-CD J.  D .  Donaldson Ald E .  L. Wilson CoP J .  H.  Overstreet CR-Jg Claude E .  Hamilton RBCh c .  M.  King. Atty J. H .  Reneau, II 





Comm Willie Claud Harmon 




TOWN OF CENTERVILLE Hickman -M- 2 01 F .Yro 9  O Elec.10 65 Phone 72 - 721 











Clarence P. Bates 
Bu.rnace T. Bates 
Irvan B. Beale 
Grady Breece 
W. W. Bogle 
Bill Duncan 
Charles Mi.nick 
Jesse Peeler, Jr . 
Donnie wveless 












John W. Hatcher 
Claude B. Stephenson 
Abner C. Breece 
w. s .  Lawson 
J. w. Shouse 




TOWN OF CRAPEL HILL (Marshall) -M- 630 F1.Yr .6/30 Elec.8/66 Phone 364-2833 









Garrett H .  Lawrence 
Joe' Gabard 












TOWN OF CHARLESTON (Br_!l,dley) -E- 764 F .Yr . 6130 Ele c .?L66 PhoJ2:e .336-2405 












Lowry G. Weeks 
Clifford Helt;on 
Ray Murray 
CrJ.'Y OF CHARWITE (Dickson) ·M- 551 F .Yr .12/31 EJe c . 6/66 Phone 2311 
M�e�e�t�i�ng:..._:s�o�n!!!!:c�al�l�� a�t�C:�i-�Gy�Hral�l�.��=--:...:�..;.;:;;�::.;;;_���������-z1�p
_.,,.Co-d�e��37�0�3�6� 
Offices close Thursday aJl. day, all year 
Mayor Wayne Sensing 
Coun John Ioggins 
Coun Lawrence Porter 
Coun Henry Garrett 
Coun Clyde Buckner 




















Tom H .  Hardy 
M. L. Hudson 
H .  H.  Wismer 













Charles S .  Wyatt 
Elvin Johnson 
Dean Presson 
C .  L. Barker 
Robert McConnell 










Reggie L. Honey 
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Glenn A .  Pettross 
Max Long 









Rubye K. Moore 
J .  C .  Rankin, Jr . 
Walter Malone 
Ben H .  Thomas 
Jim Wheeler 
James Preston 
TOWN OF CEDAR HILL (Robertson) -M- 414 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec .ll/65 Phone 696-2226 Third Tuesday each m:>nth, 7 :00 p.m. , at Club House Zip Code 37032 
Mayor 
Comm 
J .  W. Lowe 
J.  A .  Davidson 
Comm 
CR 
William R .  Byrne 
William R .  Byrne 
�WN OF CELINA (Cla -M- 1 228 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec .6  67 Phone 24 -3380 First Tuesday each month, 7 :00 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 3 551 
Mayor J .  H .  Overstreet HOff Dr . Champ Clark V-May Frank Thurman sww Landon B. Anderson Ald Ralph O .  Bryant Mar-CD J.  D .  Donaldson Ald E .  L. Wilson CoP J .  H.  Overstreet CR-Jg Claude E .  Hamilton RBCh c .  M.  King. Atty J. H .  Reneau, II 





Comm Willie Claud Harmon 




TOWN OF CENTERVILLE Hickman -M- 2 01 F .Yro 9  O Elec.10 65 Phone 72 - 721 











Clarence P. Bates 
Bu.rnace T. Bates 
Irvan B. Beale 
Grady Breece 
W. W. Bogle 
Bill Duncan 
Charles Mi.nick 
Jesse Peeler, Jr . 
Donnie wveless 












John W. Hatcher 
Claude B. Stephenson 
Abner C. Breece 
w. s .  Lawson 
J. w. Shouse 




TOWN OF CRAPEL HILL (Marshall) -M- 630 F1.Yr .6/30 Elec.8/66 Phone 364-2833 









Garrett H .  Lawrence 
Joe' Gabard 












TOWN OF CHARLESTON (Br_!l,dley) -E- 764 F .Yr . 6130 Ele c .?L66 PhoJ2:e .336-2405 












Lowry G. Weeks 
Clifford Helt;on 
Ray Murray 
CrJ.'Y OF CHARWITE (Dickson) ·M- 551 F .Yr .12/31 EJe c . 6/66 Phone 2311 
M�e�e�t�i�ng:..._:s�o�n!!!!:c�al�l�� a�t�C:�i-�Gy�Hral�l�.��=--:...:�..;.;:;;�::.;;;_���������-z1�p
_.,,.Co-d�e��37�0�3�6� 
Offices close Thursday aJl. day, all year 
Mayor Wayne Sensing 
Coun John Ioggins 
Coun Lawrence Porter 
Coun Henry Garrett 
Coun Clyde Buckner 












CITY OF CHA'PI'ANOOGA (Hamilton ) -E- 130 090 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec . 3  67 . Phone 267-6681 
Tuesday each week, 2 : 00 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37 Cl;! 
Mayor -Ralph Kelley 
V-May S .  D .  Petersen (CE) 
Collllll George Mclnturff 
Collllll A .  L. Bender (CPW) 




to Mayor Charles L .  Griffin 
Clk W .  H .  Zachry 
Jg Riley Graham 
Atty Eugene N .  Collins 
PCCh Frank Dowler 
RD Mrs .  Ruth Hale Bird 















Eugene M. McGovern 
T .  D. Hardin 
Ellis Spencer 
c .  B. Souders 
R .  R .  Gouldy 
George R .  Parker, Sr. 
Dr. Marion M. Young 
Mike Quinn Hf � l) A_ Eli!leiee=&R l!l� \\ hll Y 1 "'t V"Jl"li�ij 
Robert Bradshaw 
W .  S .  Teppenpaw 
Harlan Whitfield 
Benjamin E .  Carmichael 
S .  R .  Finley 
CITY OF CHURCH HILL Hawkins )  -E- 2 159 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec . Phone 357-6161 























Robert H .  Bailey 
Roy Green 
John D. Parker 
George E .  Wright 
Hobert C. Hutson 
�ea.a. c.�.c:i\ r· I<� i-;-h 
crry OF CLARKSVILLE 1-bnt omer ) -M- 22 021 F . Yr . 6  30 Ele c . 11 66 Phone 647-1575 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall Zip Code 370 0 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor -Charles Crow Jg Collier Goodlett, 
V-May Charles R .  Jones T� ·-H . W .  Smith, Jr . 
Coun Edward R .  Sneed sww Walter C .  Gray 
Jr. 
Coun John P .  Balthrop CD John D.  Russell 
Coun Berkley Clark CoP Charles Vaden 
Coun J .  D .  Hanley FC Gordon Keel 
Coun George B. Lowry EMgr J .  F .  Perry 
Coun Lewis Ellarson Eng-SU J .  T .  Cunningham9 Jr . 
Coun Roy Dozier HO ff M. M. Green 
Coun Joseph Trahern ScS T. M. Oakley 
Coun Mike Savage SS Graham Glissom 
Coun Harry Law BI Carl Sawyer 
Coun David P.  Nussbaumer, Jr . RD Frank M. Ditmore 
Clk Mrs .  Christine Carpenter PCCh Rufus Johnson 
Atty Charles V. Runyon PBCh W.  E .  Orgain 
DPZ Don Pruitt 
12 
second Monday each month, 3 : 00 p.m. , at City Courtroom Zip Code 37311 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
)iayor - William K. Fillauer 1...1 1 1. - I  5' 7 'f Eng-SS 
CoJilill Harrison Fair ( CP, CSt ) BI 
CoJilill - George R .  Taylor ( QF:Gi)"':") FC CoJilill Kenneth Tinsley (CF)-· ScS 
elk Mrs . Virginia Goodner SWW 
Atty Harlan Painter Lib 
Jg Earle G .  Murphy SP 
eoP Luther Goodwin PCCh 
EMgr W. W.  Jacobs Tr CD Morris W.  Greene PI 
Oscar L. Giles 
W. H .  Shultz 
L.  F .  McDaris 
.!U e 0 • BoW&-l1" JJir.J Y"lik 
Robert Yeary 
Ruth Chambers 




CITY OF CLIFTON (Wayne) -M- 708 F . Yr .8/31 Ele c .  Phone 
First and third Friday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Hassell and Dowdy Office Zip Code 38325 





William J .  Patmore CR 
Edward Neville, Jr. Atty 
Rex Evans CoP 
-E11i:i.es:t-'JJl;i.a.€J.k��r-. /'. /I/'.. W:ti. hY.SFc 
Joe A .  Kelley 
R .  R .  Haggard, Jr. 
A .  R .  Smith 
James Evans 
TOWN OF CLDl'roN Anderson -E·· 4 43 F . Yr . 6  30 Ele c . J2  6 P'none 4 7-0424 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. 1 at MunicipaJ. Bldg. Zip Code 3771 
Mayor - Andrew A. Gamble FC 
V. M&y-fr� IJ.eyd L. Hall�c..� \��t. n�y ScS 
Ald William F .  Haydon SS-BI-·HI 
Ald Ray L .  Hill PCCh 
Ald Edwin L.  lli'own CoP 
Ald :Bypon Ila:l-e�.Ch�.s . f. St�YI JieYryRBCh 
A!d-'\/ - Ma 1  Charles G. Selvers RD @Tr-Jg - D .  P. Covington UBC'h 
Atty Jim Underwood C:O 
SU H .  L .  Sparkman HBCh 
Charles D .  May 
H .  L. Morrow 
Oliver Herrel.l 
J. Leo Waters 
Jimmy G .  Stanley 
L. B. Parker 
George Margrave 
J.  L. Henn:Lss 
Bernard F .  Vandergriff 
WaJ.lace Cantrell 
Phone 779�4166 CITY OF COAIMONT (Grundz) -M- 458 F . Yr . 6/30 Ele c .  
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.!U e 0 • BoW&-l1" JJir.J Y"lik 
Robert Yeary 
Ruth Chambers 




CITY OF CLIFTON (Wayne) -M- 708 F . Yr .8/31 Ele c .  Phone 
First and third Friday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Hassell and Dowdy Office Zip Code 38325 





William J .  Patmore CR 
Edward Neville, Jr. Atty 
Rex Evans CoP 
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A .  R .  Smith 
James Evans 
TOWN OF CLDl'roN Anderson -E·· 4 43 F . Yr . 6  30 Ele c . J2  6 P'none 4 7-0424 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. 1 at MunicipaJ. Bldg. Zip Code 3771 
Mayor - Andrew A. Gamble FC 
V. M&y-fr� IJ.eyd L. Hall�c..� \��t. n�y ScS 
Ald William F .  Haydon SS-BI-·HI 
Ald Ray L .  Hill PCCh 
Ald Edwin L.  lli'own CoP 
Ald :Bypon Ila:l-e�.Ch�.s . f. St�YI JieYryRBCh 
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Atty Jim Underwood C:O 
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Oliver Herrel.l 
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WaJ.lace Cantrell 
Phone 779�4166 CITY OF COAIMONT (Grundz) -M- 458 F . Yr . 6/30 Ele c .  






TOWN OF COLLIERVILLE (Shelb -W- 2 020 F . Yr . 4  30 Ele c . 5  67 Phone 853-2254 








A .  G .  Neville, Jr. I 
Robert H .  Humphreys 
James Russell 
H .  W .  Cox, Jr. 
B, L ... ...Uur.da.e Ji.v� v�ii W �Yr 
Martin Newby 









Fred H .  Medling 
Lewis Baker 
Dr .  William Outlan 
G .  R .  Dyer 
Clarence House 
A .  F .  Haynes, Jr . 
First and third Tuesday each IIX)nth, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 3 50 















W .  C.  Smith 
J. T .  Gillis 
CITY OF COLUMBIA Ma.ur -M- 21 241 F .  Yr . 6 30 Ele c .  ll 6 Phone 388-4400 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. ,  at City Hall 














--He:ny Na:pie:r .Jo.w.a..s +\ .  Vt:J�At BI 
���lt:.-&IWl:-i'or�"a. If h ft"\o •JY..>c 1 .J.11',EMgr w. C .  Fraser TA 
J .  A.  Lynn CoP 
-'r0m..W...-GPewe :J. R .  !Ylo Y-'J \l."' CD 
...-E .  S .  Bartlett lJ Eng 
Herman Roach DPW 
Robin Courtney FC 
J. Dawson Frierson, Jr . RD 
Frank Kennedy, Sr . DH 
J. Ralph Matthews PCCh 
James M. McGrew 
A .  F .  Oakes, Sr . 
John A .  Cobb, Jr . 
W .  B .  Bledsoe 




Robert L. Maddux 
Brud Spickard 
Allen H .  Fraser 
Ralph Maddux 
CITY OF COOKEVILLE Putnam -M- 10 440 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 6  67 Phone 526-2323 
3 01 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall Zip Code 3 501 
Mayor -Luke Medley DH Dero Brown 
V-Ma.y W. s .  Johnson SG M. L. Ma.this 
Coun Kenneth Dyer PCCh-DPZ I .  B. Brooks 
Coun W. M.  Mann Eng-SSP Holla Burgess 
Coun Bethel Newport sww Holla Burgess 
Mgr - Dwain Petennan Lib Clara Starnes 
Clk-BI Donald Ferrell EMgr W .  R • Holland 
Atty Wesley P. Flatt, Jr. SS Dillon V.  Thomas 
Jg CD Maurice Haste 
DFin FC Frank Moss 
CoP Dawson Gentry HBCh E .  C .  Reeves 
TA Walter Fitzpatrick RBCh M. P. Quillen 
PI N. B. Brown HI s .  T. Brown 
14 
CITY OF COPPERHILL Polk -E- 6 l F.  Yr . 0 Elec • 
ursday each week, 7 : 30 p .m., at City Hall 







Frank G .  Beaver 
W. E • Tallent 










Zip Code 37317 
Mrs o  G. F .  Henson 
Jappa Iowery 
W .  E .  Tallent 
Cbarles 'I\lrner 
S .  E .  Sharp 
'roWN OF CORNERSVILLE Marshall -M- 654 F . Yr .12 31 Elec . 6  67 Phone 















R .  J .  McClintock 
Dalton Mitchell 






J .  T. Rainey, 
E.  W. Call 
J .  R .  Smith 
Thelma Bell 
Ray Nichols 
Jr . AJ.d Guy Wimberly 
Ald J .  R .  E.  Snow 
CR W. D .  Cox 
Mar B. B.  Bell. 










R .  A .  Baxter, Jr . 
M. D. McLennan 
Oney J .  Na:lf'eh 
Clyde Owen 
Jack C .  Sanford 
Sam L:mg 





















Sam D .  Fee 
Preston Shank.le 
F. w. McBride� Sr.  
Leo Wingate 
TOWN OF COLLIERVILLE (Shelb -W- 2 020 F . Yr . 4  30 Ele c . 5  67 Phone 853-2254 








A .  G .  Neville, Jr. I 
Robert H .  Humphreys 
James Russell 
H .  W .  Cox, Jr. 
B, L ... ...Uur.da.e Ji.v� v�ii W �Yr 
Martin Newby 









Fred H .  Medling 
Lewis Baker 
Dr .  William Outlan 
G .  R .  Dyer 
Clarence House 
A .  F .  Haynes, Jr . 
First and third Tuesday each IIX)nth, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 3 50 















W .  C.  Smith 
J. T .  Gillis 
CITY OF COLUMBIA Ma.ur -M- 21 241 F .  Yr . 6 30 Ele c .  ll 6 Phone 388-4400 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. ,  at City Hall 














--He:ny Na:pie:r .Jo.w.a..s +\ .  Vt:J�At BI 
���lt:.-&IWl:-i'or�"a. If h ft"\o •JY..>c 1 .J.11',EMgr w. C .  Fraser TA 
J .  A.  Lynn CoP 
-'r0m..W...-GPewe :J. R .  !Ylo Y-'J \l."' CD 
...-E .  S .  Bartlett lJ Eng 
Herman Roach DPW 
Robin Courtney FC 
J. Dawson Frierson, Jr . RD 
Frank Kennedy, Sr . DH 
J. Ralph Matthews PCCh 
James M. McGrew 
A .  F .  Oakes, Sr . 
John A .  Cobb, Jr . 
W .  B .  Bledsoe 




Robert L. Maddux 
Brud Spickard 
Allen H .  Fraser 
Ralph Maddux 
CITY OF COOKEVILLE Putnam -M- 10 440 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 6  67 Phone 526-2323 
3 01 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall Zip Code 3 501 
Mayor -Luke Medley DH Dero Brown 
V-Ma.y W. s .  Johnson SG M. L. Ma.this 
Coun Kenneth Dyer PCCh-DPZ I .  B. Brooks 
Coun W. M.  Mann Eng-SSP Holla Burgess 
Coun Bethel Newport sww Holla Burgess 
Mgr - Dwain Petennan Lib Clara Starnes 
Clk-BI Donald Ferrell EMgr W .  R • Holland 
Atty Wesley P. Flatt, Jr. SS Dillon V.  Thomas 
Jg CD Maurice Haste 
DFin FC Frank Moss 
CoP Dawson Gentry HBCh E .  C .  Reeves 
TA Walter Fitzpatrick RBCh M. P. Quillen 
PI N. B. Brown HI s .  T. Brown 
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CITY OF COPPERHILL Polk -E- 6 l F.  Yr . 0 Elec • 
ursday each week, 7 : 30 p .m., at City Hall 







Frank G .  Beaver 
W. E • Tallent 










Zip Code 37317 
Mrs o  G. F .  Henson 
Jappa Iowery 
W .  E .  Tallent 
Cbarles 'I\lrner 
S .  E .  Sharp 
'roWN OF CORNERSVILLE Marshall -M- 654 F . Yr .12 31 Elec . 6  67 Phone 















R .  J .  McClintock 
Dalton Mitchell 






J .  T. Rainey, 
E.  W. Call 
J .  R .  Smith 
Thelma Bell 
Ray Nichols 
Jr . AJ.d Guy Wimberly 
Ald J .  R .  E.  Snow 
CR W. D .  Cox 
Mar B. B.  Bell. 










R .  A .  Baxter, Jr . 
M. D. McLennan 
Oney J .  Na:lf'eh 
Clyde Owen 
Jack C .  Sanford 
Sam L:mg 





















Sam D .  Fee 
Preston Shank.le 
F. w. McBride� Sr.  
Leo Wingate 
TOWN OF COWAN (Franklin) -M- 1,979 F.Yr . 6/30  Elec . 8/65 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Phone 932-7318 
Zip Code 37318 � 
Mayor .J4-nuny-R�Bree-k!R�� . C.'b. .... �..s �.S'r•..,.)eltty 
Ald Gene Foreman CoP 
Ald .G1eRa-tl&warPd.-Rar;>"ll ht. fJ n � )" J FC 
Ald Ha-P¥e:Y Gam&P � . ...;r. r\�w k \  n .S  Eng 
Ald .w...-H-.-Sm1-t.h f ��\ � . Sm. I t h SWW 
Ald J , N..-:W.j,j.JJ.ams l-�w y{.v.< t. W · M s1511 e UBCh 
CR-SS -¥8.�av--� :J'Jl'\'\�\.1 R .  Eruc.k Tr 
Howard G .  Betty 
James Sells 
Charles- Abbott 
J .  H . Hawkins 
Robert Lee Ainacher 
�amfr -
Mrs. Bede Champion 
CITY OF CROSSVILLE (Cumberland) -E- 41.668 F .  Yr . 6L30 Elec .12/66 Phone 484-5ll3 












Arthur G .  Harrison 
Hugh Hendricks 
W.  M. Stone 
Jim Bean 
Cvr\"\-rc.A C .  \50..v-n e. ..S 
&r?i..J./ \-\�w t. v- d 
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND CITY (Stewart ) -M-
First Wednesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , 
Mayor .Ji��;, ��Y 
Ald F .  A .  Martin 
Ald Carl Mann 










Dick Brady, Jr. 
Mrs .  Myrtle Houston 
314 F .Yr . 12/65 Elec.1/66 Phone 





A.  M. Parchman 
T. R .  Parchman 
Mrs . Fannie May Parchman 
Hester Clements 
TOWN OF CUMBERLAND GAP Claiborne -E- 2 1 F .Yr.l  1 Elec . 8  65 Phone 6320 
First M:>nday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at School House Zip Code 3772 







Luther K. Owens 
Sam Bowman 
Joe S .  Collins 
A .  L .  Owenby 
William R .  Moss 












TOWN OF DANDRIIGE lJefferson) -E- 8� F.Yr .�30 Elec. 5L66 Phone 397-3361 








H .  B .  Jarnigan, Sr . 
R .  E. Farrar, Jr . 
Robert Baker 
T .  C .  Greene 










Cecil R .  Chambers 
L. R .  Sherrod 
Tom Eslinger 
John c .  Miller, Jr . 
Bob Dalton 
CITY OF DAYTON Rhea -E- 3 668 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec.11 6 Phone 775-1818 
First and third Monday each month, :10 p .m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37321 









- J.-im-Abe.l t 'rw·.,.\u W � It� rs­
B!'I'eh-Arnol:d K� \.70 !5�l ) C\ ...- d 
Jess Clarke 
_; -Reda� Lawl.�a.� \\ !i i l e"'t 
We..*'ilill? 0' Bl';i.&R-G e,q. \�. P 'l\.v i..S 
-€11 Pa Sws:fferdfl'�\�'lv C 'k lle.l"'..S 








TOWN OF DECATUR {?.ieigs ) rnE- 681 F .Yr .10L31 Elec . 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor R .  S • Lillard CR-Tr 
Ald George Key Atty 
Ald Jack Wade CoP 
Ald Harold Layman sww 
Ald Kay Jennings FC 
Ald Kenneth Ford WBC,"h 





Dr. J . J.  Rogers 




Mrs . Florene Gordon 
J .  D.  Culvahouse 
G.  H .  Parris 
L. B. Massengill 
C .  E .  Rockholt 
H .  H .  Cline 
George Key 
37322 
TOWN OF DECATURVILLE (Decatur ) -W- 571 F .Yr .12 31 Elec .12 66 Phone 852-2034 


















E ,  H.  Wylie 
Wayne Byrd 
J .  L. Eng.land 
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Robert Baker 
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- J.-im-Abe.l t 'rw·.,.\u W � It� rs­
B!'I'eh-Arnol:d K� \.70 !5�l ) C\ ...- d 
Jess Clarke 
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TOWN OF DECATUR {?.ieigs ) rnE- 681 F .Yr .10L31 Elec . 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
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Mrs . Florene Gordon 
J .  D.  Culvahouse 
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L. B. Massengill 
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H .  H .  Cline 
George Key 
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TOWN OF DECATURVILLE (Decatur ) -W- 571 F .Yr .12 31 Elec .12 66 Phone 852-2034 


















E ,  H.  Wylie 
Wayne Byrd 
J .  L. Eng.land 
Mrs . Ruth W.  Rogers 
Cecil Marr 
Roy N .  McPeak 
TOWN OF DECHERD (Franklin ) -M- 1 771 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec . 7  68 Phone 923-5181 







William T .  Brown 
B .  O .  Huffman, Jr . 
Sumner Rose 









*Address :  Winchester, Tennessee 
Hayes & Swafford* 
Cecil H .  Bowlen 
F .  M .  Crownover 
Joe Davidson · 
Mrs . Judy Solomon 
Ernest Starnes 
TOWN OF DENMARK Madison ) -W- 8 F .Yr . 6  0 Elec . Phone 427-4035 Jackson 






S .  A .  Carter 
Mrs . J .  L .  Williamson 




C .  E .  Harris 
Will A .  Hardee 
J .  A .  Tyson 
TOWN OF DICKSON (Dickson ) -M- 5,028 F .Yr. 9/30 Elec . 9/65 Phone 446-2400 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m . ,  at Municipal Building Zip Code 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor - I..el.aRG-G Is-amaeJ.'lh.'('{. Ji . C"o�.bJ Clk 
Ald �W-r-A�Fesb-y£,W. () o l'I  i � I  FC 
Ald .Alb�Ra.y. 19'f\'"I 'ffrJ !J d �- \ I CoP 
Ald Ray Brazzell EMgr 
Ald Ed-w4:n-W&1kerJ�u1 A l  \4.h !rt \..'! s SWW-SS 
..11.J.d-\./,..)Y\�'j - Buford Reed Lib 
Ald J .  Walton Donegan CD 
Ald .\1/.;i.�am-Gi-J;roepe !:�-vQ.-\-1� M o��¥i Tr 
Ald Winfrey Wills PBCh 
Atty Robert s .  Clement 
CR-Jg Doyle Larkins 
Claude Ragan 
John Baggett 
C .  N .  Dunegan 
Van Corlew 




TOWN OF DOVER Stewart ) -M- 736 F .Yr.2 28 Elec . 2  66 Phone 232- 907 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Recorder ' s  Office Zip Code 







W .  H .  Tippit 
w. D .  Howell 
Woodrow Dill 
Clay Groves 
J ,  T .  Scurlock 











Will R .  Brigham 
37055 
3705 
rd Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . ,  at City Hall Zip Code 37059 
NaYOr w. A .  Cathcart Clk Bill Gothard 
Ald P .  R .  Duggin FC Charlie Hale 
Ald J .  R .  Turner sww John D .  ·vandergr:Lf'f 
Ald Harman Banks CD Carl Boyd Banks 
Ald Glen Coffee SS J .  R o  Turner 
Ald Bill Gothard 





C .  Ray Ward 
Chester Miller 
Roy Womack 





J .  s . Goddard 
Charles N. Ra:per 
Willie H o  Clouse 
Char le s R .  Taylor 
TOWN OF DRESDEN Weakle -W- 1 67 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 6  67 Phone 364-2270 









M .  R .  Cannady 
S .  T. Bowlin 
Dr. P .  w. Wilson 
E .  E .  Bl:'ooks, Jr . 
Joe Anderson 








C .  T.  Spikes 
Grooms Herron 
W .  G.  Tuck 
'C &  C .  Carroll 
E .  C o  McAlister 
Laws Rushing 
Wa.vve.n «'<> bevfs 
CITY OF DUCKTOWN Polk) -E� 741. F .Yr.12 31 Elec . 12 65 Phone 4631 












C.ha.r lie Runions 
Sam Sharpe 
Hoyt Presswood 
£ITY OF DUNLAP (Sequatchie) -E- 12817 F .Yr . 3/31 Elec . 
First Monday each quarter, 7 :00 p .m. , at City Hall 












Mrs o Ramah Mosley 
T.  A o  Greer9 Jr. 
Miss Betty Worley 
37327 
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w. D .  Howell 
Woodrow Dill 
Clay Groves 
J ,  T .  Scurlock 











Will R .  Brigham 
37055 
3705 
rd Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . ,  at City Hall Zip Code 37059 
NaYOr w. A .  Cathcart Clk Bill Gothard 
Ald P .  R .  Duggin FC Charlie Hale 
Ald J .  R .  Turner sww John D .  ·vandergr:Lf'f 
Ald Harman Banks CD Carl Boyd Banks 
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Chester Miller 
Roy Womack 
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Charles N. Ra:per 
Willie H o  Clouse 
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TOWN OF DRESDEN Weakle -W- 1 67 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 6  67 Phone 364-2270 









M .  R .  Cannady 
S .  T. Bowlin 
Dr. P .  w. Wilson 
E .  E .  Bl:'ooks, Jr . 
Joe Anderson 








C .  T.  Spikes 
Grooms Herron 
W .  G.  Tuck 
'C &  C .  Carroll 
E .  C o  McAlister 
Laws Rushing 
Wa.vve.n «'<> bevfs 
CITY OF DUCKTOWN Polk) -E� 741. F .Yr.12 31 Elec . 12 65 Phone 4631 












C.ha.r lie Runions 
Sam Sharpe 
Hoyt Presswood 
£ITY OF DUNLAP (Sequatchie) -E- 12817 F .Yr . 3/31 Elec . 
First Monday each quarter, 7 :00 p .m. , at City Hall 












Mrs o Ramah Mosley 
T.  A o  Greer9 Jr. 
Miss Betty Worley 
37327 
CITY OF DYER (Gibson) -W- 1 909 F.Yr .6  30 Elec.6 67 Phone 3431 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 
Offices close Saturday all day, except first Saturday of month 
Mayor C .  C .  Berry CR Miss Modene Allen 
Ald Garland Nicholson, Jr . Atty 
Ald lief'eAel, � elit}i W 'i \-tY4. & \3\:l V\d j FC Robert Wilson 
Ald T. C .  Karnes Mar Guy Ing 
Ald Eddie Bone SS Howard Baker 
Ald Charles L. Griffin sww 
Ald L. N. Thornton TA Turner Mingle 
Ald Horace McEwen CD Robert L. Webb 
Ald Turner Mingle PCCh Gammon Gulledge 
CITY OF DYERSBURG er ) -W- 13 ll4 F .Yr . 6  0 Elec .l 66 Phone 285-2642 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 
"'A l..ewi.s N'oYMc\\;\ 
Ald P�ml B�ab�P�""-\ fv ... �y-\hce. DPW Roger Hawkins James Howell 
3 � 
Mayor�,,,, �. B. P:ttb� SSP 
Ald - David W.  Lanie r HOff 
Ald Nap Brigham At: I J') FC Ald -W-!1118lli Guy ntr��� "'-��'l\°l>)a "ttiPCCh 
Ald Mars8all waa.le.98 Uvyd. #./o'o\4. ScS 
Shelton Carter 
QliR"bon--*es-bersea:f .i vn? > c�...£1' e)J 
Latta Richards 
Ald Noble Davis EMgr �� -R . S .  Sellers Lib 
Jg Ralph Lawson CoP 
Atty •lYiR We�M .WJ-Rin.s fw<.Jl,.:r;., RBCh 
CD John Fisher BI 
C (2,-IA e<)),.e.k $. }<\� ,k PBCh 
W.  O .  Warren 
J.  P .  Crawford 
Mrs . Frank B. Craddock a� Pal.m8"r L2. h .. "J.. B �k<t r 
Danal Hotaling 
L. A .  Pinckley 
Burrell R .  Jernigan 
TOWN OF EAGLEVILLE Rutherford) -M- 36 F.Yr .12 31 Elec .12 6 Phone 




W. H .  Dyer 









TOWN OF EAST Rir.GE Hamil ton -E- 19 70 F .  Yr. 3 31 Elec .  Phone 698-1514 
Second Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. ,  at Town Hall 









G .  W .  White C.\�'f � V'C\' L .  ?;)..i \Q y Clk-Tr 
�I'tr:i:s-Hixs0n-\ GF,-eP,+. BI-PI 
William Haisten RBCh 
W .  D. Farley , �· SSP .Cl8d:ence-Irr-Ba4.�ley. C\o f.J ; !:':'�.,RD 
Charles L .  Thrailkill SS 
Charles W .  Lusk, Jr. CD 
William B. Luther FC 
20 
Zip Code 37 12 
William Haisten 
Harvey L. Wade 
Ralph Swafford 
George T. Weaver 
Joe W. Esch 
M. L .  Smith 
William Senter 
Ralph Pendergrass 
second and fourth Thursday each month, 7 :30 p.m. , at City HalJ. Zip Code 37 3 
�rClllt\.\'\ Willia�J{b..,,.;°"" a'>1?w�lcoP 
� " Jame.s-W..-Rwm�autt��\d. !. h"\�'W"1-i"EMgr 
� \J ... �.Be-p.t-Jehnson & 1i"' 7-. �o bi"'- S'OV\ s cs � /Y\�'jQ"f'",.G. J. Wa�\.."' L �e7wtn FC 
CeJllll1' ·' Di4-�in .'.Jo""..-. �L Yz..{?. v- SS 
..CO-- " D.c..�hel-es G).Q.'1'>"' X:-s�c.s SWW ('.oJlllJV 1 1  Vinee-Jesseew'�\n.v- 'f�..,.__\.-1,(,, ss CD 
Mgr..R� -..W..,-Fau.'1-��+'1 R.p�'(Q.YC' TA-BI 
CR Ca Ja H� Ro\)4Y'\'" t( o H DPW 
Atty -Rober'b-Banks v�Y\ fl I Law) Lib 
Jg �e.m�teatk� . M  .l�t.k'-\\-ssP 






c .  B. Allen 
Bemis Tatem 
Jim Clear.I> Jro 
Mrs . Ethel Nance 
John R .  Qampbell 
B. W. Birchfiel 
'.OOWN OF ELK'IDN Giles -M- 1 F .  Yr . 6 30 Elec . 66 Phone 















*Addres s :  Pulaski, Tennessee 38478 
Zip Code 3 55 
Joe D .  Crony 
Robert E .  Grigsby 
David Wade* 







C.  A .  Goodin (CR) 
Charles Holden (CF { CP) 
Rayzoond Roach (CPWJ 
Douglas Watts (CFin) 
Chester Simpson (SS com) 






*Address : Etowah.!> Tennessee 37331 
**Address :  Athens, Tennessee 37303 
Charles C .  Guinn* 
Henry B. Patterson 
Inez Webb 
Raymond Mcconkey 
Dr . John H .  Li�ilard** 
Howard Guffey 





J .  H .  Frazier 
R . B. Johnson 
Sam 0 ' NeaJ. 







E .  E. Jackson 
�Y' f. H .  Cle\"lny 
.John J .  Ross 
H. L. Bradley 
CITY OF DYER (Gibson) -W- 1 909 F.Yr .6  30 Elec.6 67 Phone 3431 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 
Offices close Saturday all day, except first Saturday of month 
Mayor C .  C .  Berry CR Miss Modene Allen 
Ald Garland Nicholson, Jr . Atty 
Ald lief'eAel, � elit}i W 'i \-tY4. & \3\:l V\d j FC Robert Wilson 
Ald T. C .  Karnes Mar Guy Ing 
Ald Eddie Bone SS Howard Baker 
Ald Charles L. Griffin sww 
Ald L. N. Thornton TA Turner Mingle 
Ald Horace McEwen CD Robert L. Webb 
Ald Turner Mingle PCCh Gammon Gulledge 
CITY OF DYERSBURG er ) -W- 13 ll4 F .Yr . 6  0 Elec .l 66 Phone 285-2642 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 
"'A l..ewi.s N'oYMc\\;\ 
Ald P�ml B�ab�P�""-\ fv ... �y-\hce. DPW Roger Hawkins James Howell 
3 � 
Mayor�,,,, �. B. P:ttb� SSP 
Ald - David W.  Lanie r HOff 
Ald Nap Brigham At: I J') FC Ald -W-!1118lli Guy ntr��� "'-��'l\°l>)a "ttiPCCh 
Ald Mars8all waa.le.98 Uvyd. #./o'o\4. ScS 
Shelton Carter 
QliR"bon--*es-bersea:f .i vn? > c�...£1' e)J 
Latta Richards 
Ald Noble Davis EMgr �� -R . S .  Sellers Lib 
Jg Ralph Lawson CoP 
Atty •lYiR We�M .WJ-Rin.s fw<.Jl,.:r;., RBCh 
CD John Fisher BI 
C (2,-IA e<)),.e.k $. }<\� ,k PBCh 
W.  O .  Warren 
J.  P .  Crawford 
Mrs . Frank B. Craddock a� Pal.m8"r L2. h .. "J.. B �k<t r 
Danal Hotaling 
L. A .  Pinckley 
Burrell R .  Jernigan 
TOWN OF EAGLEVILLE Rutherford) -M- 36 F.Yr .12 31 Elec .12 6 Phone 




W. H .  Dyer 









TOWN OF EAST Rir.GE Hamil ton -E- 19 70 F .  Yr. 3 31 Elec .  Phone 698-1514 
Second Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. ,  at Town Hall 









G .  W .  White C.\�'f � V'C\' L .  ?;)..i \Q y Clk-Tr 
�I'tr:i:s-Hixs0n-\ GF,-eP,+. BI-PI 
William Haisten RBCh 
W .  D. Farley , �· SSP .Cl8d:ence-Irr-Ba4.�ley. C\o f.J ; !:':'�.,RD 
Charles L .  Thrailkill SS 
Charles W .  Lusk, Jr. CD 
William B. Luther FC 
20 
Zip Code 37 12 
William Haisten 
Harvey L. Wade 
Ralph Swafford 
George T. Weaver 
Joe W. Esch 
M. L .  Smith 
William Senter 
Ralph Pendergrass 
second and fourth Thursday each month, 7 :30 p.m. , at City HalJ. Zip Code 37 3 
�rClllt\.\'\ Willia�J{b..,,.;°"" a'>1?w�lcoP 
� " Jame.s-W..-Rwm�autt��\d. !. h"\�'W"1-i"EMgr 
� \J ... �.Be-p.t-Jehnson & 1i"' 7-. �o bi"'- S'OV\ s cs � /Y\�'jQ"f'",.G. J. Wa�\.."' L �e7wtn FC 
CeJllll1' ·' Di4-�in .'.Jo""..-. �L Yz..{?. v- SS 
..CO-- " D.c..�hel-es G).Q.'1'>"' X:-s�c.s SWW ('.oJlllJV 1 1  Vinee-Jesseew'�\n.v- 'f�..,.__\.-1,(,, ss CD 
Mgr..R� -..W..,-Fau.'1-��+'1 R.p�'(Q.YC' TA-BI 
CR Ca Ja H� Ro\)4Y'\'" t( o H DPW 
Atty -Rober'b-Banks v�Y\ fl I Law) Lib 
Jg �e.m�teatk� . M  .l�t.k'-\\-ssP 






c .  B. Allen 
Bemis Tatem 
Jim Clear.I> Jro 
Mrs . Ethel Nance 
John R .  Qampbell 
B. W. Birchfiel 
'.OOWN OF ELK'IDN Giles -M- 1 F .  Yr . 6 30 Elec . 66 Phone 















*Addres s :  Pulaski, Tennessee 38478 
Zip Code 3 55 
Joe D .  Crony 
Robert E .  Grigsby 
David Wade* 







C.  A .  Goodin (CR) 
Charles Holden (CF { CP) 
Rayzoond Roach (CPWJ 
Douglas Watts (CFin) 
Chester Simpson (SS com) 






*Address : Etowah.!> Tennessee 37331 
**Address :  Athens, Tennessee 37303 
Charles C .  Guinn* 
Henry B. Patterson 
Inez Webb 
Raymond Mcconkey 
Dr . John H .  Li�ilard** 
Howard Guffey 





J .  H .  Frazier 
R . B. Johnson 
Sam 0 ' NeaJ. 







E .  E. Jackson 
�Y' f. H .  Cle\"lny 
.John J .  Ross 
H. L. Bradley 
289-4403 CITY OF ERIN (Houston) -M- 11156 · F .Yr . 8/31 Elec .  Phone Zip Code First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 










H.  L. Austin 
Dr. Albert Mitchum 
John Barber 
H .  D .  Mobley 
Frank Vinson 
Ralph Boone 
Charles E .  Parchman 
T .  D .  Spencer 










Mrs .  Nellna Dixon 
W.  C .  Knott, Jr. 
V. A. Rye 
Jack Marable 




Dr • O • S • Luton 
CITY OF ERWIN (Unicoi) -E- 4,881 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/66 Phone 743-6231 
Second and fourth Monday each n:onth, 7 :15 p.m. , at Municipal Bldg . Zip Code 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor - R .  W.  McNabb 
Ald E .  E .  Woodruff (DFin) 
Ald Roland Mccurry (CF)  
Ald Joe Hendren 
Ald Joe Frazier 
� 
James E .  Peterson 
�g-BI-Tr -J .  R .  Dunbar, Sr. f? 
Atty �W:i:-i;t ':cuQlt�..:fci\n • .JQMe...5 
SU-WBCh E .  E .  Woodruff 
CoP L. T. Guinn 
EMgr-SWW H .  L. Reeves 
Eng J.  A .  Goforth 
SS James Peterson 
FC-CD-HI Mack Phillips 
PBCh E .  E .  Woodruff 
HOff Harry Chaney 
SG Jack Casey 
37650-
TOWN OF ESTILL SPRINGS (Franklin) -M- 865 F .Yr .12/31 Elec .l0/65 Phone 641-4120 
First Thursday each month, 7 :00 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37330 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 





-Fi:a,nk,-Fan;te;g E YYi e .d f) o w ( Y � 






P. A .  Kirby 
Pat Lynch J�Mle3\)). \'\ (( �C, "'Qi y � S O Y\ 
R .  A .  Tipp 
Walter Garner 
E .  P .  Elder 
Lawrence Jones 
CITY OF ETOWAH (McMinn) -E- 3,223 F .Yr .11/30 Elec . Phone 623-2023 








-William H.  Powel�,: .. ::----;) _,.. Allen P .  Swayne  
Harold Delay 
Goldll an Frase (CH) 
James F .  Frost (CF, CP) 
-Dan Ivins 










J'. O .  Munger 
Clyde Dale 
L. F .  Owenby 
Matney Reed 
William Huddleston 
J.  E .  Rule 
Robert M .  Abbott 
Ray Cox 
3733l 
C� OF FAllWIEW W:i:iliamson -Me 1 017 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec .8  65 Phone 799-2431 
First and third ��ursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. ,, at City Hall Zip Code 370 2 
M. T .  Taylor,, Jr. 
Bobby Joe Goodwin 





Bruce W. Jackson 
William Willis* 
Allen Harrison. 
A .  D .  Davidson 
*Address : 214 Union Street,, Nashvi1J.e 9 Tennessee 
CITY OF FAYETrEV!LliE (Lincoln) �M- 72170 F .Yr . 9/30 �lec.:_loL6§..._Phone 4].3_::!!:501 , 
'Second Monday each month.? 2 : 30 p .m. , at Municipal. Buil.d.ing Zip Code 37334 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, all year 
Mayor -Paul. Badenhop sww Charles Talley 
Ald A.  H .  Hatcher SG Lester S :l:arms 
Ald Charles Vance CoP�HOf'f Ottis Dye 
Ald M. D. Crabtree EMgr Floyd S .  Nelson 
Ald Bob Fin.ley F'C 
Ald Thomas W. Towry ScS�RBCb-RD Ralph Ask:tns 
Ald Cur"tis R .  Phillips PBC'h Paul. Badenhop 
CR Freeman Towry CT> Will:i.alll E .  Barnes 
Atty Tom O .  Bagley B! I .  C .  Pu1.11as 
Clk -E. L. Payne PCCh 1.r'nomas E .  Bailey 
CITY OF *FORES1r. HWLS �avidson) -M- 32334 F' ._Y.r .12/.J.1 Elec .2/67 Phone 291�8447 
Third Thursday each :ronth,, 7 :OO p.m. , at Ci.ty Of:fice Zip Code 37215 







John R .  Potter 




Mrs .  Jul1.a Baker 
John Grissi.:m 
Cha:cles A. Yancey 
*Address : Morehead Center9 4012 B'.ills·boro Rd. »  Nashv:tne, 37215 
'**Address : 321 4th Avenue� South9 NashvLL1ep Tennessee 37219 
'roWN OF FRANKLIJ� (William.son) �M� � 051 'E' . Yr . 19j31 El�c .10L65 Phone 794m4572 
















R .  N .  Moore 
cs Wa L:f:t1,3.e �e T<L G '-" ..,n, e.. I l 












R. M. Liggett 
Cletus :McWiJ�1iams 
J .  c .  Short 
Morg8.n Hood 
J�hn L. Smith 
Emmet; Lr .  Strickland 
Miss Mary Kate Shea 
Morton F'ishe:r 
Robert H .  King 
Cur-tis u·reen 
289-4403 CITY OF ERIN (Houston) -M- 11156 · F .Yr . 8/31 Elec .  Phone Zip Code First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
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-Fi:a,nk,-Fan;te;g E YYi e .d f) o w ( Y � 
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Lawrence Jones 
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Harold Delay 
Goldll an Frase (CH) 
James F .  Frost (CF, CP) 
-Dan Ivins 
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Matney Reed 
William Huddleston 
J.  E .  Rule 
Robert M .  Abbott 
Ray Cox 
3733l 
C� OF FAllWIEW W:i:iliamson -Me 1 017 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec .8  65 Phone 799-2431 
First and third ��ursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. ,, at City Hall Zip Code 370 2 
M. T .  Taylor,, Jr. 
Bobby Joe Goodwin 





Bruce W. Jackson 
William Willis* 
Allen Harrison. 
A .  D .  Davidson 
*Address : 214 Union Street,, Nashvi1J.e 9 Tennessee 
CITY OF FAYETrEV!LliE (Lincoln) �M- 72170 F .Yr . 9/30 �lec.:_loL6§..._Phone 4].3_::!!:501 , 
'Second Monday each month.? 2 : 30 p .m. , at Municipal. Buil.d.ing Zip Code 37334 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, all year 
Mayor -Paul. Badenhop sww Charles Talley 
Ald A.  H .  Hatcher SG Lester S :l:arms 
Ald Charles Vance CoP�HOf'f Ottis Dye 
Ald M. D. Crabtree EMgr Floyd S .  Nelson 
Ald Bob Fin.ley F'C 
Ald Thomas W. Towry ScS�RBCb-RD Ralph Ask:tns 
Ald Cur"tis R .  Phillips PBC'h Paul. Badenhop 
CR Freeman Towry CT> Will:i.alll E .  Barnes 
Atty Tom O .  Bagley B! I .  C .  Pu1.11as 
Clk -E. L. Payne PCCh 1.r'nomas E .  Bailey 
CITY OF *FORES1r. HWLS �avidson) -M- 32334 F' ._Y.r .12/.J.1 Elec .2/67 Phone 291�8447 
Third Thursday each :ronth,, 7 :OO p.m. , at Ci.ty Of:fice Zip Code 37215 







John R .  Potter 




Mrs .  Jul1.a Baker 
John Grissi.:m 
Cha:cles A. Yancey 
*Address : Morehead Center9 4012 B'.ills·boro Rd. »  Nashv:tne, 37215 
'**Address : 321 4th Avenue� South9 NashvLL1ep Tennessee 37219 
'roWN OF FRANKLIJ� (William.son) �M� � 051 'E' . Yr . 19j31 El�c .10L65 Phone 794m4572 
















R .  N .  Moore 
cs Wa L:f:t1,3.e �e T<L G '-" ..,n, e.. I l 












R. M. Liggett 
Cletus :McWiJ�1iams 
J .  c .  Short 
Morg8.n Hood 
J�hn L. Smith 
Emmet; Lr .  Strickland 
Miss Mary Kate Shea 
Morton F'ishe:r 
Robert H .  King 
Cur-tis u·reen 
0 Elec.3 66 Phone 677-4000 





Dr. L. A. White 
R. A. Dedmon 
Cecil Tull 






Orlan L. Agee 
J ,  B. Avery, Jr. 
Kermit Harbison 
Orlan L. Agee 
J .  F. Bailey 
CITY OF FRIENIBVILLE (Blou nt) -E- 6o6 F.Yr.5)31 Elec.5/67 Phone 995-2328 
Second Saturday each month, 7:00 p.m., at Veteran's Building Zip Code 37737-
Mayor Ei.r.a.a lieffe!' L.el<°'j P�:..Yli� Y Comm Charles Morgan 
Comm Clarence Curti s  Comm LeRoy l?aiMer f Va.."' \\;:i � p<?, Y-
Comm EJhe::i: les Hamil Clk FFeEi: Fr� &c.-vt� c.. 'r-a. � .  t(\Q .,.._� 0 "'  
TOWN OF GADS DEN (Crockett) -W- 281 F. Yr.12/31 Elec. 4/67 Phone 784-1349 (Humboldt) 







Jesse L. Antwine 










Carroll P. Young 
J. L. Antwine 
Frank Latham 
Herman G. Emison 
A. L. Ferguson 
TOWN OF GAINESBJRO (Jackson) -M- 1,021 F.Yr.9/l Elec.8/65 
First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p. m., at City Hall 
Phone 268-2941 
Zip Code 
Mayor 'l'h erold Ri chardson CoP . Ben Jackson 
Ald Bill Naff FC Albert Tucker 
Ald Benton H.  Quarles RBCh Charles Settle 
Ald Jack L. Meadows PCCh Sam 0. Anderson 
CR Willene Day CD R obert Fox 
Atty R. L. Joh nson SG Donald McCormick 
SWW-SSP Casey Day 
24 
CITY OF GALLA.TIN (Sumner) -M- 11,979 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.12/65 Phone 452 - 3162 
First and third Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall Zip Code 37066 
- O+r\ s � e.. rn (.? 
J.iayor li:'1wal'a l • Mcix:ma:rct BI I.eland Jones 
�J) )� -G'b'b±s ffemp--))y. � \ \\-o �If'� -c- CoP T .  E.  Durh am  
Ald �rec lli>eeki>.:f•c.k R iitv-. )1 FC-CD Joe St. Charles 
Ald .l3Ul Cia�i.i.taePS{).,., �� ........ \ ��11 t-� EMgr W. M. Parker 
Ald Jimmy Ditty PBCb Tow nes Boyd Joh nson 
Ald Cortez Ford SG-SWW Joh n  M. Franklin 
Ald �e?n'.Fohnsen,!k e By1> w"' HOff Miss Ora Pearl Moore 
Ald Mrs. Bettye Scott Lib Mrs. R. C. Bradford 
CR-Jg W. 1r . Do noho RD Pat Webb 
Atty Thomas Boyers HBCh WoodaJ.1 Murrey P Jr. 
Tr - E. C. Brown PCCh James Di tty 
c.:,i"\f Q� C-A LlA «ltY lnet!--�)-w _ �, '3) 1sj �� If'�-< C.9'<'V\�iJ�hh -
-f<\•111v- L<i-yt1:1.,.._ \i(b;\.s.o" � 0\'t\"<V- ::f'2. � !>� '\>y\4.. S "1"\��cv- ��\- , 
\} · �y 'N . E . H\�C:,v.\\ e y  fo- \�o\ .Jl-tf . 
!9WN OF *GARLAND (Tipton) -W- 168 F.Yr.6)30 Elec.8/65 Phone 476�6231 






R. E. Dickey 
J .  L. Hensley 









Mrs. Elizabeth Shankle 
Woodrow Max 
*Addre ss: Route 1, Covington, Tennessee 
TOWN OF GATES (Lauderdale) -W- 291 F.Yr. 6/30 Elec.fj/_67 Phone 234- 7501 (Halls) 
Meetings on call, at City Hall Zip Code 3803'7"' 
Mayor c .  J. Baker 
Ald E. S.  Cates 
Ald Royce Baker 
Ald W. H. Hartman 













E. S. Cates 




R ,  B. Hailey 
W. B. Ogle 
-R� B�-rrs 
M. M. Whittle 
Joe Manley 
Do nald A. Watson 
0 Elec.3 66 Phone 677-4000 
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24 
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-f<\•111v- L<i-yt1:1.,.._ \i(b;\.s.o" � 0\'t\"<V- ::f'2. � !>� '\>y\4.. S "1"\��cv- ��\- , 
\} · �y 'N . E . H\�C:,v.\\ e y  fo- \�o\ .Jl-tf . 
!9WN OF *GARLAND (Tipton) -W- 168 F.Yr.6)30 Elec.8/65 Phone 476�6231 






R. E. Dickey 
J .  L. Hensley 









Mrs. Elizabeth Shankle 
Woodrow Max 
*Addre ss: Route 1, Covington, Tennessee 
TOWN OF GATES (Lauderdale) -W- 291 F.Yr. 6/30 Elec.fj/_67 Phone 234- 7501 (Halls) 
Meetings on call, at City Hall Zip Code 3803'7"' 
Mayor c .  J. Baker 
Ald E. S.  Cates 
Ald Royce Baker 
Ald W. H. Hartman 













E. S. Cates 




R ,  B. Hailey 
W. B. Ogle 
-R� B�-rrs 
M. M. Whittle 
Joe Manley 
Do nald A. Watson 
CITY OF GERMANTOWN Shelb ) -W- 1 845 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec .11 66 Phone 884-7222 
Second and fourth Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Office Zip Code 
Mayor Bruce Law RD 
Ald B .  C .  Jones FC 
Ald G .  P .  Friedel Mar 
Ald W.  F .  Bowld HO ff 
Ald Richard Watson CD 
Ald E .  R .  Hoppers PCCh 
Admr Hugh S .  Ford BI 
Atty Bruce Law Acct 
TOWN OF GIBSON Gibson) -W- 2 7 F .Yr .12 31 Elec . 
Meetings on call, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Bank of Gibson 






G .  W .  Jackson 
k>yd Jines 












C .  H .  Huggins 
.Woo dfu:r.d;::fili:-1-ie�}o YH m j � Po� Q 
William Atkins \I 
Lewis Taylor 
Lyndell Sawyers 






Mrs. Carl Bannas 
Robert Lanier 
.J'8;llles-il-rl.en �v \, by ,} . JA <.\ .. r .r<i y 
Dr .  E .  T .  Yancey 
Rev. W .  A .  Nance 
O .  H .  Miller, Jr . 
David McGeehee 
Mrs .  Henriette Quinn 
Phone 78'?-6211 
Zip Code 3 33 
S .  R .  Bass 
Carthel Hassel 
Roger Hinch 
F .  C .  Fly 
67 Phone 648-5426 
Zip Code 3 229 
George Thomas 
Odell Everett 
-C0;y-B3:aek A\"'f E JvtO.Ycl > 
Jim Dunning 
Dudley Sanders 
CITY OF GOODLETTSVILLE (Davidson) -M- 4,79? F .Yr . 6/30 Elec .10/66 Phone UL 9-1125_ 
Third Monday each ronth, 7 :30 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37072 





H. S .  Moss 
J. E .  Galbreath 





Edd B. Young 
J.  B .  (Jack) Hunnicutt 
Billy Hitt 
J 
'l'()WN OF GORIX>NSVILLE Smith -M- 249 F .Yr . 8  31 Elec .10 66 Phone 683-2841 






Hugh Lee Dillard 
Robert Nixon 





Ivy Agee, Jr . 
Earl Paschall 
Ivy Agee, Jr. 
Jimmy Ray 
TOWN OF GRAND JUNCTION (Hardeman) -W- 446 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec.1 66 Phone 2251 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 3 039 








J.  H .  Richardson 
Jack Watson 
Eddie Dixon 
A .  L. Bruce 






H .  L. Hess,  Jr . 
J .  Simon Smith 
Eddie Dixon 
Frank Sutton 
J .  H.  Richardson 
TOWN OF GRAYSVILLE (Rhea -E- 838 F .Yr .6  30 Elec . 3  69 Phone Da 
First Monday each month, :00 p.ro. , at City Hall 







T .  O .  Cox 
Harold Swafford 









'roWN OJ!' GREENBACK {J..oudon) -E� 285 F .Yr . 6}30 Elec.  







B. J .  Earhart 
J. F. Powell 
Hugh C .  Gallagher 
Gary Young 
Carl G .  Dyer 
Phone 
Sam King, Sr. 
Ira Hodge 
Zip Code 3771+2 
'roWN OF GREENBRIER (Robertson) -M- 2,052 F . Yr . 8/31 Elec.8/66 Pb.one 643-4531 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m . ,  at City Hall Zip Code 37073 









Jake L. Justice 
Tom E .  Wilson 
J .  E .  Cook 
J. R .  Bowling 
Tom Hodges 









Mrs . Joan Williamson 
Lance Bracey 
Edward Suter 
Hugh L. Fisher 
Jerry Williams 
CITY OF GERMANTOWN Shelb ) -W- 1 845 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec .11 66 Phone 884-7222 
Second and fourth Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Office Zip Code 
Mayor Bruce Law RD 
Ald B .  C .  Jones FC 
Ald G .  P .  Friedel Mar 
Ald W.  F .  Bowld HO ff 
Ald Richard Watson CD 
Ald E .  R .  Hoppers PCCh 
Admr Hugh S .  Ford BI 
Atty Bruce Law Acct 
TOWN OF GIBSON Gibson) -W- 2 7 F .Yr .12 31 Elec . 
Meetings on call, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Bank of Gibson 






G .  W .  Jackson 
k>yd Jines 












C .  H .  Huggins 
.Woo dfu:r.d;::fili:-1-ie�}o YH m j � Po� Q 
William Atkins \I 
Lewis Taylor 
Lyndell Sawyers 






Mrs. Carl Bannas 
Robert Lanier 
.J'8;llles-il-rl.en �v \, by ,} . JA <.\ .. r .r<i y 
Dr .  E .  T .  Yancey 
Rev. W .  A .  Nance 
O .  H .  Miller, Jr . 
David McGeehee 
Mrs .  Henriette Quinn 
Phone 78'?-6211 
Zip Code 3 33 
S .  R .  Bass 
Carthel Hassel 
Roger Hinch 
F .  C .  Fly 
67 Phone 648-5426 
Zip Code 3 229 
George Thomas 
Odell Everett 
-C0;y-B3:aek A\"'f E JvtO.Ycl > 
Jim Dunning 
Dudley Sanders 
CITY OF GOODLETTSVILLE (Davidson) -M- 4,79? F .Yr . 6/30 Elec .10/66 Phone UL 9-1125_ 
Third Monday each ronth, 7 :30 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37072 





H. S .  Moss 
J. E .  Galbreath 





Edd B. Young 
J.  B .  (Jack) Hunnicutt 
Billy Hitt 
J 
'l'()WN OF GORIX>NSVILLE Smith -M- 249 F .Yr . 8  31 Elec .10 66 Phone 683-2841 






Hugh Lee Dillard 
Robert Nixon 





Ivy Agee, Jr . 
Earl Paschall 
Ivy Agee, Jr. 
Jimmy Ray 
TOWN OF GRAND JUNCTION (Hardeman) -W- 446 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec.1 66 Phone 2251 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 3 039 








J.  H .  Richardson 
Jack Watson 
Eddie Dixon 
A .  L. Bruce 






H .  L. Hess,  Jr . 
J .  Simon Smith 
Eddie Dixon 
Frank Sutton 
J .  H.  Richardson 
TOWN OF GRAYSVILLE (Rhea -E- 838 F .Yr .6  30 Elec . 3  69 Phone Da 
First Monday each month, :00 p.ro. , at City Hall 







T .  O .  Cox 
Harold Swafford 









'roWN OJ!' GREENBACK {J..oudon) -E� 285 F .Yr . 6}30 Elec.  







B. J .  Earhart 
J. F. Powell 
Hugh C .  Gallagher 
Gary Young 
Carl G .  Dyer 
Phone 
Sam King, Sr. 
Ira Hodge 
Zip Code 3771+2 
'roWN OF GREENBRIER (Robertson) -M- 2,052 F . Yr . 8/31 Elec.8/66 Pb.one 643-4531 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m . ,  at City Hall Zip Code 37073 









Jake L. Justice 
Tom E .  Wilson 
J .  E .  Cook 
J. R .  Bowling 
Tom Hodges 









Mrs . Joan Williamson 
Lance Bracey 
Edward Suter 
Hugh L. Fisher 
Jerry Williams 
TOWN OF GREENEVILLE (Greene) .  -E- 12 973 F .Yr .6  30 Elec . 6  66 Phone 638-3138 
First and third Tuesday each month, 3 :00 p.m. , at Court House Zip Code 377 3 
Mayor - James N. Hardin Eng-SS Dwane B. Reed 
Ald L. E .  Cox, Jr . FC Kenneth Roberts 
Ald Pete Luttrell PCCh-CD Paul Metcalf 
Ald Jack D. Pierce (CPW) PBCh Jack D. Pierce 
Ald Charles Hutchins (CF, CP) ScS Homer N. Mincy 
Atty O .  C .  Armitage sww D. A. Bowman 
CR - Thomas Leonard CoP A .  L .  Shepherd 
Jg Leon E .  Easterly RBCh Robert C. Austin 
EMgr R .  A .  Parrack BI Earl Roberts 
TA Fox S .  Bullen 
TOWN OF GREENFIELD Weakle ) -W- 2 071 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec . 8  65 Phone 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 









lt0be,ra.1;-QauaJ.e.J"11. Y"'j ? iU ch b \ \ 
Ward R .  Johnston 
P .  B .  Harris 
llarJ?.ve-1---B&� L Gi. W'(�n 
Bill Dudley 
TOWN OF HALIB (Lauderdale ) -W- 2 102 F .Yr . 5  31 Elec . 5  67 Phone 234-7031 
n ay eac month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 38040 -
close Wednesday all day, May through September 
Mayor Jerre Jordan Jg Jerre Jordan 
Ald Paul Jordan Mar Paul Moore 
Ald Harold Hart Mar Henry Gitchell 
Ald Billie Viar ..pe- JH, II. Weee.1r.f-
Ald E .  O .  Dew, Jr. SS-SU - Ye.  J .  C .  Escue 
Ald Grover Smith RD Dale Overton 
Ald Dorris Rodgers CD Noel Sherrod 
CR-Lib Mrs .  Charles Alsobrook PCCh Robert Poindexter 
28 
CITY OF HARRIMAN Roane -E- 10 0 4 F .Yr . 6  0 Elec . 6  67 Phone 882- 414 
First and second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. ,  at Municipal Bldg. Zip Code 377 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
:Mayor - A.  B .  Foster CoP David Mee 
V-MaY Bill Gibson FC Ja.'!res D.  Mathis 
Ald Wade H .  Honeycutt PCCh Bennie F .  Hamil ton 
Ald Ben B. Hamilton illf.ig:c Stanley D. Kelly 
Ald D .  A .  Robinson ScS George Ballard 
Ald Olin O .  Willia.ms Tr Neva Brown 
�BI W. D .  McCluen RBCh Bill G-ibson -John s .  Henley RD Shields Smith 
Clk Margaret Turbyville HBCh Fain Bennett 
Atty George H .  Lockett sww A. G.  Stuehser 
Jg Harley Goldston PBCh Clyde Blasengame 
TOWN OF HARTSVILLE (Trousdale) -M- 2,147 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec .10i_65 Phone 374�2576 
First Tuesday each month, 7 :00 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37074 








C .  D .  Harper (CFin) 
Gayle Gregory (CPW) 
George Holder (CP) 




PCCh-FC-HBCh James Cunningham 
SWW-SSP Grover T. Lentz 
WBCh E .  D. FreedJ.e 
SS Cancel L. Dixon 
RBCh Dr . I .  N .  Kelley 
CD James Spann 
BI M. B. Harris 
TOWN OF HENDERSON (Chester ) -W- 2,691 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec .2/66 Phone 989-2201 
Second Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 









William E .  Burkhead 
Dr • D.  C .  King 
H .  D .  Travis 
Dr . Casey Carrington 
Joe Rainey 
Jesse Plunk 










Willard E .  Smith 
William E .  Bur knead 
Luther Scott 
Gene A.  Max1ess 
A.  R .  Orr 
Warren Garner 
Charles R .  Fitts 
TOWN OF HENNING (Lauderdalel �W- 466 F.  Yr 0:/JO Elec .5_l67_ Phone 738-2952 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 








Sam F .  Johnston 













Mrs . Thomas E .  Burns 
Joe H .  Walker 
Leroy Sellers 
W. H .  Bradford 
Tommy Burns 
38041 
TOWN OF GREENEVILLE (Greene) .  -E- 12 973 F .Yr .6  30 Elec . 6  66 Phone 638-3138 
First and third Tuesday each month, 3 :00 p.m. , at Court House Zip Code 377 3 
Mayor - James N. Hardin Eng-SS Dwane B. Reed 
Ald L. E .  Cox, Jr . FC Kenneth Roberts 
Ald Pete Luttrell PCCh-CD Paul Metcalf 
Ald Jack D. Pierce (CPW) PBCh Jack D. Pierce 
Ald Charles Hutchins (CF, CP) ScS Homer N. Mincy 
Atty O .  C .  Armitage sww D. A. Bowman 
CR - Thomas Leonard CoP A .  L .  Shepherd 
Jg Leon E .  Easterly RBCh Robert C. Austin 
EMgr R .  A .  Parrack BI Earl Roberts 
TA Fox S .  Bullen 
TOWN OF GREENFIELD Weakle ) -W- 2 071 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec . 8  65 Phone 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 









lt0be,ra.1;-QauaJ.e.J"11. Y"'j ? iU ch b \ \ 
Ward R .  Johnston 
P .  B .  Harris 
llarJ?.ve-1---B&� L Gi. W'(�n 
Bill Dudley 
TOWN OF HALIB (Lauderdale ) -W- 2 102 F .Yr . 5  31 Elec . 5  67 Phone 234-7031 
n ay eac month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 38040 -
close Wednesday all day, May through September 
Mayor Jerre Jordan Jg Jerre Jordan 
Ald Paul Jordan Mar Paul Moore 
Ald Harold Hart Mar Henry Gitchell 
Ald Billie Viar ..pe- JH, II. Weee.1r.f-
Ald E .  O .  Dew, Jr. SS-SU - Ye.  J .  C .  Escue 
Ald Grover Smith RD Dale Overton 
Ald Dorris Rodgers CD Noel Sherrod 
CR-Lib Mrs .  Charles Alsobrook PCCh Robert Poindexter 
28 
CITY OF HARRIMAN Roane -E- 10 0 4 F .Yr . 6  0 Elec . 6  67 Phone 882- 414 
First and second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. ,  at Municipal Bldg. Zip Code 377 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
:Mayor - A.  B .  Foster CoP David Mee 
V-MaY Bill Gibson FC Ja.'!res D.  Mathis 
Ald Wade H .  Honeycutt PCCh Bennie F .  Hamil ton 
Ald Ben B. Hamilton illf.ig:c Stanley D. Kelly 
Ald D .  A .  Robinson ScS George Ballard 
Ald Olin O .  Willia.ms Tr Neva Brown 
�BI W. D .  McCluen RBCh Bill G-ibson -John s .  Henley RD Shields Smith 
Clk Margaret Turbyville HBCh Fain Bennett 
Atty George H .  Lockett sww A. G.  Stuehser 
Jg Harley Goldston PBCh Clyde Blasengame 
TOWN OF HARTSVILLE (Trousdale) -M- 2,147 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec .10i_65 Phone 374�2576 
First Tuesday each month, 7 :00 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37074 








C .  D .  Harper (CFin) 
Gayle Gregory (CPW) 
George Holder (CP) 




PCCh-FC-HBCh James Cunningham 
SWW-SSP Grover T. Lentz 
WBCh E .  D. FreedJ.e 
SS Cancel L. Dixon 
RBCh Dr . I .  N .  Kelley 
CD James Spann 
BI M. B. Harris 
TOWN OF HENDERSON (Chester ) -W- 2,691 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec .2/66 Phone 989-2201 
Second Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 









William E .  Burkhead 
Dr • D.  C .  King 
H .  D .  Travis 
Dr . Casey Carrington 
Joe Rainey 
Jesse Plunk 










Willard E .  Smith 
William E .  Bur knead 
Luther Scott 
Gene A.  Max1ess 
A.  R .  Orr 
Warren Garner 
Charles R .  Fitts 
TOWN OF HENNING (Lauderdalel �W- 466 F.  Yr 0:/JO Elec .5_l67_ Phone 738-2952 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 








Sam F .  Johnston 













Mrs . Thomas E .  Burns 
Joe H .  Walker 
Leroy Sellers 
W. H .  Bradford 
Tommy Burns 
38041 
TOWN OF HENRY Henr ) -W- 28 F .Yr .12 31 Elec.  






R .  M. Dillahunty 






TOWN OF HICKORY VALLEY Hardeman) -W- 179 F .Yr. 


















R .  D .  McCoy 
R .  L. Dinwiddie 
Marvin Wright 
J .  L. Rawls 
Elec .  Phone 
Zip Code 
Stanton White, Sr. 
w. o. Davis 
Robert Haralson 
E .  G. Harris* 
Emanuel Kelley 
CITY OF HOHENWALD (Lewis) -M- 3,151 F.Yr . 6/30  Elec .5/66 Phone 796-2231 









W. C.  Keaton 
Dol Willis 
Carlos Holland 
Dr. I .  G. Hurt, Jr. 
Clyde Black 
R. C. Spann 
D .  D .  Humphrey, Jr . 









W. G .  Darden 
E .  S .  Pollock 
Dr .  B. J. Smith 
W .  A.  Bates 
R. C .  Spann 
Hubert c .  Milan 
R • W.  Bouldin 
E .  M. Adcox 
TOWN OF HOLLOW ROCK (Carroll) -W- 592 F . Yr .8/31 Elec .8/66 Phone 385-3921 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. ,  at City Hall Zip Code 








Ben F .  Palmer 
W.  B. Holladay 
Roland Bennett 
Jonnie Pinson 
Gene Robert McMackins 
Billy Mebane 














R ."  M .  Dodd 
Billy Dodd 
38462 
'X()WN OF HORNBEAK Obion) -W- 307 F .Yr .12 31 Elec.l 69 Phone 538-2156 
1-fonday night, 7 : 30 p.m.,  at City Hall 


















�WN OF HORNSBY Hardeman) -W- 228 F .Yr .6  0 Elec . &one 






Robert W .  Chandler 
Buf'ord Kirk 
Jimmie Baker 












CITY OF HUMOOLDT Gibson) -W- 9 522 F.  Yr .12 1 Elec.12 6 Phone 784-2511 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor - �EYl-\�1 b--r-�h� s RD 
Ald -EJ?.ae.e4;-G.ri-ggs \-1h '6 " ";- Sc 'n\  '\ > "'S .Tr: BI 
Ald Joe Fly CoP 
Ald Miss Annie Lou Cox FC 
Ald -N&tl:l"':c Ji:, �oo1h<Ow\�.s/v1�;J;"scs 
Ald Barthel Gray SS 
Sec -Nathan E .  Couch � -� Atty I..a..eya G. A4�)e�vd-� t11'-tG-SWW 
Tr Mrs . George McDearmon PCCh 
CD Joe Fly UBCh 
SSP 
'.!PWN OF HUNTINGDON (Carroll -W- 3 130 F .Yr . 3  31 
Second Tuesdar each month, 7 : 30 p.m.,  at City Hall 
Ma.yar Crocker Watson CR-Tr 
V-May Billy J. Portis Atty 
Ald Douglas Ragland CoP 
Ald Sam Barger SU Ald Lee Chance PCCh 
Ald it�e.�})-. .�'>lW''-"'A .To\.\Y\s FC 
�: 
Odell Wyatt SS 
R .  F .  Dilday 
31 
Zip Code 
E .  H .  Gibson, Jr . 
B. H .  Shepard 
��H19 K:kl:!!ei>_)�W('j R .  I .  Grace 
William Sadler 
R .  D .  Goodrich 
Marvln Hill 
Billy Stone 
Charles R .  Lewis 
Ben H .  Caldwell 
Rupert T .  James 
Elec . 3  66 Phone 986-5212 
Zip Code 
R .  C .  Mulliniks 







TOWN OF HENRY Henr ) -W- 28 F .Yr .12 31 Elec.  






R .  M. Dillahunty 






TOWN OF HICKORY VALLEY Hardeman) -W- 179 F .Yr. 


















R .  D .  McCoy 
R .  L. Dinwiddie 
Marvin Wright 
J .  L. Rawls 
Elec .  Phone 
Zip Code 
Stanton White, Sr. 
w. o. Davis 
Robert Haralson 
E .  G. Harris* 
Emanuel Kelley 
CITY OF HOHENWALD (Lewis) -M- 3,151 F.Yr . 6/30  Elec .5/66 Phone 796-2231 









W. C.  Keaton 
Dol Willis 
Carlos Holland 
Dr. I .  G. Hurt, Jr. 
Clyde Black 
R. C. Spann 
D .  D .  Humphrey, Jr . 









W. G .  Darden 
E .  S .  Pollock 
Dr .  B. J. Smith 
W .  A.  Bates 
R. C .  Spann 
Hubert c .  Milan 
R • W.  Bouldin 
E .  M. Adcox 
TOWN OF HOLLOW ROCK (Carroll) -W- 592 F . Yr .8/31 Elec .8/66 Phone 385-3921 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. ,  at City Hall Zip Code 








Ben F .  Palmer 
W.  B. Holladay 
Roland Bennett 
Jonnie Pinson 
Gene Robert McMackins 
Billy Mebane 














R ."  M .  Dodd 
Billy Dodd 
38462 
'X()WN OF HORNBEAK Obion) -W- 307 F .Yr .12 31 Elec.l 69 Phone 538-2156 
1-fonday night, 7 : 30 p.m.,  at City Hall 


















�WN OF HORNSBY Hardeman) -W- 228 F .Yr .6  0 Elec . &one 






Robert W .  Chandler 
Buf'ord Kirk 
Jimmie Baker 












CITY OF HUMOOLDT Gibson) -W- 9 522 F.  Yr .12 1 Elec.12 6 Phone 784-2511 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor - �EYl-\�1 b--r-�h� s RD 
Ald -EJ?.ae.e4;-G.ri-ggs \-1h '6 " ";- Sc 'n\  '\ > "'S .Tr: BI 
Ald Joe Fly CoP 
Ald Miss Annie Lou Cox FC 
Ald -N&tl:l"':c Ji:, �oo1h<Ow\�.s/v1�;J;"scs 
Ald Barthel Gray SS 
Sec -Nathan E .  Couch � -� Atty I..a..eya G. A4�)e�vd-� t11'-tG-SWW 
Tr Mrs . George McDearmon PCCh 
CD Joe Fly UBCh 
SSP 
'.!PWN OF HUNTINGDON (Carroll -W- 3 130 F .Yr . 3  31 
Second Tuesdar each month, 7 : 30 p.m.,  at City Hall 
Ma.yar Crocker Watson CR-Tr 
V-May Billy J. Portis Atty 
Ald Douglas Ragland CoP 
Ald Sam Barger SU Ald Lee Chance PCCh 
Ald it�e.�})-. .�'>lW''-"'A .To\.\Y\s FC 
�: 
Odell Wyatt SS 
R .  F .  Dilday 
31 
Zip Code 
E .  H .  Gibson, Jr . 
B. H .  Shepard 
��H19 K:kl:!!ei>_)�W('j R .  I .  Grace 
William Sadler 
R .  D .  Goodrich 
Marvln Hill 
Billy Stone 
Charles R .  Lewis 
Ben H .  Caldwell 
Rupert T .  James 
Elec . 3  66 Phone 986-5212 
Zip Code 
R .  C .  Mulliniks 







TOWN OF HUNTLAND (Franklin) -M- 00 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec .8  65 Phone 469-770'2 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 373 5 
Mayor -Ray--M--r-Jehnson�°"/' 1:.  (i)'�� Ald GoJ;!-<:10n-P-0g11 't�) r f)l?t\(\l d.t6'1t 
Ald Jamee Leei"lm�'""f· /1. .  �c-\� vt' �. CR James Stratton 
Ald Ei;:nes.t-S.to.v,all. C..\.- �� . A ,  ('1 \ \, 'l'l S Mgr-FC Bobby Rex England 
Ald �17Pa�'ben- 0° "O'M. e..� �e. i <.\ CoP-CD 
Ald �Mson::r; � .«..'"":...s .i \\  
TOWN OF HUNTSVILLE Scott ) -E- 387 F .Yr .  Blee.  





D.  B. Walker 






Zip Code 3775 
J. R .  Hembree 
Jerry Willard Thompson 
W.  E .  York 
S>\ih st�� sbe..r�)' (, (�1 · 2..l·� 
TOWN OF IRON CITY (Lawrence -M- 511 F .Yr. 31 Elec . 5  66 Phone 84-5-4410 
First ani third Tuesday each month, 7 :00 p.m. , at Roy J .  Hensley Bldg. Zip Code 3 3 





T .  A .  Robinson 






Roy J .  Hensley 
James Davis 
Charles Gene Etheredge 
CITY OF JACKSON (Madison) -W- 36,771 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/67 Phone 427-5511 
Tuesday and Friday each week, 10 :00 a.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 38301 
Mayor - George Smith (CF, CFin, CP) DPZ Richard E .  Duncan 
V-May Ben Langford (CH, CE) Eng D. W .  Allen 
Comm R .  E .  Bailey (CPW) FC Ben L. Warlick 
CR - � :Fu (;PQ'.<eS.j; ).....,. L .  .S fJ� � I'\  CoP Harvey Marcom 
Atty Russell Rice, Sr . ScS C .  J .  Huckaba 
Jg Roger Minzes Lib Mrs .  Ann 1I'hurmond 
RD Duncan Demonbreun TA Roy Davis 
PCCh Charles Stanfill BI-PI W .  H .  Hearn 
HBCh I.owell Thomas CD Otto Melsa 
UBCh Bruce Bynum DH Harry Thomas 
EMgr Joe Exum SG P. F .  Falk 
TOWN OF JAMESTOWN (Fentress) -M- 1,957 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec.11/66 Phone 879-4315 










Joseph Pete Cravens 
Isaac Stockton 
Royal Wheaton 















�WN OF JASPER Marion)  -E- 1 4 0 F .Yr .6  30 Elec.J2 65 Phone 942-3180 
rst and third Monday each month, 7 :30 p .m. , at Town Office Zip Code 373 7 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, aJ.1 year 
\ 
Jee E. fho'Wft j:::c}, A)�� Y 
Wm. s .  Dunwoody 
Buford Graham 
A .  C .  Condra, Jr . 







Lewis F .  Brown 
Ralph W.  Piercy 
�..orris E .  Burton 
Herschel Phillips 
r:roWN OF JEFFERSON CITY (Jefferson) -E- 4,550 F .Yr . 5/31 Elec . 5/67 Phone 475-3115 
























J .  a.. Newman 
CITY OF JELLICO Campbell) -E- 2 210 F . Yr .12 31 Elec .1  66 Phone 
irst Thursday each month, 7 :  30 p .m. , at Municipal Rldg. 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year ,,p .... '1 __. �; 1 ?  
Mayor ..- ..ffar� A.� . ForYnb.I'\ / CoP Ald .Qeail Brow�:lob"'""''1. Fo�.l( .... t.Y FC Ald ·R, G, Gu&a-ek.. . f o v.. \ . \_ \ $!...'ht° PBCh Ald �('\��ci 1)01Ab\'-SSU Ald ...A...--.ll� ty-�� \l. \-\\c. RJ' SS Ald Paul Harp CD 
� H:  H .  Downey RBCh Jg - Charles Douglas EMgr tty 11-.illlil!B:R 'i\raamtril1a'<'l{ !, lS'l"'oWY"I PCCh RD James Sharp 
33 
Clarence King 
W. c .  Duel 
J.  W .  Bealle 
J. H .  Scott 
R .  O .  Cusick 
Wm. Bailey 
Harold Moon 
J.  H .  Scott 
Hoyt Morton 
TOWN OF HUNTLAND (Franklin) -M- 00 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec .8  65 Phone 469-770'2 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 373 5 
Mayor -Ray--M--r-Jehnson�°"/' 1:.  (i)'�� Ald GoJ;!-<:10n-P-0g11 't�) r f)l?t\(\l d.t6'1t 
Ald Jamee Leei"lm�'""f· /1. .  �c-\� vt' �. CR James Stratton 
Ald Ei;:nes.t-S.to.v,all. C..\.- �� . A ,  ('1 \ \, 'l'l S Mgr-FC Bobby Rex England 
Ald �17Pa�'ben- 0° "O'M. e..� �e. i <.\ CoP-CD 
Ald �Mson::r; � .«..'"":...s .i \\  
TOWN OF HUNTSVILLE Scott ) -E- 387 F .Yr .  Blee.  





D.  B. Walker 






Zip Code 3775 
J. R .  Hembree 
Jerry Willard Thompson 
W.  E .  York 
S>\ih st�� sbe..r�)' (, (�1 · 2..l·� 
TOWN OF IRON CITY (Lawrence -M- 511 F .Yr. 31 Elec . 5  66 Phone 84-5-4410 
First ani third Tuesday each month, 7 :00 p.m. , at Roy J .  Hensley Bldg. Zip Code 3 3 





T .  A .  Robinson 






Roy J .  Hensley 
James Davis 
Charles Gene Etheredge 
CITY OF JACKSON (Madison) -W- 36,771 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/67 Phone 427-5511 
Tuesday and Friday each week, 10 :00 a.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 38301 
Mayor - George Smith (CF, CFin, CP) DPZ Richard E .  Duncan 
V-May Ben Langford (CH, CE) Eng D. W .  Allen 
Comm R .  E .  Bailey (CPW) FC Ben L. Warlick 
CR - � :Fu (;PQ'.<eS.j; ).....,. L .  .S fJ� � I'\  CoP Harvey Marcom 
Atty Russell Rice, Sr . ScS C .  J .  Huckaba 
Jg Roger Minzes Lib Mrs .  Ann 1I'hurmond 
RD Duncan Demonbreun TA Roy Davis 
PCCh Charles Stanfill BI-PI W .  H .  Hearn 
HBCh I.owell Thomas CD Otto Melsa 
UBCh Bruce Bynum DH Harry Thomas 
EMgr Joe Exum SG P. F .  Falk 
TOWN OF JAMESTOWN (Fentress) -M- 1,957 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec.11/66 Phone 879-4315 










Joseph Pete Cravens 
Isaac Stockton 
Royal Wheaton 















�WN OF JASPER Marion)  -E- 1 4 0 F .Yr .6  30 Elec.J2 65 Phone 942-3180 
rst and third Monday each month, 7 :30 p .m. , at Town Office Zip Code 373 7 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, aJ.1 year 
\ 
Jee E. fho'Wft j:::c}, A)�� Y 
Wm. s .  Dunwoody 
Buford Graham 
A .  C .  Condra, Jr . 







Lewis F .  Brown 
Ralph W.  Piercy 
�..orris E .  Burton 
Herschel Phillips 
r:roWN OF JEFFERSON CITY (Jefferson) -E- 4,550 F .Yr . 5/31 Elec . 5/67 Phone 475-3115 
























J .  a.. Newman 
CITY OF JELLICO Campbell) -E- 2 210 F . Yr .12 31 Elec .1  66 Phone 
irst Thursday each month, 7 :  30 p .m. , at Municipal Rldg. 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year ,,p .... '1 __. �; 1 ?  
Mayor ..- ..ffar� A.� . ForYnb.I'\ / CoP Ald .Qeail Brow�:lob"'""''1. Fo�.l( .... t.Y FC Ald ·R, G, Gu&a-ek.. . f o v.. \ . \_ \ $!...'ht° PBCh Ald �('\��ci 1)01Ab\'-SSU Ald ...A...--.ll� ty-�� \l. \-\\c. RJ' SS Ald Paul Harp CD 
� H:  H .  Downey RBCh Jg - Charles Douglas EMgr tty 11-.illlil!B:R 'i\raamtril1a'<'l{ !, lS'l"'oWY"I PCCh RD James Sharp 
33 
Clarence King 
W. c .  Duel 
J.  W .  Bealle 
J. H .  Scott 
R .  O .  Cusick 
Wm. Bailey 
Harold Moon 
J.  H .  Scott 
Hoyt Morton 
CITY OF JOHNSON CITY {Washin ton -E- 34 053 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec . 5  67 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor - Edward N.  Backus BI-PI Fred Weaver 
V-May Mitchell Thorp CoP C • E .  Mullenix 
Comm David Walker HBCh A .  E .  Wright 
Comm Hal Littleford DH A .  E .  Cornett 
Comm Robert E .  Henry EMgr Charles F .  Stine 
Mgr -];) I l'z o �f;;Aad:!be!"- FC Edward D .  Seaton 
MgrA Jaek Jii, �tP.-:i.&� HO ff H .  B .  Cupp 
CR Calvin Guthrie PBCh John Smoot 
Atty Walter Lee Price RBCh John w .  Gillikin 
Jg Stewart L. Cannon PCCh Richard F .  Machamer 
CD Col. Clarence W. Taylor ScS C .  H .  Mccorkle 
RD Howard Johnson SS Dewey Kelly 
Eng Bobby D .  Jobe SWW-SSP P .  B .  Therrell 
TA Carl A. Johnson DPZ P .  C .  Snapp 
TOWN OF JONESEORO Washin ton . -E- l 1 7 F . Yr . 4  30 Elec . 4  66 Phone 753�3311 






�ee:d' M. May �\e.. \. \-\�w..s 
.MitcheJ 1__...ll.�:rbL.k A. S\'1\\\\., 
I,y:le @, He:we:l"'v...A�r)\.1"\--.�"'ton 







Norman c .  Francis 
Wilbur Weems 
Clarence W. Taylor 
Hugh H .  Campbell 
(Gibson & 
TOWN OF KENTON Obion ) -W- 1,095 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/67 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, June through August 
Phone 749-5767 
Zip Code 
Mayor Ray Hollomon 
Ald Ralph Perryman 
Ald R • W . Newmon 
Ald Jimmie Smith 
Ald L .  A .  Baucom 
Ald Leonard Dedlow 








A. F .  Newmon 
Clyde Howard 
B.  L .  Mullins 
L .  A. Baucom 
R .  D .  Story 
R .  W. Newmon 
Kyle Bugg 
3823  
'JX)WN OF *KlMBALL (Marion) -E- 716 F .Yr .2/11 Ele c . 1/66 Phone 837-6075 
'§econd and fourth Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Kimball School Zip Code 37380 
Jl8)'Q0R L\J.:l:anC:r .� ,\5��"'<..'\:-t Atty 




*Address : Box 264, South Pittsburg, Tennessee 
CITY OF KINGSFDRT Sullivan -E- 33 618 F .Yr. 6  0 Ele c .  
1rst and third Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 














Dr. Hugh Rule 
Fred Gillette 
W. Chamberlain Hale 
Joseph H .  Lewis 
J .  T .  Parker 
C .  K. Marsh 
E .  L .  Shelor 
William E .  Weber 
Everette Dykes 
M. L. West 
Dr .  Dana F .  Swick 
Robert C .  Clear 














J .  A .  Godwin 
Robert Lee Eisenbise 
R .  L. Collins 
Fred Grills 
C .  M .  Kenner 
S • K .  Addington 
w .  w .  Cawood 
Lewis long 
F .  S .  Key 
Dr .  Kirk Allen 
W .  C • McHorris 
Theo V. McCown 
T .  Cal Hendrix 
CITY OF KINGSTON Roane ) -E- 4 19 F . Yr . 6  0 Ele c . 6  67 Phone 376-6584 (Harriman 
irst Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Municipal Bldg . Zip Code 377 3 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, aJ..l year 
Chester R .  Fultz 
John A .  Ellis (CFin) 
John W. Brown, Jr . (SP) 
A .  H .  Honey (CH) 
Walter A .  Russell {DPZ) 
Harry P.  Templeton (CP) 
A .  H .  McCloud (CF) 
R . H .  Crowder 
Y.irs .  Elizabeth Reeves 
W .  L .  Harwell 
HOff Dr .  Carollyn Beard 
FC C .  C .  Miller 
Eng John Williams 
DPW C .  G .  Brashears 
WBCh W .  W .  Parkinson 
CoP Ray Gullett 
CD John Gower 
RBCh Fred Heddleson 
RD Jack Whitten 
BI Harold Pomfret 
PCCh l{arry Cantey 
_.=....!...__,_l<�l.:.:.f./(;.�S 'N)�"'-=-:.-..::>f..!...:� l!.!.:N!...:lr:.;::.5 (ch � .. -t�6.n-.) -()\!\ - �COV'f ' \ �) / 4 J � � UI ,,J. � y 
Tl.ft � - \ � � \ 
Oscar Taylor 
e � """ � YV ,  ((. . ({\o.,y � s 
C �� � .T � h '(\ w . F '( t. .>' 
c • .,.,_ ""' �v ..... 1 M(JV'Ye.- 35 
CITY OF JOHNSON CITY {Washin ton -E- 34 053 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec . 5  67 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor - Edward N.  Backus BI-PI Fred Weaver 
V-May Mitchell Thorp CoP C • E .  Mullenix 
Comm David Walker HBCh A .  E .  Wright 
Comm Hal Littleford DH A .  E .  Cornett 
Comm Robert E .  Henry EMgr Charles F .  Stine 
Mgr -];) I l'z o �f;;Aad:!be!"- FC Edward D .  Seaton 
MgrA Jaek Jii, �tP.-:i.&� HO ff H .  B .  Cupp 
CR Calvin Guthrie PBCh John Smoot 
Atty Walter Lee Price RBCh John w .  Gillikin 
Jg Stewart L. Cannon PCCh Richard F .  Machamer 
CD Col. Clarence W. Taylor ScS C .  H .  Mccorkle 
RD Howard Johnson SS Dewey Kelly 
Eng Bobby D .  Jobe SWW-SSP P .  B .  Therrell 
TA Carl A. Johnson DPZ P .  C .  Snapp 
TOWN OF JONESEORO Washin ton . -E- l 1 7 F . Yr . 4  30 Elec . 4  66 Phone 753�3311 






�ee:d' M. May �\e.. \. \-\�w..s 
.MitcheJ 1__...ll.�:rbL.k A. S\'1\\\\., 
I,y:le @, He:we:l"'v...A�r)\.1"\--.�"'ton 







Norman c .  Francis 
Wilbur Weems 
Clarence W. Taylor 
Hugh H .  Campbell 
(Gibson & 
TOWN OF KENTON Obion ) -W- 1,095 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/67 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, June through August 
Phone 749-5767 
Zip Code 
Mayor Ray Hollomon 
Ald Ralph Perryman 
Ald R • W . Newmon 
Ald Jimmie Smith 
Ald L .  A .  Baucom 
Ald Leonard Dedlow 








A. F .  Newmon 
Clyde Howard 
B.  L .  Mullins 
L .  A. Baucom 
R .  D .  Story 
R .  W. Newmon 
Kyle Bugg 
3823  
'JX)WN OF *KlMBALL (Marion) -E- 716 F .Yr .2/11 Ele c . 1/66 Phone 837-6075 
'§econd and fourth Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Kimball School Zip Code 37380 
Jl8)'Q0R L\J.:l:anC:r .� ,\5��"'<..'\:-t Atty 




*Address : Box 264, South Pittsburg, Tennessee 
CITY OF KINGSFDRT Sullivan -E- 33 618 F .Yr. 6  0 Ele c .  
1rst and third Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 














Dr. Hugh Rule 
Fred Gillette 
W. Chamberlain Hale 
Joseph H .  Lewis 
J .  T .  Parker 
C .  K. Marsh 
E .  L .  Shelor 
William E .  Weber 
Everette Dykes 
M. L. West 
Dr .  Dana F .  Swick 
Robert C .  Clear 














J .  A .  Godwin 
Robert Lee Eisenbise 
R .  L. Collins 
Fred Grills 
C .  M .  Kenner 
S • K .  Addington 
w .  w .  Cawood 
Lewis long 
F .  S .  Key 
Dr .  Kirk Allen 
W .  C • McHorris 
Theo V. McCown 
T .  Cal Hendrix 
CITY OF KINGSTON Roane ) -E- 4 19 F . Yr . 6  0 Ele c . 6  67 Phone 376-6584 (Harriman 
irst Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Municipal Bldg . Zip Code 377 3 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, aJ..l year 
Chester R .  Fultz 
John A .  Ellis (CFin) 
John W. Brown, Jr . (SP) 
A .  H .  Honey (CH) 
Walter A .  Russell {DPZ) 
Harry P.  Templeton (CP) 
A .  H .  McCloud (CF) 
R . H .  Crowder 
Y.irs .  Elizabeth Reeves 
W .  L .  Harwell 
HOff Dr .  Carollyn Beard 
FC C .  C .  Miller 
Eng John Williams 
DPW C .  G .  Brashears 
WBCh W .  W .  Parkinson 
CoP Ray Gullett 
CD John Gower 
RBCh Fred Heddleson 
RD Jack Whitten 
BI Harold Pomfret 
PCCh l{arry Cantey 
_.=....!...__,_l<�l.:.:.f./(;.�S 'N)�"'-=-:.-..::>f..!...:� l!.!.:N!...:lr:.;::.5 (ch � .. -t�6.n-.) -()\!\ - �COV'f ' \ �) / 4 J � � UI ,,J. � y 
Tl.ft � - \ � � \ 
Oscar Taylor 
e � """ � YV ,  ((. . ({\o.,y � s 
C �� � .T � h '(\ w . F '( t. .>' 
c • .,.,_ ""' �v ..... 1 M(JV'Ye.- 35 
CITY OF KNOXVILLE (Knox) -E- 179,973 F .Yr .12/31 Elec.ll/65 Phone 523-2151 
Every other Tuesday, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Civic Auditorium-Coliseum Zip Code 379�--. 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year, except June 
Mayor - Leonard R .  Rogers ScS 
�tov.. V'\ -John W. M��l>Y'"1'<-C . S\�v FC 
Coun Dwight W. Kessel Eng 
�'(-� Howard N .  Kesley PA 
Coun Cas Walker PCCh 
Dr. Olin L. Adams, Jr. 
John P. Anderton 
James P. Futrell 
Charles O .  Currier 
W .  E .  Cole 
Coun � Lib 
Coun Milton E .  Roberts, Sr. TA 
Coun Alex Harkness SSP 
CR Ralph Longmire RD 
Donald C .  Potte,r Jehn FL Box iftg�-ob-tYt �atty 
James W .  Whisman, J"r . 
Maynard Glenn 
Atty Jonathan H.  Burnett DPZ 
Jg Charles G .  Kelley DPers 
DPS John H .  Murrian (Acting) 
Wm. C .  McCammon 
DPW Roy I .  Gentry 
DFin - Edward C .  Snodd;y: Knoxville Util.i ties Board 
DWelf Ja G. We:lisA\Y'$.:t"''t'"tt1' B. Ba ke.Y Chm Thomas I .  Stephenson, 
CoP Harry Huskisson GenMgr M. B. Whitaker 
BI Leonard Dow EMgr C .  E .  Tarwater 
PI C .  M .  long SG P. B. Winchel 
HOff SWW Ernest D .  Hawkins 
CD �;, Oho£'fner�"'),t. M .  fy\4-1.'r'f\.,1 ,s-,,SAccts Edwin C .  Hoskins 
Jr . 
TOWN OF LAFAYETrE (Macon) -M- 1,900 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec .5L66 Phone 666-2194 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37083 
Mayor Will Hall Sullivan CR Dewey Jent 
Coun Dr .  E .  M .  Froedge Atty C .  R .  Jent 
Coun Dr .  Jack Clark CoP Hillous Hance 
Coun Charles Gregory FC-CD F .  O .  Harris 
Coun Leroy Goodall SWW-SG Guy Carter 
Coun Ralph Jent J& .r. w. . G: '(Q., 1 -\ $ 
CITY: OF LA.FOLLE'l"l'E (Campbell ) -E- 7,130 F .Yr.9/30 Elec.llf65 Phone 562-3731 6_ 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at M'l.ll1icipal Building Zip Code 3776 
Offices close Saturday afternoon, April through November 
Mayor - -Bf'•  Ra C, F:.Eys.Fa.M�'f S+intY CoP Ale�E C9i£fH�r+ R°'/ \?t eve.Y-
V-May M. H .  Scott (DFin ) EMgr Leonard E .  Watson 
Comm .f�� \ ,  Lov �V\�1 }'<". FC G. H. lovely 
Comm R .  C .  Alley SS Randall Parker 
Comm l:Ioage �t�ffe3:a.. '!J;)\ Oo 'rfl•'f"' CD Charle s R .  Wright, Jr . 
CR -J.  E .  Raleigh SWW Clyde Wolfenbarger 
Atty Da;i1i:Ei ;g, Regefft'fa"\<.. °Vo.55t.tt Lib Rose C .  Pelizzari 
Jg Curt Bibee PCCh Ray Bolton 
TA An.eil Bottg±� Eng James N .  Loupe 
Bl William H .  Dossett PBCh Edward Ba1loff 
TOWN OF LAGRANGE Fa ette ) -W- 217 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec .  Phone 
First Wednesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Burch ' s  Gorcery Zip Code 3 O 
Ma,yor F .  M. 
Ald w .  E .  
Ald w. B. 











Tom R .  Beasley 
John McNeill 
T .  W. Rives 
Dan Talley 
'lQWN OF LAKE CITY (Anderson) -E- 1 914 F .Yr .12 31 Elec . 10 65 Phone 3838 










Loyall W.  Vander�riff Atty )'\( � \\ ;, �""" \<( ,  A\\t.. \1 CoP 
Robert H .  Gibbs FC 
.Enes-He�r--:i:a·Pr. JP>," \5v\Y'Y'2.I ) SS 
Donald R .  Pemberton SWW-SSP 
Ha;p:r;iy· L. Wa<IT"{}sC l�Y'��ce H\l "1.<.I� CD 
Graydon H .  lovely BI-PI 
T .  L. Hollas PCCh 
b.Ma Le� Ayei'B{?.�.W'ovthind'"l'>� 
Phil C .  Mason 
Roy E .  Leach 






£!TY OF *LAKEWOOD (Davidson) -M- 1,896 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. ,  at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Phone 847-2187 Nashville 






C .  L .  Ferrell 









H .  Phillip Saddler 
Joe Patterson** 
Dr .  E .  B. Rhea 
City Hall, P. O .  Box 125, Old Hickory, Tennessee 
1807 Overton St . ,  Old Hickory, Tennessee 
37 
CITY OF KNOXVILLE (Knox) -E- 179,973 F .Yr .12/31 Elec.ll/65 Phone 523-2151 
Every other Tuesday, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Civic Auditorium-Coliseum Zip Code 379�--. 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year, except June 
Mayor - Leonard R .  Rogers ScS 
�tov.. V'\ -John W. M��l>Y'"1'<-C . S\�v FC 
Coun Dwight W. Kessel Eng 
�'(-� Howard N .  Kesley PA 
Coun Cas Walker PCCh 
Dr. Olin L. Adams, Jr. 
John P. Anderton 
James P. Futrell 
Charles O .  Currier 
W .  E .  Cole 
Coun � Lib 
Coun Milton E .  Roberts, Sr. TA 
Coun Alex Harkness SSP 
CR Ralph Longmire RD 
Donald C .  Potte,r Jehn FL Box iftg�-ob-tYt �atty 
James W .  Whisman, J"r . 
Maynard Glenn 
Atty Jonathan H.  Burnett DPZ 
Jg Charles G .  Kelley DPers 
DPS John H .  Murrian (Acting) 
Wm. C .  McCammon 
DPW Roy I .  Gentry 
DFin - Edward C .  Snodd;y: Knoxville Util.i ties Board 
DWelf Ja G. We:lisA\Y'$.:t"''t'"tt1' B. Ba ke.Y Chm Thomas I .  Stephenson, 
CoP Harry Huskisson GenMgr M. B. Whitaker 
BI Leonard Dow EMgr C .  E .  Tarwater 
PI C .  M .  long SG P. B. Winchel 
HOff SWW Ernest D .  Hawkins 
CD �;, Oho£'fner�"'),t. M .  fy\4-1.'r'f\.,1 ,s-,,SAccts Edwin C .  Hoskins 
Jr . 
TOWN OF LAFAYETrE (Macon) -M- 1,900 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec .5L66 Phone 666-2194 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37083 
Mayor Will Hall Sullivan CR Dewey Jent 
Coun Dr .  E .  M .  Froedge Atty C .  R .  Jent 
Coun Dr .  Jack Clark CoP Hillous Hance 
Coun Charles Gregory FC-CD F .  O .  Harris 
Coun Leroy Goodall SWW-SG Guy Carter 
Coun Ralph Jent J& .r. w. . G: '(Q., 1 -\ $ 
CITY: OF LA.FOLLE'l"l'E (Campbell ) -E- 7,130 F .Yr.9/30 Elec.llf65 Phone 562-3731 6_ 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at M'l.ll1icipal Building Zip Code 3776 
Offices close Saturday afternoon, April through November 
Mayor - -Bf'•  Ra C, F:.Eys.Fa.M�'f S+intY CoP Ale�E C9i£fH�r+ R°'/ \?t eve.Y-
V-May M. H .  Scott (DFin ) EMgr Leonard E .  Watson 
Comm .f�� \ ,  Lov �V\�1 }'<". FC G. H. lovely 
Comm R .  C .  Alley SS Randall Parker 
Comm l:Ioage �t�ffe3:a.. '!J;)\ Oo 'rfl•'f"' CD Charle s R .  Wright, Jr . 
CR -J.  E .  Raleigh SWW Clyde Wolfenbarger 
Atty Da;i1i:Ei ;g, Regefft'fa"\<.. °Vo.55t.tt Lib Rose C .  Pelizzari 
Jg Curt Bibee PCCh Ray Bolton 
TA An.eil Bottg±� Eng James N .  Loupe 
Bl William H .  Dossett PBCh Edward Ba1loff 
TOWN OF LAGRANGE Fa ette ) -W- 217 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec .  Phone 
First Wednesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Burch ' s  Gorcery Zip Code 3 O 
Ma,yor F .  M. 
Ald w .  E .  
Ald w. B. 











Tom R .  Beasley 
John McNeill 
T .  W. Rives 
Dan Talley 
'lQWN OF LAKE CITY (Anderson) -E- 1 914 F .Yr .12 31 Elec . 10 65 Phone 3838 










Loyall W.  Vander�riff Atty )'\( � \\ ;, �""" \<( ,  A\\t.. \1 CoP 
Robert H .  Gibbs FC 
.Enes-He�r--:i:a·Pr. JP>," \5v\Y'Y'2.I ) SS 
Donald R .  Pemberton SWW-SSP 
Ha;p:r;iy· L. Wa<IT"{}sC l�Y'��ce H\l "1.<.I� CD 
Graydon H .  lovely BI-PI 
T .  L. Hollas PCCh 
b.Ma Le� Ayei'B{?.�.W'ovthind'"l'>� 
Phil C .  Mason 
Roy E .  Leach 






£!TY OF *LAKEWOOD (Davidson) -M- 1,896 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. ,  at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Phone 847-2187 Nashville 






C .  L .  Ferrell 









H .  Phillip Saddler 
Joe Patterson** 
Dr .  E .  B. Rhea 
City Hall, P. O .  Box 125, Old Hickory, Tennessee 
1807 Overton St . ,  Old Hickory, Tennessee 
37 
CITY OF LAWRENCEBURG Lawrence -M- 485 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec.  5 67 Phone 762-445 
Tuesday each week, 2 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall Zip Code 
Mayor -� , H1 ;i;,, . i:it:tm�ltoiRl!J EMgr D �  H .  Truitt 
Comm -o.  C .  Graves SS Oscar Bossham 
Comm -William C .  Powell HO ff Dr .  J .  W. Danley 
CR -William E .  Boston PC Ch Robert Hood 
Atty John F .  Morrison SU J, W. Daniels 
Tr R .  G .  DtUln CD Lloyd Comer 
Lib Martha Potts Eng-BI Howard L. Tabor 
FC Joe J. Fisher HBCh John Roberts 
DH M. F .  Dugger PBCh W. F .  Alexander 
RD Leonard Staggs CF in William C .  Powell 
CoP B. P. Scoggins 
CITY OF LEBANON (Wilson) -M- 11 171 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec.10 65 Phone 444-6300 
Second Tuesday each month, 5 :00 p.m. , at City Service Center Zip Code 37 7 
Mayor -Charles D .  Loyd BI Ernest P. Belcher, Jr . 
Ald John R .  Hatcher Eng W. G .  Neal 
Ald Kenneth 0 .  Lester, Jr . HBCh Pierce Dodson 
Ald J. C .  Johnson HO ff' Dr .  Kenneth Tilley 
Ald Frank Coles PCCh John D. Greer 
Atty Vincent Cason SP-RBCh George Williams 
@i�D 
Jack Lowery sww John J .  Martin, Sr . 
- Jack Bixler TA George Hodges 
CPW Jesse F .  Coe DH James Rhea Cle:nurons 
CoP-FC �e-¥--eun% 
Phone 986-2715 CITY OF LENOIR CITY (Ioudon) -E- 6,o80 F .Yr . 6L30 Elec .12/66 
Second and fourth M:>nday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Zip Code 37771 
Mayor - Guy F .  Tallent HOff Robert Proaps 
V-May Erskin Foshee CoP Otis Brewer 
Ald Fred Nelson ScS J, Guy Buckner 
Ald Arnold Jenkins FC Ed Swmnitt 
Ald Nathan Tinder SU Lester C .  Brabson 
Ald Don Kelley Lib Mrs • T. E .  Mills 
Ald Harry Wampler CD Harold Duff 
CR - Henry C .  Foster RD Ralph Adams 
Atty Thomas F .  Ingram BI Cecil Cusick 
PCCh Dr. Walter Shea PBCh Guy F .  Tallent 
lrri OF LEWISBURG Marshall -M- 7 007 F .Yr . 6  0 Elec . 5  67 Phone 359-1544 
rst Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at MtUlicipal Building Zip Code 37091 
�:ffices close Saturday all day, all year 
)fa.yor - Thomas B .  Green FC Robert Price 
eoun Folk Lambert PCCh J .  M. Taylor 
eoun Calloway CrtUlk SG Kenneth L.  Brown 
eoun Edward Roberts sww James Bradford 
eoun Dr . J .  C .  Leonard RD Fred Shelton 
eoun James W.  Endsley CD Aubrey D\.Ulcan 
)!gl" - J. W. Arbuckle SS A.  H .  Webb 
CR-Jg Curtis R .  Watters CoP Leonard Adams 
Atty Thurman Thompson EMgr F.  H .  Minturn 
Tr Elizabeth B. Cochran BI John Andrews, Jr. 
PBCh William Mayes SSP H .  0 .  Cochran 
TOWN OF LEXINGTON Henderson) -W- 4 627 F .Yr . 9  30 Elec .  Phone 968-2701 
First Tuesday after first Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 3 351 
Mayor - Jack Hay CoP John Hicks Connally 
V-May Curry Sullivan FC Wyatt 1l'hreadgill 
Ald Rex Pope DPZ Gary Head 
Ald Edward Bailey ScS Paul Caywood 
Ald James Holcomb SS Guy Hodgin 
Ald L. M .  Powers, Jr. sww W. P .  Veteto 
Ald H .  E .  Baker EMgr Lester Warren 
Ald James T .  Roberts CD A .  R .  WaJ.lace� Jr. 
@Tr - H.  B .  Bagwell WBCh L. T .  Hay 
Jg Jack Hay BI Truman Lewis, Jr . 
SG John E .  Lewis PBCh James Holcomb 
SSP Sam A. Lewis p?yJ T. 9. -.:Fon e. _s  
'roWN OF LIBERTY (DeKalb) -M- 336 F .Yr . Elec .816§... Phone 













E .  D .  Givan 
Brow.a Murphy 
E .  D .  Givan 
Brown Murphy 
Zip Code 37095 
'roWN OF LINDEN Perr -M- 1 086 F .  Yr . 12 1 Elec . 12 6 Phone 8 -4581 









Jesse G .  Tate 
C .  L. Westbrook 
W. J. Edwards 
Harold Savage 
S .  B .  Tatum 
James Tucker 

















CITY OF LAWRENCEBURG Lawrence -M- 485 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec.  5 67 Phone 762-445 
Tuesday each week, 2 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall Zip Code 
Mayor -� , H1 ;i;,, . i:it:tm�ltoiRl!J EMgr D �  H .  Truitt 
Comm -o.  C .  Graves SS Oscar Bossham 
Comm -William C .  Powell HO ff Dr .  J .  W. Danley 
CR -William E .  Boston PC Ch Robert Hood 
Atty John F .  Morrison SU J, W. Daniels 
Tr R .  G .  DtUln CD Lloyd Comer 
Lib Martha Potts Eng-BI Howard L. Tabor 
FC Joe J. Fisher HBCh John Roberts 
DH M. F .  Dugger PBCh W. F .  Alexander 
RD Leonard Staggs CF in William C .  Powell 
CoP B. P. Scoggins 
CITY OF LEBANON (Wilson) -M- 11 171 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec.10 65 Phone 444-6300 
Second Tuesday each month, 5 :00 p.m. , at City Service Center Zip Code 37 7 
Mayor -Charles D .  Loyd BI Ernest P. Belcher, Jr . 
Ald John R .  Hatcher Eng W. G .  Neal 
Ald Kenneth 0 .  Lester, Jr . HBCh Pierce Dodson 
Ald J. C .  Johnson HO ff' Dr .  Kenneth Tilley 
Ald Frank Coles PCCh John D. Greer 
Atty Vincent Cason SP-RBCh George Williams 
@i�D 
Jack Lowery sww John J .  Martin, Sr . 
- Jack Bixler TA George Hodges 
CPW Jesse F .  Coe DH James Rhea Cle:nurons 
CoP-FC �e-¥--eun% 
Phone 986-2715 CITY OF LENOIR CITY (Ioudon) -E- 6,o80 F .Yr . 6L30 Elec .12/66 
Second and fourth M:>nday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Zip Code 37771 
Mayor - Guy F .  Tallent HOff Robert Proaps 
V-May Erskin Foshee CoP Otis Brewer 
Ald Fred Nelson ScS J, Guy Buckner 
Ald Arnold Jenkins FC Ed Swmnitt 
Ald Nathan Tinder SU Lester C .  Brabson 
Ald Don Kelley Lib Mrs • T. E .  Mills 
Ald Harry Wampler CD Harold Duff 
CR - Henry C .  Foster RD Ralph Adams 
Atty Thomas F .  Ingram BI Cecil Cusick 
PCCh Dr. Walter Shea PBCh Guy F .  Tallent 
lrri OF LEWISBURG Marshall -M- 7 007 F .Yr . 6  0 Elec . 5  67 Phone 359-1544 
rst Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at MtUlicipal Building Zip Code 37091 
�:ffices close Saturday all day, all year 
)fa.yor - Thomas B .  Green FC Robert Price 
eoun Folk Lambert PCCh J .  M. Taylor 
eoun Calloway CrtUlk SG Kenneth L.  Brown 
eoun Edward Roberts sww James Bradford 
eoun Dr . J .  C .  Leonard RD Fred Shelton 
eoun James W.  Endsley CD Aubrey D\.Ulcan 
)!gl" - J. W. Arbuckle SS A.  H .  Webb 
CR-Jg Curtis R .  Watters CoP Leonard Adams 
Atty Thurman Thompson EMgr F.  H .  Minturn 
Tr Elizabeth B. Cochran BI John Andrews, Jr. 
PBCh William Mayes SSP H .  0 .  Cochran 
TOWN OF LEXINGTON Henderson) -W- 4 627 F .Yr . 9  30 Elec .  Phone 968-2701 
First Tuesday after first Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 3 351 
Mayor - Jack Hay CoP John Hicks Connally 
V-May Curry Sullivan FC Wyatt 1l'hreadgill 
Ald Rex Pope DPZ Gary Head 
Ald Edward Bailey ScS Paul Caywood 
Ald James Holcomb SS Guy Hodgin 
Ald L. M .  Powers, Jr. sww W. P .  Veteto 
Ald H .  E .  Baker EMgr Lester Warren 
Ald James T .  Roberts CD A .  R .  WaJ.lace� Jr. 
@Tr - H.  B .  Bagwell WBCh L. T .  Hay 
Jg Jack Hay BI Truman Lewis, Jr . 
SG John E .  Lewis PBCh James Holcomb 
SSP Sam A. Lewis p?yJ T. 9. -.:Fon e. _s  
'roWN OF LIBERTY (DeKalb) -M- 336 F .Yr . Elec .816§... Phone 













E .  D .  Givan 
Brow.a Murphy 
E .  D .  Givan 
Brown Murphy 
Zip Code 37095 
'roWN OF LINDEN Perr -M- 1 086 F .  Yr . 12 1 Elec . 12 6 Phone 8 -4581 









Jesse G .  Tate 
C .  L. Westbrook 
W. J. Edwards 
Harold Savage 
S .  B .  Tatum 
James Tucker 

















TOWN OF LIVINGSTON (Overton -M- 2 817 F .Yr .8  1 Elec .6  66 Phone 823-4400 
First Monday each month, 7 :00 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 














Charles N. Eley 
James P. Kuykendall, Jr . 
J .  T .  Poindexter 








Dr .  W.  G.  Quarles 
Lester Hull 
Devoe Parrott 
E .  S .  Pryor 
Rhesa Hawkins 
Johnnie Ringley 
James H .  Dean 
Phone 593-4191 
37097 -Zip Code 
CITY OF LOBELVILLE (Perry) -M- 449 F.Yr .12/31 Elec . 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall 




Earl H .  Salhanye 
Ray W. Warren 
..&.-N..-Gllil..pG tA. I 3 0 h � > 0 M 
Mgr 
CR 
��""- � ·  
�  Bat�s C A--W.-Aswton t\10be("1 - C. · "AY/ 
TOvlN OF LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN (Hamilton)  -E- l 817 F.Yr . 7  31 Elec.8 66 Phone 821-3151 
First Tuesday each month, : 00 p .m. , at Town Hall Zip Code 37350 






Charles W. Wheland 
Nick F .  Senter 
Pemberton Cooley, Jr . 
W. Layne Verlenden 
w .  G.  Raoul, Jr. 










*Address : Suite 115 Provident Bldg. ,  Chattanooga, Tennessee 
CITY OF LORETTO Lawrence )  -M- 929 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec .4  66 Phone 
Second and fourth Wednesday each month, : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close every afternoon, all year 
853-6434 




'1"\\'\l\"l\�.s L .  &Y4.i1n  � .. -Weerehe'l"S"' CR 
G. g , J;Jseefl:�.::Jj\'1\\11\, 1 °SY'Q. W (.Y" Atty 
John Neidert 
Mrs . Adeline Fredebeil 
Boston, Harwell & Weatherford 
4o 
Zip Code 3777 
-Don P. Smith 
Joe M. Carter 
Frank S .  Robinson 




I .  H .  Watson 








_. Joe V .  Watkins 











J:aGk L&�lEH•' w. E .  �\Aff) T"r-. 
W .  F .  Zimmerman 
TOWN OF LU'ITRELL Union) -E- 880 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec . 6  67 Phone 992-5550 














*Address : Box 51, Luttrell, Tennessee 
J .  H .  Wyrick 
John Conley 
Roy Shockley* 
J .  Howard Collett 
Carl D .  Hill 
TOWN . OF LYNC'HBURG (Moore ) -M- 564 F .Yr .6/30 Elec.8/66 Phone 759-7743 
Call meetings 













Quinn J. Hill 
Dr .  F. H .  fuoher 
Jack Hobbs 
Conner Motlow 
iUWN OF LYNNVILLE Giles -M� 362 F .Yr .1 1 Elec . 4  67 Phone 527-3274 













James H .  Body 
Leroy Hanna 
CITY OF McEWEN (Humphreys ) -M- 979 F.Yr . 6/1 Elec . 5/67 Phone 
Seoond Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 









Basil E .  Florence 
John N .  Winstead 
Sa.in Abernathy 








James R .  Buckner 
E .  C .  Pullen 






TOWN OF LIVINGSTON (Overton -M- 2 817 F .Yr .8  1 Elec .6  66 Phone 823-4400 
First Monday each month, 7 :00 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 














Charles N. Eley 
James P. Kuykendall, Jr . 
J .  T .  Poindexter 








Dr .  W.  G.  Quarles 
Lester Hull 
Devoe Parrott 
E .  S .  Pryor 
Rhesa Hawkins 
Johnnie Ringley 
James H .  Dean 
Phone 593-4191 
37097 -Zip Code 
CITY OF LOBELVILLE (Perry) -M- 449 F.Yr .12/31 Elec . 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall 




Earl H .  Salhanye 
Ray W. Warren 
..&.-N..-Gllil..pG tA. I 3 0 h � > 0 M 
Mgr 
CR 
��""- � ·  
�  Bat�s C A--W.-Aswton t\10be("1 - C. · "AY/ 
TOvlN OF LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN (Hamilton)  -E- l 817 F.Yr . 7  31 Elec.8 66 Phone 821-3151 
First Tuesday each month, : 00 p .m. , at Town Hall Zip Code 37350 






Charles W. Wheland 
Nick F .  Senter 
Pemberton Cooley, Jr . 
W. Layne Verlenden 
w .  G.  Raoul, Jr. 










*Address : Suite 115 Provident Bldg. ,  Chattanooga, Tennessee 
CITY OF LORETTO Lawrence )  -M- 929 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec .4  66 Phone 
Second and fourth Wednesday each month, : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close every afternoon, all year 
853-6434 




'1"\\'\l\"l\�.s L .  &Y4.i1n  � .. -Weerehe'l"S"' CR 
G. g , J;Jseefl:�.::Jj\'1\\11\, 1 °SY'Q. W (.Y" Atty 
John Neidert 
Mrs . Adeline Fredebeil 
Boston, Harwell & Weatherford 
4o 
Zip Code 3777 
-Don P. Smith 
Joe M. Carter 
Frank S .  Robinson 




I .  H .  Watson 








_. Joe V .  Watkins 











J:aGk L&�lEH•' w. E .  �\Aff) T"r-. 
W .  F .  Zimmerman 
TOWN OF LU'ITRELL Union) -E- 880 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec . 6  67 Phone 992-5550 














*Address : Box 51, Luttrell, Tennessee 
J .  H .  Wyrick 
John Conley 
Roy Shockley* 
J .  Howard Collett 
Carl D .  Hill 
TOWN . OF LYNC'HBURG (Moore ) -M- 564 F .Yr .6/30 Elec.8/66 Phone 759-7743 
Call meetings 













Quinn J. Hill 
Dr .  F. H .  fuoher 
Jack Hobbs 
Conner Motlow 
iUWN OF LYNNVILLE Giles -M� 362 F .Yr .1 1 Elec . 4  67 Phone 527-3274 













James H .  Body 
Leroy Hanna 
CITY OF McEWEN (Humphreys ) -M- 979 F.Yr . 6/1 Elec . 5/67 Phone 
Seoond Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 









Basil E .  Florence 
John N .  Winstead 
Sa.in Abernathy 








James R .  Buckner 
E .  C .  Pullen 






CITY OF McKENZIE (Carroll) -W- 4 580 F.Yr .2 28 Elec .  Phone 352-2264 











Y. D. Moore 
�rtea "Bl>\!l:elft '1'oW1'-'" l�wyt\'\ c.e. 
Boyd Blackburn, ';fr. 
�. L, LewiL-s J""e>Q... GtG>c.h 
Looa c.Aa.pma,a y>y\cc. M�Leb."' 
John H.  Moseley 
Walter Trevathan 
W.  H.  Dinwiddie 















H .  B. Brunnni.tt 
James Gregg 
Joe Ward 
Mrs . Ruth Collins 
Dr .  J.  T.  Holmes 
Mrs .  Mary Hines 
Sam P. Scarbrough 
TOWN OF McLEMORESVILI£ (Carroll) -W- 285 F .Yr . 6/30 Ele c . 3/67 Phone 686-4346 





B. Clifton Blow 
Harold Blow 
Troy Kelly 




William E. O ' Neill 
James V. Smith 
James V .  Smith 
TOWN OF McMINNVIl.LE (�arren)__:_M� 9,851 F!£r .6L3.0 Elec .�65 PEone 473�2452 
First aud third Monday each month, 7 :30 p .m. , at City :a'.al.l Zi:p Code 37ll0 
Offices close Saturday al  day; all year 
Mayor 









- Franklin P.  Blue 
Nestor Stewart 
Harold N. Roney 
Sam Martin, Jr. 
A al?Q:Q Btt-rhas A, -S l'n � \ t­
Charles Keplinger 
J .  c .  Panter 
C. E .  Haston 
- Robert A. Elktns 





















George Zechma .. n 
Kermit Turner 
Frank Davanport 
TOWN OF MADISO�nroe2 -E� 1,812 F.Y,!�.9}30 Elec .9/.66 Phone 442�2622 
First Tuesday each quarter� 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
�-
Zip COde '"37354 











R .  C .  Kimbrough 
Leon Harvey 
Hugh R .  Stewart 
Taylor Howard 
Ker1neth White 
Joe Jim Richards 
,J . D.  Lee 












Dr .  H. M. McQ.uire 
Taylor Howard 
Hugh R .  Stewart; 
Leon Harvey 
Ken eth WhiJce 
Dr & R .  C .  Kimbrough 
CITY OF MANCHESTER (Coffee ) -M- 4,455 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec. 5/66 Phone 728-3989 












Clyde V. Myers 
Lloyd McMahan, Jr . 
iasil F<J:e'behe!'�. &. LQ�\<,� 
James W.  Thompson 
Doyle Lewis 
Wann W.  Blackburn 



















John R .  Collins; Jr. 
B. c .  Kendrick 
Bud Winton � . .1 •A� 11. \l' � ,Y'f• rn ... .J$i)M ��eker4��e:...,.11i-+,1(:::�11·�··..,.:Q�t 
Charlie Turner 
Jack Jones 
CITY OF MARTIN (Weakley) -W- 5,812 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec.6/66 Phone 











C .  E. Weldon 
Willard Rooks 
Fred Wade 











N. B. Williams 
Tom Winston 
Zip Code 38237 
H .  G .  E&oondson 
Robert Harrison 
Cba,:p..J.es-\l'Q,weiib l�on. Wi \ \ i b. m  $ 
Iieon Williams 
Oliver Miles 
CITY OF MARYVILLE (Blount) -E- 101348 F .Yr . 8/31 Elec.  7L67 Phone 983-4012 










f} 6y\'\ f 
- T . Ned Lee . 
- Stanley Shields ac;;'fu)) 
Luther M.  Kidd (� 
Joe B. Montgomery, Jr. ( CPW) 
Hugh E .  Delozier 
Lynn Shasteen 
John R .  Bluford 
Stanley Hannah 
Herman Best 









Dr .  Julian C .  Lentz 
J .  P.  Stewart 
Ivt.r s • Frank Nance 
Frank Allen 
Frank McNutt 
Col . Merle Delaney 
Joe B.  Irwin 
W.  C .  Kennedy 
TOWN OF MASON (Tipton) -W- 407 F .Yr . 12 31 Elec . 4  67 Phone 
Second Monday each month, 
\ 
:OO p.m. , at Mason Fire House Zip Code 38049 
Mayor J .  A.  Whitaker Ald Thomas Yarbrough 
Ald c .  E .  Nash CR Mrs. Laura P .  0 ' Kelly 
Ald w .  M.  Williamson, Jr. Atty John Tipton 
Ald H .  L. Harris, Jr . sww c .  E .  Nash 
Ald N. R .  Seay Mar E .  E .  Waddell 
Ald B. P .  Atkins 
CITY OF McKENZIE (Carroll) -W- 4 580 F.Yr .2 28 Elec .  Phone 352-2264 











Y. D. Moore 
�rtea "Bl>\!l:elft '1'oW1'-'" l�wyt\'\ c.e. 
Boyd Blackburn, ';fr. 
�. L, LewiL-s J""e>Q... GtG>c.h 
Looa c.Aa.pma,a y>y\cc. M�Leb."' 
John H.  Moseley 
Walter Trevathan 
W.  H.  Dinwiddie 















H .  B. Brunnni.tt 
James Gregg 
Joe Ward 
Mrs . Ruth Collins 
Dr .  J.  T.  Holmes 
Mrs .  Mary Hines 
Sam P. Scarbrough 
TOWN OF McLEMORESVILI£ (Carroll) -W- 285 F .Yr . 6/30 Ele c . 3/67 Phone 686-4346 





B. Clifton Blow 
Harold Blow 
Troy Kelly 




William E. O ' Neill 
James V. Smith 
James V .  Smith 
TOWN OF McMINNVIl.LE (�arren)__:_M� 9,851 F!£r .6L3.0 Elec .�65 PEone 473�2452 
First aud third Monday each month, 7 :30 p .m. , at City :a'.al.l Zi:p Code 37ll0 
Offices close Saturday al  day; all year 
Mayor 









- Franklin P.  Blue 
Nestor Stewart 
Harold N. Roney 
Sam Martin, Jr. 
A al?Q:Q Btt-rhas A, -S l'n � \ t­
Charles Keplinger 
J .  c .  Panter 
C. E .  Haston 
- Robert A. Elktns 





















George Zechma .. n 
Kermit Turner 
Frank Davanport 
TOWN OF MADISO�nroe2 -E� 1,812 F.Y,!�.9}30 Elec .9/.66 Phone 442�2622 
First Tuesday each quarter� 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
�-
Zip COde '"37354 











R .  C .  Kimbrough 
Leon Harvey 
Hugh R .  Stewart 
Taylor Howard 
Ker1neth White 
Joe Jim Richards 
,J . D.  Lee 












Dr .  H. M. McQ.uire 
Taylor Howard 
Hugh R .  Stewart; 
Leon Harvey 
Ken eth WhiJce 
Dr & R .  C .  Kimbrough 
CITY OF MANCHESTER (Coffee ) -M- 4,455 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec. 5/66 Phone 728-3989 












Clyde V. Myers 
Lloyd McMahan, Jr . 
iasil F<J:e'behe!'�. &. LQ�\<,� 
James W.  Thompson 
Doyle Lewis 
Wann W.  Blackburn 



















John R .  Collins; Jr. 
B. c .  Kendrick 
Bud Winton � . .1 •A� 11. \l' � ,Y'f• rn ... .J$i)M ��eker4��e:...,.11i-+,1(:::�11·�··..,.:Q�t 
Charlie Turner 
Jack Jones 
CITY OF MARTIN (Weakley) -W- 5,812 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec.6/66 Phone 











C .  E. Weldon 
Willard Rooks 
Fred Wade 











N. B. Williams 
Tom Winston 
Zip Code 38237 
H .  G .  E&oondson 
Robert Harrison 
Cba,:p..J.es-\l'Q,weiib l�on. Wi \ \ i b. m  $ 
Iieon Williams 
Oliver Miles 
CITY OF MARYVILLE (Blount) -E- 101348 F .Yr . 8/31 Elec.  7L67 Phone 983-4012 










f} 6y\'\ f 
- T . Ned Lee . 
- Stanley Shields ac;;'fu)) 
Luther M.  Kidd (� 
Joe B. Montgomery, Jr. ( CPW) 
Hugh E .  Delozier 
Lynn Shasteen 
John R .  Bluford 
Stanley Hannah 
Herman Best 









Dr .  Julian C .  Lentz 
J .  P.  Stewart 
Ivt.r s • Frank Nance 
Frank Allen 
Frank McNutt 
Col . Merle Delaney 
Joe B.  Irwin 
W.  C .  Kennedy 
TOWN OF MASON (Tipton) -W- 407 F .Yr . 12 31 Elec . 4  67 Phone 
Second Monday each month, 
\ 
:OO p.m. , at Mason Fire House Zip Code 38049 
Mayor J .  A.  Whitaker Ald Thomas Yarbrough 
Ald c .  E .  Nash CR Mrs. Laura P .  0 ' Kelly 
Ald w .  M.  Williamson, Jr. Atty John Tipton 
Ald H .  L. Harris, Jr . sww c .  E .  Nash 
Ald N. R .  Seay Mar E .  E .  Waddell 
Ald B. P .  Atkins 
TOWN OF MAURY CITY Crockett) -W- 624 F .Yr . 4  30 Elec . 5  67 Phone 656-2119 
Last Friday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. , at City HaJ.l Zip Code 
Offices close Wednesday all day, April through August 
Mayor Ben Buf'ord Ald Cecil Turnage 
Ald J .  M .  Riddick CR-SWW Max Branch 
Ald B.  G .  Snider ScS B. G. Snider 
Ald W .  P.  Harper Mar 
Ald G'harles Jetton SS Cecil Turnage 
TOWN OF MAYNARDVILLE Union -E- 620 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec . 6  66 Phone 992-5414 





Grader L. Johnson 
Kermit Beeler 
E .  J .  Stiner 





M. v .  Browning 
J .  H .  Collette 
T.  L. McDonaJ.d 
E .  J .  Ailor 
Phone 
37 07 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . ,  at Civic Center Zip Code 38355 • 









Moody J .  Mills 
F'red Johnson 










*Addres s :  . Humboldt, Tennessee 38343 
;roWN OF MEDON Madison -W- 97 F .  Yr . 6 30 Ele c .  6 66 







Mrs . P.  E.  Smith 










Phone 422-2022 J"ackson) 
Mrs . Griff McDaniel 
Sammie Wilson 
527 492 F .Yr . 12/31 Elec . 11/67 
q o l - ��1 - h <o \ l  
Phone �.JA7 GG!J: 
esday each week, 2 : 30 p . m. ,  at Shelby County Courthouse Zip Code 38103 
close Saturday all day, all year 
1'fa.yor 









--William B.  Ingram, Jr . 
Claude A .  Armour (CP, CF) 






�ouara Olavel!'-L ti\.\}; h1"-s.s e.v�\.-\ � 
Anthony Gallini 
W .  A. Taylor 
E .  C .  Stimbert 
Bernie Wienman (City) 
-James W. Moore � 
Hunter Lane, Jr. 
Patrick Johnson, Sr . 







John C .  Colton ( City-traffic ) 
Kenneth A .  Turner (Juvenile ) 










Jerrold A. Moore 
James Cole 
Marion Hale 
H .  S .  Lewis 
Lamar Wallis 
Eddie Hamilton 
W .  A .  Ryan 
--C .  W .  Crutchfield 













W .  G .  Robbins 
L .  D.  Erwin 
Wayne Mink 
Gas & Water Division 
James Ray Morton 
J .  J .  Davis 
C .  L. Osenbaugh 
H .  S .  Jones 
TOWN OF MICHIE McNairy) -W- 30 F . Yr . 5  31 Ele c . 8  65 Phone 689-3113 
Fourth Monday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . ,  at Michie High School Zip Code 3 357 
Mayor 
Ald 











M_ID_D_LE_T_O_N___..(_Ha_r_d_e_ma.:.-n-:)_-�_'1-__ 46_1 ____ F..;.... Y;;.;;r..;.•.;;.61...:/3�0;..__�El.....;e;...;c,_,.,:,:,�i....;6;;..;;6_�12,e 376-2521 






Francis L .  Simpson, Jr . 
Charles Yopp 




y c\..Y\'t e. !i ef< e e.:v e .> 
Harry Shelly 





-�W--�6:.z., �30::..:::9:.......;F:....:•:..:Y:.:..r.:.:· 6-:.£/,;;!.3.:::.0_;;E:.::l.;::.;e c;.:·:.:::1::::..2 /c..:.6::..:::5:..__:Ph::.:.:.:::o.::.::ne 686-3301 Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall �--Zip Code 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, May through September 
38052 
Mayor - Paul Anderson CoP Ho;t.;J.ana-V.a>btganL�h..,._e\ �o)�y�a 1.f<  
V-May Herb Davis �-5l.l .W.-�t>mas Q�(, -15 7 7 
Ald R . C .  Frank FC Raymond Fuchs 
Ald W .  L .  Jones SS Jesse R .  Douglas 
Ald Richard Burrow, Jr . PCCh Moore Blankenship 
Ald J, JJ, BttlH:ng.;l;@Q�yGY C �yLib Mrs .  Odell Fields 
Ald Bennett Holmes TA John McNail CR --Mrs .  Bobbie Belew BI Jack Denney 
Atty Currie Drake CD Jack Fields 
Jg Paul Anderson PBCh Irby Jones 
TOWN OF MAURY CITY Crockett) -W- 624 F .Yr . 4  30 Elec . 5  67 Phone 656-2119 
Last Friday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. , at City HaJ.l Zip Code 
Offices close Wednesday all day, April through August 
Mayor Ben Buf'ord Ald Cecil Turnage 
Ald J .  M .  Riddick CR-SWW Max Branch 
Ald B.  G .  Snider ScS B. G. Snider 
Ald W .  P.  Harper Mar 
Ald G'harles Jetton SS Cecil Turnage 
TOWN OF MAYNARDVILLE Union -E- 620 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec . 6  66 Phone 992-5414 





Grader L. Johnson 
Kermit Beeler 
E .  J .  Stiner 





M. v .  Browning 
J .  H .  Collette 
T.  L. McDonaJ.d 
E .  J .  Ailor 
Phone 
37 07 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . ,  at Civic Center Zip Code 38355 • 









Moody J .  Mills 
F'red Johnson 










*Addres s :  . Humboldt, Tennessee 38343 
;roWN OF MEDON Madison -W- 97 F .  Yr . 6 30 Ele c .  6 66 







Mrs . P.  E.  Smith 










Phone 422-2022 J"ackson) 
Mrs . Griff McDaniel 
Sammie Wilson 
527 492 F .Yr . 12/31 Elec . 11/67 
q o l - ��1 - h <o \ l  
Phone �.JA7 GG!J: 
esday each week, 2 : 30 p . m. ,  at Shelby County Courthouse Zip Code 38103 
close Saturday all day, all year 
1'fa.yor 









--William B.  Ingram, Jr . 
Claude A .  Armour (CP, CF) 






�ouara Olavel!'-L ti\.\}; h1"-s.s e.v�\.-\ � 
Anthony Gallini 
W .  A. Taylor 
E .  C .  Stimbert 
Bernie Wienman (City) 
-James W. Moore � 
Hunter Lane, Jr. 
Patrick Johnson, Sr . 







John C .  Colton ( City-traffic ) 
Kenneth A .  Turner (Juvenile ) 










Jerrold A. Moore 
James Cole 
Marion Hale 
H .  S .  Lewis 
Lamar Wallis 
Eddie Hamilton 
W .  A .  Ryan 
--C .  W .  Crutchfield 













W .  G .  Robbins 
L .  D.  Erwin 
Wayne Mink 
Gas & Water Division 
James Ray Morton 
J .  J .  Davis 
C .  L. Osenbaugh 
H .  S .  Jones 
TOWN OF MICHIE McNairy) -W- 30 F . Yr . 5  31 Ele c . 8  65 Phone 689-3113 
Fourth Monday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . ,  at Michie High School Zip Code 3 357 
Mayor 
Ald 











M_ID_D_LE_T_O_N___..(_Ha_r_d_e_ma.:.-n-:)_-�_'1-__ 46_1 ____ F..;.... Y;;.;;r..;.•.;;.61...:/3�0;..__�El.....;e;...;c,_,.,:,:,�i....;6;;..;;6_�12,e 376-2521 






Francis L .  Simpson, Jr . 
Charles Yopp 




y c\..Y\'t e. !i ef< e e.:v e .> 
Harry Shelly 





-�W--�6:.z., �30::..:::9:.......;F:....:•:..:Y:.:..r.:.:· 6-:.£/,;;!.3.:::.0_;;E:.::l.;::.;e c;.:·:.:::1::::..2 /c..:.6::..:::5:..__:Ph::.:.:.:::o.::.::ne 686-3301 Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall �--Zip Code 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, May through September 
38052 
Mayor - Paul Anderson CoP Ho;t.;J.ana-V.a>btganL�h..,._e\ �o)�y�a 1.f<  
V-May Herb Davis �-5l.l .W.-�t>mas Q�(, -15 7 7 
Ald R . C .  Frank FC Raymond Fuchs 
Ald W .  L .  Jones SS Jesse R .  Douglas 
Ald Richard Burrow, Jr . PCCh Moore Blankenship 
Ald J, JJ, BttlH:ng.;l;@Q�yGY C �yLib Mrs .  Odell Fields 
Ald Bennett Holmes TA John McNail CR --Mrs .  Bobbie Belew BI Jack Denney 
Atty Currie Drake CD Jack Fields 
Jg Paul Anderson PBCh Irby Jones 
(Hardin, Chester 
TOWN OF MILLEIX1EVILLE & McNair ) -W- 350 F .Yr .12 31 Elec . 5  66 Phone 





Joe L. Hutton 
H .  D. Bridges 
Faye Harwell 








A .  E .  Hudson 
CITY OF MILLINGTON (Shelby) -W- 19 071 F .Yr . 5  31 Elec . 12 68 Phone 872-3334 
First l<bnday each month, :00 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor 'lhomas F .  Hall 
Ald C .  C .  Hollingsworth 
Ald Charles Baker 
Ald Leonard Dunavant 
Ald L. C .  Jackson 
Ald w. s .  Howard 
Ald c .  w. Maley 
Ald w .  F .  McKelvy 










James W. Watson 
Charles W. Pruitt 
Don Moncier 
Victor Pitts ' l.h �. CQ\Q.,,Y.,,.�"' s�11 
Thomas L. Goin 
Thomas H .  Hall 
L. W. Miles 
Gordon Moffatt 
TOWN OF' MITCHELLVILLE (Swnner ) -M- 184 F .Yr .6/30 Elec. 12/66 Phone 















O .  E .  Ausbrooks 
Evelyn Suell 
J .  L. Hinton 
Otho Wright 
(Grundy & 
TOWN OF MONTEAGLE Marion) -M- 775 F .Yr.12j31 E™�ec�8L66 
Second 'luesday each month, 7 � 30 p .m. , at DuBose Center 





J. E .  Walker, Jr . 






TOWN OF MON'�Y (Putnam) -M- 2,297 F .Yr .12/31 Elec .llj65 Pho.;;.;;n�e_.;:8_,,3�9�-:2;;.;3;=2.:f.3-�:::::r.-­
First and third Monday each month, 7 :00 p .m. , at City Hall Zip Code 3857q=­











"Re13er t 3!.a CeA;e� lh-\tZ.Y P�Y� fln.S Atty 
Raymond Norman FC 
Aa B. d'acksutr��'t-.�t-h v�ato BI-PI 
Perey Qi���yo\� $�we ll Mar 
-A-a P. Mcerary1fae.c.Jtc.v �l�c 4.. sww 
Dr .  C .  A. Collins WBCh 
�er P�pee-as �vii!. W\ \soY1 SS 
Haskell Swallows PCCh 
J. E .  Walker, Jr. SSP 
W. J-. Pugh, Jr . TA 
46 
.. Tohn Gill 
Richard Milligan 
Morr:ts Stamps 
N .  K. Ma-".:;thews 
John I ... Sampley 





�WN OF M)RRISON Warren) -M- 2 4 F .  Yr . 6 30 Elec .  






H .  C .  Jacobs, Jr . 







Zip Code 37357 
Turner Upton 
Charles Ware 
William E .  Turner 
Elbert Woods 
TOWN OF MORRISTOWN (Hamblen ) -E- 21 4o8 F .Yr .12 31 Elec .1.1 66 Phone 586- 554 
irst and third Tuesday each month, :00 p .m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37 13 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor --C . Frank Davis Eng Earl E .  Missing 
V-MaY Wil.liam A.  Foard, Jr. FC J .  E .  Burke 
Ald John Henderson PCCh Seymour Gerson 
Ald ,.;w.., A. 'Pherlt..J , C .  �)('-� \� )' ScS Carl T. Vance 
Ald Coy E .  Purkey SP Horace Quinton 
Admr -w. V .  Ricker BI-PI-HI Dick Bireley 
CR Charles E .  Smith HI-BI Carr E .  O ' Dell 
Atty James K. Miller TA W. D. Carver 
CoP E .  H .  Winstead Lib Mrs .  John H .  Butler 
SU J .  H .  Call HBCh I.on Price 
UBCh R .  T. Bales, Sr. SS C .  D .  Cox 
HO ff Dr .  Y .  A .  Jackson CD I .  W. Ha1e 
RD Wayne N. Handsard DPZ BH3: 9ree! 
'IDWN OF MOSCOW (Fayette -W- 368 F .  Yr . 12 31 Elec . 1  67 Phone 






Mrs . Cloteal G. Morton 
R .  S .  Hurdle 
�n· ·{,e D. Le.w- i.s 
S .  A .  Browning 






'roWN OF *MOUN_'.l' CARMEL __(Ha�kiE;s) -E- 2, 622 F .  Yr. 6/30 







11i Q�!. �' o�b'rl I J...-. .Cl1aa?lei A �oll� Ald 
Charles Messick CR-Tr.-... 
�™6 El. B��YV'i!'j 6ibJlltlPCCh 
.J°8m8S ±lav--i:eC lo.\\.�t �- ehviS H a �  BI Hubert L. Reynolds RD 
Elias Parker RBCh 
Leslie B .  Chambers 
Henry Boswell 
E .  C .  Oliver 
S • A.  Browning 
R • L. •racker 
Elec . �one 245-5031 
Zip Code 37642 
Paul J. Parker 
ll� Rura :I'� Av"(V\. ) t-v-o� 




*Address : R .F .D .  5 ,  Church Hill, Tennessee 
47 
(Hardin, Chester 
TOWN OF MILLEIX1EVILLE & McNair ) -W- 350 F .Yr .12 31 Elec . 5  66 Phone 





Joe L. Hutton 
H .  D. Bridges 
Faye Harwell 








A .  E .  Hudson 
CITY OF MILLINGTON (Shelby) -W- 19 071 F .Yr . 5  31 Elec . 12 68 Phone 872-3334 
First l<bnday each month, :00 p .m . , at City Hall Zip Code 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor 'lhomas F .  Hall 
Ald C .  C .  Hollingsworth 
Ald Charles Baker 
Ald Leonard Dunavant 
Ald L. C .  Jackson 
Ald w. s .  Howard 
Ald c .  w. Maley 
Ald w .  F .  McKelvy 










James W. Watson 
Charles W. Pruitt 
Don Moncier 
Victor Pitts ' l.h �. CQ\Q.,,Y.,,.�"' s�11 
Thomas L. Goin 
Thomas H .  Hall 
L. W. Miles 
Gordon Moffatt 
TOWN OF' MITCHELLVILLE (Swnner ) -M- 184 F .Yr .6/30 Elec. 12/66 Phone 















O .  E .  Ausbrooks 
Evelyn Suell 
J .  L. Hinton 
Otho Wright 
(Grundy & 
TOWN OF MONTEAGLE Marion) -M- 775 F .Yr.12j31 E™�ec�8L66 
Second 'luesday each month, 7 � 30 p .m. , at DuBose Center 





J. E .  Walker, Jr . 






TOWN OF MON'�Y (Putnam) -M- 2,297 F .Yr .12/31 Elec .llj65 Pho.;;.;;n�e_.;:8_,,3�9�-:2;;.;3;=2.:f.3-�:::::r.-­
First and third Monday each month, 7 :00 p .m. , at City Hall Zip Code 3857q=­











"Re13er t 3!.a CeA;e� lh-\tZ.Y P�Y� fln.S Atty 
Raymond Norman FC 
Aa B. d'acksutr��'t-.�t-h v�ato BI-PI 
Perey Qi���yo\� $�we ll Mar 
-A-a P. Mcerary1fae.c.Jtc.v �l�c 4.. sww 
Dr .  C .  A. Collins WBCh 
�er P�pee-as �vii!. W\ \soY1 SS 
Haskell Swallows PCCh 
J. E .  Walker, Jr. SSP 
W. J-. Pugh, Jr . TA 
46 
.. Tohn Gill 
Richard Milligan 
Morr:ts Stamps 
N .  K. Ma-".:;thews 
John I ... Sampley 





�WN OF M)RRISON Warren) -M- 2 4 F .  Yr . 6 30 Elec .  






H .  C .  Jacobs, Jr . 







Zip Code 37357 
Turner Upton 
Charles Ware 
William E .  Turner 
Elbert Woods 
TOWN OF MORRISTOWN (Hamblen ) -E- 21 4o8 F .Yr .12 31 Elec .1.1 66 Phone 586- 554 
irst and third Tuesday each month, :00 p .m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37 13 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor --C . Frank Davis Eng Earl E .  Missing 
V-MaY Wil.liam A.  Foard, Jr. FC J .  E .  Burke 
Ald John Henderson PCCh Seymour Gerson 
Ald ,.;w.., A. 'Pherlt..J , C .  �)('-� \� )' ScS Carl T. Vance 
Ald Coy E .  Purkey SP Horace Quinton 
Admr -w. V .  Ricker BI-PI-HI Dick Bireley 
CR Charles E .  Smith HI-BI Carr E .  O ' Dell 
Atty James K. Miller TA W. D. Carver 
CoP E .  H .  Winstead Lib Mrs .  John H .  Butler 
SU J .  H .  Call HBCh I.on Price 
UBCh R .  T. Bales, Sr. SS C .  D .  Cox 
HO ff Dr .  Y .  A .  Jackson CD I .  W. Ha1e 
RD Wayne N. Handsard DPZ BH3: 9ree! 
'IDWN OF MOSCOW (Fayette -W- 368 F .  Yr . 12 31 Elec . 1  67 Phone 






Mrs . Cloteal G. Morton 
R .  S .  Hurdle 
�n· ·{,e D. Le.w- i.s 
S .  A .  Browning 






'roWN OF *MOUN_'.l' CARMEL __(Ha�kiE;s) -E- 2, 622 F .  Yr. 6/30 







11i Q�!. �' o�b'rl I J...-. .Cl1aa?lei A �oll� Ald 
Charles Messick CR-Tr.-... 
�™6 El. B��YV'i!'j 6ibJlltlPCCh 
.J°8m8S ±lav--i:eC lo.\\.�t �- ehviS H a �  BI Hubert L. Reynolds RD 
Elias Parker RBCh 
Leslie B .  Chambers 
Henry Boswell 
E .  C .  Oliver 
S • A.  Browning 
R • L. •racker 
Elec . �one 245-5031 
Zip Code 37642 
Paul J. Parker 
ll� Rura :I'� Av"(V\. ) t-v-o� 




*Address : R .F .D .  5 ,  Church Hill, Tennessee 
47 
TOWN OF MOUNT PLEASAN'r (Maury) -M- 2,921 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec.  
Third Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Phone 379-3201 
Zip Code 3847� 
Mayor - Webb Williams 
V-May J .  W .  Short 
Comm George W.  Brown 
Connn H.  M. Gmalley 
Comm Ruskin A. Vest 
Mgr-CR-Atty �I. e. !bo� 
CoP Homer Copeland 
RBCh H.  M. Smalley 










J. E .  Hardison 
Raymond f?ims . _ . 
Clarence Allen 
Burgess Ralston 
W. B. Ralston 
Herman Hill 
Harry G .  Paul 
Jack Lightfoot 
R.  D. Short 
TOWN OF MOUNTAIN CITY (Johnson) -E- 1 478 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec . 3  67 Phone 727-3611 





Lewis W. May 
Chester F .  Blevins 







T. W. Wilson 
W. R. Mutter 
Hill Ward 
TOWN OF MUNFORD (Tipton) �W- 1,014 F .Yr .6/30 Elec .Lf_67 Phone 837-4341 
First Monday each month, 7 :  30 p .  m. , at Munford Union Bank Zip Code 38658 
Mayor w. L. Pickard Ald Jasper Sage 
Ald E .  c .  Pritchett CR Henry Bass 
Ald J .  R .  Bfob Atty Walker Gwinn 
Ald George Bad.dour HO ff A. S • Witherington 
Ald Edward Hadda,d Ma.r-SS Harry Sutphin 
Ald H.  J .  Murphy TA Harry Woodberry 
CITY OF MURFREESB.)RO (Rutherford) -l':!:.... 212225 F .Yr.12[31 Elec .4/66 Phone 893-5210 __ 
Thursday each week, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37130 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor --W . H .  Westbrooks /) 
·�C-a(i\ C'\ He1111ar1 o. --d'en1ee �cbe.'lr"'T c\11 � � 
Coun v�b.\d. M. W i sQ.'MGl1 
Coun Robert Scales 
Coun John R .  Rucker 
Coun Edward E.  Miller 
Coun Ewing Smith, Jr. 
Mgr -E.  C .  Fite, Jr. 
CR Albert Williams 
Atty A.  B. Huddletson 
Jg G'harles J. Raper 















Raymond L. Duffy 
valliam I .  C'hambliss 
W. E .  le,nders 
B. B .  Qual.ls 
Herman O .  Jones 
Dcmal.d M .  Wiseman 
B. E .  Hobgood 
.:roe W. Iovell 
John D.  Barber 
H.  Miller Lanier 
Ew:Lng Smith, Jr . 
John Dixon 
William D. Welch 
TY OF NASHVIL (Davidson) -M- 250 887 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec .8  66 Phone 7li.7-40ll 
Firs and third Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Courthouse Zip Code 37201 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor - Beverly C .  Briley 
V-May GeoFge e�e, J:r • 
eoun Dan May 
Coun Tom McGrath 
Coun Miss Frances Doyle 
Coun Tom G .  Deford 
Coun Harold Boguskie 
Coun Robert E .  Lillard 
Coun David Scobey 
Coun James L .  Warren 
Coun Arch M. Carney 
Coun Glenn Ferguson 
Coun James E .  Bates 
Coun John A .  Wilson 
Coun Earl Shacklett 
Coun Tandy Wilson, III 
Coun A .  Pat Patterson, Sr . 
Coun Frank Griffin 
Coun Ewin Warmack 
Coun Sherman Hunt 
Coun Harold love 
Coun Paul G.  Blankenship 
Coun Robert E .  Norris 
Coun Thurman F .  Brooks 
Coun G .  C .  Warren 
Coun Z .  Alexander Looby 
Coun Don O ' Guin 
Coun Richard W .  Jenkins 
Coun Carlton B. Tarkington 
Coun Robert A.  Arning 
Coun Richard D .  Taylor 
Coun Charles A .  Howell, III 
Coun Mansfield Douglas, III 





































M .  R .  Bess 
H .  A .  Bartlett 
James R .  Tuck 
Kenneth L .  Miller 
A. T .  Hessey 
Robert Reasoner 
H .  Porter Smith 
John L. Driver 
W. M.  Carr, Jr . 
Neill S .  Brown 
Andrew Doyle 
Hubert 0 .  Kemp 
Karl B .  Stallings 
John J .  Spore, Jr . 
Farris A .  Deep yVn, , C' .M�T"'iy"e ..;g.l:l&aeH-eampbed.J.-(-kct-:tn-g�)-
E .  Douglas White 
John H .  Harris 
·l-,een-G�ert-M-.?"f'Y';)i. IY\�\j.� \"JI"\ 
F .  W. Pickens 
W. F .  Burton 
Leonard Sisk 
--Joe E .  Torrence 
Dr. Joseph M. Bistowish 
Dan Hicks 
Thomas P.  Kennedy, Jr . 
R .  L .  Lawre nce , Jr . 
Marshall Stewart 
Robert L. Walker 
A .  w. Mc Cloud 
Irwin McKay 
Clifford Allen 
George Kersch, Jr . 
Camilla Caldwell 
L\\.t�O Y  Ga.,. f -Johl-\SO'.., 
'.!'QWN OF NEW JOHNSONVILLE (Humphreys) -M- 664 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5/66 Phone 535-3315 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Community Building Zip Code 37134-
0ffices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor Maynard Asbury Ald Bobby Coleman 
Ald Jack F .  Kane CR Mrs . Doris Schneider 
Ald Allen Carman Atty Scott Porch 
Ald Wesley Miller PCCh Arthur L.  Schneider 
Ald Jack Calahan FC Charles Webb 
Ald Thomas Miller sww J .  C .  Hall 
TOWN OF MOUNT PLEASAN'r (Maury) -M- 2,921 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec.  
Third Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Phone 379-3201 
Zip Code 3847� 
Mayor - Webb Williams 
V-May J .  W .  Short 
Comm George W.  Brown 
Connn H.  M. Gmalley 
Comm Ruskin A. Vest 
Mgr-CR-Atty �I. e. !bo� 
CoP Homer Copeland 
RBCh H.  M. Smalley 










J. E .  Hardison 
Raymond f?ims . _ . 
Clarence Allen 
Burgess Ralston 
W. B. Ralston 
Herman Hill 
Harry G .  Paul 
Jack Lightfoot 
R.  D. Short 
TOWN OF MOUNTAIN CITY (Johnson) -E- 1 478 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec . 3  67 Phone 727-3611 





Lewis W. May 
Chester F .  Blevins 







T. W. Wilson 
W. R. Mutter 
Hill Ward 
TOWN OF MUNFORD (Tipton) �W- 1,014 F .Yr .6/30 Elec .Lf_67 Phone 837-4341 
First Monday each month, 7 :  30 p .  m. , at Munford Union Bank Zip Code 38658 
Mayor w. L. Pickard Ald Jasper Sage 
Ald E .  c .  Pritchett CR Henry Bass 
Ald J .  R .  Bfob Atty Walker Gwinn 
Ald George Bad.dour HO ff A. S • Witherington 
Ald Edward Hadda,d Ma.r-SS Harry Sutphin 
Ald H.  J .  Murphy TA Harry Woodberry 
CITY OF MURFREESB.)RO (Rutherford) -l':!:.... 212225 F .Yr.12[31 Elec .4/66 Phone 893-5210 __ 
Thursday each week, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37130 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor --W . H .  Westbrooks /) 
·�C-a(i\ C'\ He1111ar1 o. --d'en1ee �cbe.'lr"'T c\11 � � 
Coun v�b.\d. M. W i sQ.'MGl1 
Coun Robert Scales 
Coun John R .  Rucker 
Coun Edward E.  Miller 
Coun Ewing Smith, Jr. 
Mgr -E.  C .  Fite, Jr. 
CR Albert Williams 
Atty A.  B. Huddletson 
Jg G'harles J. Raper 















Raymond L. Duffy 
valliam I .  C'hambliss 
W. E .  le,nders 
B. B .  Qual.ls 
Herman O .  Jones 
Dcmal.d M .  Wiseman 
B. E .  Hobgood 
.:roe W. Iovell 
John D.  Barber 
H.  Miller Lanier 
Ew:Lng Smith, Jr . 
John Dixon 
William D. Welch 
TY OF NASHVIL (Davidson) -M- 250 887 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec .8  66 Phone 7li.7-40ll 
Firs and third Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Courthouse Zip Code 37201 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor - Beverly C .  Briley 
V-May GeoFge e�e, J:r • 
eoun Dan May 
Coun Tom McGrath 
Coun Miss Frances Doyle 
Coun Tom G .  Deford 
Coun Harold Boguskie 
Coun Robert E .  Lillard 
Coun David Scobey 
Coun James L .  Warren 
Coun Arch M. Carney 
Coun Glenn Ferguson 
Coun James E .  Bates 
Coun John A .  Wilson 
Coun Earl Shacklett 
Coun Tandy Wilson, III 
Coun A .  Pat Patterson, Sr . 
Coun Frank Griffin 
Coun Ewin Warmack 
Coun Sherman Hunt 
Coun Harold love 
Coun Paul G.  Blankenship 
Coun Robert E .  Norris 
Coun Thurman F .  Brooks 
Coun G .  C .  Warren 
Coun Z .  Alexander Looby 
Coun Don O ' Guin 
Coun Richard W .  Jenkins 
Coun Carlton B. Tarkington 
Coun Robert A.  Arning 
Coun Richard D .  Taylor 
Coun Charles A .  Howell, III 
Coun Mansfield Douglas, III 





































M .  R .  Bess 
H .  A .  Bartlett 
James R .  Tuck 
Kenneth L .  Miller 
A. T .  Hessey 
Robert Reasoner 
H .  Porter Smith 
John L. Driver 
W. M.  Carr, Jr . 
Neill S .  Brown 
Andrew Doyle 
Hubert 0 .  Kemp 
Karl B .  Stallings 
John J .  Spore, Jr . 
Farris A .  Deep yVn, , C' .M�T"'iy"e ..;g.l:l&aeH-eampbed.J.-(-kct-:tn-g�)-
E .  Douglas White 
John H .  Harris 
·l-,een-G�ert-M-.?"f'Y';)i. IY\�\j.� \"JI"\ 
F .  W. Pickens 
W. F .  Burton 
Leonard Sisk 
--Joe E .  Torrence 
Dr. Joseph M. Bistowish 
Dan Hicks 
Thomas P.  Kennedy, Jr . 
R .  L .  Lawre nce , Jr . 
Marshall Stewart 
Robert L. Walker 
A .  w. Mc Cloud 
Irwin McKay 
Clifford Allen 
George Kersch, Jr . 
Camilla Caldwell 
L\\.t�O Y  Ga.,. f -Johl-\SO'.., 
'.!'QWN OF NEW JOHNSONVILLE (Humphreys) -M- 664 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5/66 Phone 535-3315 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Community Building Zip Code 37134-
0ffices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor Maynard Asbury Ald Bobby Coleman 
Ald Jack F .  Kane CR Mrs . Doris Schneider 
Ald Allen Carman Atty Scott Porch 
Ald Wesley Miller PCCh Arthur L.  Schneider 
Ald Jack Calahan FC Charles Webb 
Ald Thomas Miller sww J .  C .  Hall 
TOWN OF NEW TAZEWELL (Claiborne ) -E- 1 131 F .Yr , 6/30 Elec .12 65 Phone 
Second Tuesday each�h, 7: 30 p.m. , at Southern Railway Station Zip 
Offices close So.turdG.y o.11 day, all year 
Mayor Bill DcBusk Ald Glen McCullough 
V-May Charle�; Chad:;Jell ;':.ld Jack Billingsley 
Ald Ed.tmrd Duncan en Lawrence Ault 
Ald Eugene I.:ngland Atty William R .  Stanifer 
Ald Jack Munsey PC Ch c .  A. Torbett, Jr . 
g r  Me. l v \\1 � '  S'c. � \\.. ' ·h:. 
Phone 627-3221 
Zip Code 3 059 
TOWN OF NEWBEHN (Dyer -'id- 1 813 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec .11 65 









- Ed A .  Nichols 
Fred Combs 
Franklin Parnell 
2•rnJ H41rpibe W�\ \\ •w-. S h  "1. d�  
Murray Flatt 
Elmer lt.oore 
Billy E .  Jones 










- M1 D. � y, :J, ::r� h"' � J°Y, 
John M. Drane, Sr. 
w. H. Robertson 
-C ..... Bur,.t Hieks 
John M. Drane, Jr . 
Robert Pledge 
Ed Waller 
623-'(323 TOWN OF NEWPORT (Cocke ) -E- 6, 448 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec . 12 66 Phone 
Zip Code 37 21 Second Thursday each IT�nth, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor - Fred Jones CoP 
V-May - Hooper Phillips FC 
Ald Cecil Taylor ScS 
Ald Joe Kyker sww 
Ald James Haynes SS 
Ald Jmnes Burnett CD 
Atty Edward Hurd SU 
@;'lJg -Bill Lillard BI 
UBCh Dr. Hobart Ford PCCh 
Ike Johnson 
Robert Tucker 
J .  Lacey Vinson 
Hugh Gray 
Jay McGaha 
Edward Walker, Jr . 
James s .  Franks 
c .  L. Boley 
Charles Hhyne, Jr . 
CITY OF NIOTA (McMinn) -E- 679 F . Yr . 6/31 Elec . 9L66 Phone 385-2525 
Zip Code First �bnday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 






��e�cn.s fu W\ �s1-<l l Comm 
Sam Vestal CR-Jg 
Lewis Conar (CF, CP) 











TOWN OF NORMANDY (Bedford)  -M- 119 F . Yr . 6  15 Elec . Phone 
First Monday after first Wednesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m . ,  
at City Recorder ' s  Home 
Zip Code 373 0 
Mayor Albert Koonce 
Ald B. E .  West 
Ald Mrs . G. E .  Boney 
Ald 
CR 
E .  P .  Barton 
Mrs .  G .  E .  Boney 
CITY OF NORRIS Anderson) -E- 1 389 F.Yr . 6  30 Elec .11 66 Phone 7645 
Second and fourth Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Community Bldg . 










R .  G .  Crossno 
�EI-L-! Pyd kc\,\�y­
Paul D .  Neumann 
Charles L. Gouffon 
William D .  Gooch 
Armond Arnurius 









*Address : Clinton, Tennessee 
Virgil McKamey 
Robert Schnell, Sr . 
J a.mes 0 .  Artman 
Rex A .  Elder 
Betty Ann Jolly 
George Kirby 
Lloyd Kahler 
CITY OF *OAK HILL Davidson) -M- 4 86 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec . 5  66 Phone 297-6153 
37 2 





Paul C .  Simpson 
Albert P .  Rose 
George M. Green, Jr . 





F .  E .  Kent 
F ,  E .  Kent 
Andrew D. Tanner** 
Granbery Jackson, Jr. 
*Address : 
**Address : 
West Melrose Bldg. ,  2535 Franklin Rd. ,  Nashville 37204 
507 American Trust Building, Nashville 3, Tennessee 37201 
51 
TOWN OF NEW TAZEWELL (Claiborne ) -E- 1 131 F .Yr , 6/30 Elec .12 65 Phone 
Second Tuesday each�h, 7: 30 p.m. , at Southern Railway Station Zip 
Offices close So.turdG.y o.11 day, all year 
Mayor Bill DcBusk Ald Glen McCullough 
V-May Charle�; Chad:;Jell ;':.ld Jack Billingsley 
Ald Ed.tmrd Duncan en Lawrence Ault 
Ald Eugene I.:ngland Atty William R .  Stanifer 
Ald Jack Munsey PC Ch c .  A. Torbett, Jr . 
g r  Me. l v \\1 � '  S'c. � \\.. ' ·h:. 
Phone 627-3221 
Zip Code 3 059 
TOWN OF NEWBEHN (Dyer -'id- 1 813 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec .11 65 









- Ed A .  Nichols 
Fred Combs 
Franklin Parnell 
2•rnJ H41rpibe W�\ \\ •w-. S h  "1. d�  
Murray Flatt 
Elmer lt.oore 
Billy E .  Jones 










- M1 D. � y, :J, ::r� h"' � J°Y, 
John M. Drane, Sr. 
w. H. Robertson 
-C ..... Bur,.t Hieks 
John M. Drane, Jr . 
Robert Pledge 
Ed Waller 
623-'(323 TOWN OF NEWPORT (Cocke ) -E- 6, 448 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec . 12 66 Phone 
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Ald Joe Kyker sww 
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Atty Edward Hurd SU 
@;'lJg -Bill Lillard BI 
UBCh Dr. Hobart Ford PCCh 
Ike Johnson 
Robert Tucker 
J .  Lacey Vinson 
Hugh Gray 
Jay McGaha 
Edward Walker, Jr . 
James s .  Franks 
c .  L. Boley 
Charles Hhyne, Jr . 
CITY OF NIOTA (McMinn) -E- 679 F . Yr . 6/31 Elec . 9L66 Phone 385-2525 
Zip Code First �bnday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 






��e�cn.s fu W\ �s1-<l l Comm 
Sam Vestal CR-Jg 
Lewis Conar (CF, CP) 











TOWN OF NORMANDY (Bedford)  -M- 119 F . Yr . 6  15 Elec . Phone 
First Monday after first Wednesday each month, 7 : 00 p .m . ,  
at City Recorder ' s  Home 
Zip Code 373 0 
Mayor Albert Koonce 
Ald B. E .  West 
Ald Mrs . G. E .  Boney 
Ald 
CR 
E .  P .  Barton 
Mrs .  G .  E .  Boney 
CITY OF NORRIS Anderson) -E- 1 389 F.Yr . 6  30 Elec .11 66 Phone 7645 
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R .  G .  Crossno 
�EI-L-! Pyd kc\,\�y­
Paul D .  Neumann 
Charles L. Gouffon 
William D .  Gooch 
Armond Arnurius 









*Address : Clinton, Tennessee 
Virgil McKamey 
Robert Schnell, Sr . 
J a.mes 0 .  Artman 
Rex A .  Elder 
Betty Ann Jolly 
George Kirby 
Lloyd Kahler 
CITY OF *OAK HILL Davidson) -M- 4 86 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec . 5  66 Phone 297-6153 
37 2 





Paul C .  Simpson 
Albert P .  Rose 
George M. Green, Jr . 





F .  E .  Kent 
F ,  E .  Kent 
Andrew D. Tanner** 
Granbery Jackson, Jr. 
*Address : 
**Address : 
West Melrose Bldg. ,  2535 Franklin Rd. ,  Nashville 37204 
507 American Trust Building, Nashville 3, Tennessee 37201 
51 
(Anderson 
CITY OF *OAK RIDGE & Roane -E- 29 696 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 6  67 Phone 483-5671 
First and third Thursday each month, : 00 p . m . ,  at Municipal Bldg. 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor - A .  K. Bissell 
V-May G .  Norman Hildreth 
Coun Robert A .  McNees 
Coun Jimmy R .  Niles 
Coun w. C. Tunnell 
Coun John C .  Holt 
Coun John Griess, Jr . 
Coun Harry C .  Francke 
Coun Lloyd Alexander 
Coun H.  Clifton Savage 
Coun George W.  Phipps 
Coun Bert M. Kelly 
Mgr -- Carleton E .  McMullin 
Clk Louise E .  Murphy 
·Atty Luther Reed 

















gftapil:ee II. � 
0 .  K.  Rickman 
V.  L .  Withers 
�c::>oy-R�ehaPdS0IP 
M.  C .  Allgood 
C .  T .  Vettel 
Carl Yearwood 
Edward Puscas 
Jack L. Davidson 
P .  L.  Postell 
Paul V. Clennnensen 
David Foote 
Clarence Miracle 
Everette v .  Monroe 
Sa.m S .  Scoles 
*Addres s :  Municipal Building, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 
TOWN OF OAKDALE Mor an -E- 470 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec . 6  67 Phone 36 -4400 
First Tuesday each month, 7 :00 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37 29 
Mayor -�i:s-!].,-M.i..1l:s Ald W .  F .  Engert 
Ald Henry Watson Ald W .  L. Headrick 
Ald Elmer Byrd Jg E .  C .  Leopper 
Ald Robert Monhollen Mar Charles Grace 
Ald Elbert Gilreath SS W.  L.  Headrick 
TOWN OF OAKLAND Fa ette -W- 06 F . Yr . 12 31 Ele c .  67 Phone 





H .  L. Mewborn 
Ernest Houston 
Gordon T�in 





w .  G.  Pierce 
T .  W .  Tomlin 
Zip Code 3 
TOWN OF OBION Obion -W- 1 248 F .Yr . 4  30 Ele c . 4  67 Phone 634-3 61 













T .  J .  McCullough 







O .  S .  Ward 
J .  Paul White 
Marvin Wright 
John R .  Huffstutter 
Horace Yates 
TOWN OF OLIVER SPRINGS & Roane ) -E- 3 6o6 F . Yr . 6  1 Elec . 5  67 Phone 435-7248 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall Zip Code 37 0 
Mayor Garvan W. Walls Atty Joyce, Anderson & Woods* 
Ald Willie V.  Carr FC Neil Simmons 
Ald Chester SpradJ.in Mar Charles H .  Seiber 
Ald Joseph R .  Kelly SS Elijah Vann 
Ald Douglas 0 .  Silvey CD G .  A .  Bailey 
Ald Clarence E .  Vann sww s .  J .  VanHooks 
Ald Ralph Roberts Tr Mr s.  Maxine Harvey 
CR-Jg J .  M .  Sisson 
*Address : Oak Ridge, Tennessee 38240 
TOWN OF ONEIDA (Scott ) -E- 2 480 F .Yr . 9  30 Elec . 9  65 Phone 569-4295 
irst and third Friday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, May through September 








"Pvrif fl F 
�n-.Lee-W&&toW. t( . (�-, 1\)\:>Y"Qc.+'\)� FC-SS C. L. Watters 
J9J;1,J;l;iJ;1.gs U�e-laHo� · � . �»f S CoP J..-H�ex:.p.y.=i(a;;3 t! >" '1 I� .. �i;efl.�'f"v\ v.. € .  S�f\-e.vs WBCh Arlie M.  Lay 
Herman Seabolt SWW-CD Vester E .  Blevins 
�ve1!'e43t:: Lovet-e JI, D. \S (l 1J  h ey PCCh L. E .  Stanley 
��'*1::r�-t.�\'l\�S �'\f\cU BI Millard Seabolt 
Carson & Wilson \, 
c> R L I ND A  (�o 'b�"""+ s 11 0) :h, c. c. yd'-' .  t i f '� ... :l/ <o S "'-r-- � <-r  !L A t, - 18� I <Lt S'- 9 , 
k12j y - c .R. ..T ��'(\'\ Q. ..!> f Y' 11 l e... 
-E- 171 F . Yr .  Elec.  Phone 
Zip Code 37364 
James W. Barnes CR Ruth Smith 
Ruth Smith Mar Andy Smith 
CD W.  T .  Goff 
53 
(Anderson 
CITY OF *OAK RIDGE & Roane -E- 29 696 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 6  67 Phone 483-5671 
First and third Thursday each month, : 00 p . m . ,  at Municipal Bldg. 
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Coun H.  Clifton Savage 
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Mgr -- Carleton E .  McMullin 
Clk Louise E .  Murphy 
·Atty Luther Reed 
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Ernest Houston 
Gordon T�in 
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�n-.Lee-W&&toW. t( . (�-, 1\)\:>Y"Qc.+'\)� FC-SS C. L. Watters 
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Ruth Smith Mar Andy Smith 
CD W.  T .  Goff 
53 
TOWN OF PAUi1ER (Grundy ) -M- 1 , 069 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec . 










CITY OF PARIS (Henry) -W- 832 F . Yr . 12 31 Ele c .  










-- Richard L .  Dunlap, Jr. 
Jerome Claxton 
Jack R .  Jones 
Dr . Tom C .  Wood 
Rainey Reynolds 
-o. T .  Keenan 
Milton Brown 
Hugh McLean 











Zip Code 373 5 
Alfred ( Buddy ) Nolan 
Velma Jean Grooms 
Phone 642-1212 
Zip 
Mrs . Ruth Vandyke 
Maurice E .  Field 
Alex Ellis 
Woodrow M. Minor (Acting) 
John C. McClure 
F .  F .  Wells, Jr . 
J. T .  Miles 
Jake Marr 
James Huffman 
TOWN OF PARROTTSVILLE ( Cocke ) -E- 91 F .  Yr. 6 30 Elec . Phone 




Charles F .  Barger 





*Address : Newport, Tennessee 37821 
Fred Hixon 
J .  c .  Mcsween, Jr . *  
George Blazer 
TOWN OF PARSONS Decatur ) -W- 2 1 3 F . Yr . 6  0 Elec . 6  66 Phone 847- 761 
First Monday each month , 7 : 00 p . m . , at City Hall Zip Code 3 3 3 














Dr. J .  C .  Davis (CH) 
W .  B .  Moore ( CP, CF) 
James Goff ( CPW )  
Jack Rushing 
Ralph Smith (SP) 
Olan Davis 
Charlotte Crawley 


















J. L. Lancaster 
Jack Rushing 
Aaron Houston -r-1 
I �� :Jim I j 11 <�Y' 




TOWN OF PETERSBURG & Lincoln ) -M- 423 F . Yr . 12 31 Elec . l  67 Phone 659-8311 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall Zip Code 371 
Mayor J .  L .  S cott CR Harry Alderdice 
Ald John R .  Smith Clk Lyndell Davis 
Ald Paul Hastings CoP-SS J .  W .  Thornton 
Ald Herman S cott sww Bruce Wells 
Ald Howard Cummings CD-FC John Johnson 
Ald Lyndell Davis PCCh James Ii. Ellis 
Ald Odell Pack 
CITY OF PIGEON FORGE (Sevier ) -E- 917 F . Yr . 6  30 Ele c . 5  69 Phone 453-4061 
First and third Thursday each month, : 00 p .m . , at City Office Zip Code 













Charles C .  Clabo 
Lloyd Suttles 
Tom Morriser 
TOWN OF PIKEVILLE (Bledsoe ) -E- 1,284 F . Yr . 6/30 �le c . 12/65 
Second and fourth Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Thursday all day, all year 
Mayor �!d��. f :af�1Iv-. CR 
Ald � E'.ov\ L�wSl?n Atty 
Ald G, i, MQColJ"Um V< .  ft, E't't\·(:r•y FC 
Ald geeil Mo:i:e;t:tn D��d l .  W�edtY sww 
Ald aoeeFt lia3=e9.. , �f"' � f. h)uYf 6t\ PCG'h 
Mrs . Beatrice Welch 
Proctor Upchurch 
John 'l"'herrell 
Os car Wheeler 
Dr . PauJ. G .  Smith 
37 3 
'.£9WN OF PLEASANT HILL (Cumberland) -E- 267 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 4/67 Phone 484-2757 Cross-





Fred Rackley Co\Ul 
James W .  Conlin CR 
Ee:r3: 019J!'k .. ::J, fu""� Mt..��bm4�;\.Tr 
OaoJ?ge ±ii� C>t.'V\��"' C c\t. · 
5 5  
�a;y: StElwaJ±.1.°L. ' c"' 'M\\'n� h-..'n'\ 
James W. Conlin 
Fred Ra�kley 
TOWN OF PAUi1ER (Grundy ) -M- 1 , 069 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec . 










CITY OF PARIS (Henry) -W- 832 F . Yr . 12 31 Ele c .  
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Rainey Reynolds 
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Hugh McLean 
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Lloyd Suttles 
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TOWN OF PIKEVILLE (Bledsoe ) -E- 1,284 F . Yr . 6/30 �le c . 12/65 
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Mayor �!d��. f :af�1Iv-. CR 
Ald � E'.ov\ L�wSl?n Atty 
Ald G, i, MQColJ"Um V< .  ft, E't't\·(:r•y FC 
Ald geeil Mo:i:e;t:tn D��d l .  W�edtY sww 
Ald aoeeFt lia3=e9.. , �f"' � f. h)uYf 6t\ PCG'h 
Mrs . Beatrice Welch 
Proctor Upchurch 
John 'l"'herrell 
Os car Wheeler 
Dr . PauJ. G .  Smith 
37 3 
'.£9WN OF PLEASANT HILL (Cumberland) -E- 267 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 4/67 Phone 484-2757 Cross-





Fred Rackley Co\Ul 
James W .  Conlin CR 
Ee:r3: 019J!'k .. ::J, fu""� Mt..��bm4�;\.Tr 
OaoJ?ge ±ii� C>t.'V\��"' C c\t. · 
5 5  
�a;y: StElwaJ±.1.°L. ' c"' 'M\\'n� h-..'n'\ 
James W. Conlin 
Fred Ra�kley 
TOWN Oli' RJRTLAND (Swr.ner ) -M- 2 l�24 F .  Yr. 6 30 Ele c .  5 6'( Phone 
First Monday each month , 7 :  30 p . m. , at City Hall 
325-442!� 
Zip Code 












Robert L .  Shannon 
Paul D .  Gossett 
Leslie Austin 











*Address : Gallatin, Tennessee 37066 









CITY OF PULASKI (Giles -M- 6 616 F . Yr . 12 31 Ele c . 11 65 Phone 363-2516 












- ":Joh""' '\ ,  C h '-'YG h 
��aopner 
Parmenas Cox ��eybu-rn E �""'"" �<D�tY� 
�l:u;• Tu Q:il.tril&ft '{?.. A .P,'oe..Yl'\C>fhy 
Dr . T .  Wayne Harris 
��� w . «.'No.�·> o n  
Foster Gordon 
David Cheatham 
- w .  M. Rainey 
W .  Howell Forrester 












TOWN OF PURYEAR (Henry) -W- 408 F . Yr . 6  30 Ele c . 5  67 
Second Tuesday each month , : 00  p . m . , at Town Hall 





Richard L .  Crank 
Warren Sykes 
Milton Smith 







W .  R .  Abernathy 
W. B .  Holt 
W .  L .  Anderson 
T .  Wayne Harris 
Kermit Smith 
James Tredwell 
B .  W .  Rackley 
E .  A .  Hendrickson 
Phone 247- 4962 
Zip Code 
Barcall R .  Doran 





CITY OF RAMER (McNairy) -W- 358 F . Yr . 6/30 Ele c .  
Fourth Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p . m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, May through August 









L .  G .  Vaughan 
CITY OF *RED BANK-WHITE OAK (Hamilton -E- 10 777 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec . 6  67 Phone 877-2045 
First and third Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hal Zip Code 37 15 







Joe H .  Godsey Mgr-CR Lowell H .  Bishop 
John Slaten Atty Gus D .  Hatfield, Jr.** 
T .  H .  Collins Jg Ralph E .  Vineyard 
John McGee DFin Lowell H .  Bishop 
Robert McCollum CoP Clyde Morgan 
J:Y'i\o,\ �\AC.bQ.\ e. BI J .  L. Green 
*Address : 3005 Dayton Blvd . ,  Chattanooga, Tennessee 37415 
**Address : Suites 202-204, Professional Bldg . ,  Chattanooga, Tenn . 37lf03 
CITY OF RED IDILING SPRiliGS (Ma.con) -M- 597 F .Yr . 6/30 Ele c . 4/67 Phone 699-3025 _ 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37150 
Mayor Scott Wood Clk W .  P .  Biles 
V-Ma.y Hobart R .  Clark Atty Reneau & Reneau 
Coun J .  C .  \'Ti tcher Jg C .  E .  Bilbrey 
Coun Milton Butler CoP George H .  Ritter 
Coun Willis Knight FC Charles Jordon 
Colin W, A .  Moss sww F ,  E ,  Parkhurst 
Coun J .  P .  Driver 
TOWN OF RICHARD CITY (Marion) -E- 224 F . Yr . 6L30 Elec . 
First Friday each month, 3 : 30 p .m, , at Penn Dixie Office 
Offices close Saturday all day, aJ.l year 
Phone 837 .. 7332 




F .  C .  Crumbliss 
M. Kilgore 
Luke R .  Mullenix 
CR 
CD 
Miss Viola Johnson 
Wells Wilkinson 
TOWN OF RIDGELY Lake ) -W- 1 464 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec . 6  67 Phone 264-5182 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City H 1 







Ald · CR  
Carl S .  Miller 





Wilkes Moore, Jr . 











Mrs . Buddy Hardison 
Noel Hugh Riley 






TOWN Oli' RJRTLAND (Swr.ner ) -M- 2 l�24 F .  Yr. 6 30 Ele c .  5 6'( Phone 
First Monday each month , 7 :  30 p . m. , at City Hall 
325-442!� 
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CITY OF PULASKI (Giles -M- 6 616 F . Yr . 12 31 Ele c . 11 65 Phone 363-2516 












- ":Joh""' '\ ,  C h '-'YG h 
��aopner 
Parmenas Cox ��eybu-rn E �""'"" �<D�tY� 
�l:u;• Tu Q:il.tril&ft '{?.. A .P,'oe..Yl'\C>fhy 
Dr . T .  Wayne Harris 
��� w . «.'No.�·> o n  
Foster Gordon 
David Cheatham 
- w .  M. Rainey 
W .  Howell Forrester 












TOWN OF PURYEAR (Henry) -W- 408 F . Yr . 6  30 Ele c . 5  67 
Second Tuesday each month , : 00  p . m . , at Town Hall 





Richard L .  Crank 
Warren Sykes 
Milton Smith 







W .  R .  Abernathy 
W. B .  Holt 
W .  L .  Anderson 
T .  Wayne Harris 
Kermit Smith 
James Tredwell 
B .  W .  Rackley 
E .  A .  Hendrickson 
Phone 247- 4962 
Zip Code 
Barcall R .  Doran 





CITY OF RAMER (McNairy) -W- 358 F . Yr . 6/30 Ele c .  
Fourth Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p . m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, May through August 









L .  G .  Vaughan 
CITY OF *RED BANK-WHITE OAK (Hamilton -E- 10 777 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec . 6  67 Phone 877-2045 
First and third Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hal Zip Code 37 15 







Joe H .  Godsey Mgr-CR Lowell H .  Bishop 
John Slaten Atty Gus D .  Hatfield, Jr.** 
T .  H .  Collins Jg Ralph E .  Vineyard 
John McGee DFin Lowell H .  Bishop 
Robert McCollum CoP Clyde Morgan 
J:Y'i\o,\ �\AC.bQ.\ e. BI J .  L. Green 
*Address : 3005 Dayton Blvd . ,  Chattanooga, Tennessee 37415 
**Address : Suites 202-204, Professional Bldg . ,  Chattanooga, Tenn . 37lf03 
CITY OF RED IDILING SPRiliGS (Ma.con) -M- 597 F .Yr . 6/30 Ele c . 4/67 Phone 699-3025 _ 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37150 
Mayor Scott Wood Clk W .  P .  Biles 
V-Ma.y Hobart R .  Clark Atty Reneau & Reneau 
Coun J .  C .  \'Ti tcher Jg C .  E .  Bilbrey 
Coun Milton Butler CoP George H .  Ritter 
Coun Willis Knight FC Charles Jordon 
Colin W, A .  Moss sww F ,  E ,  Parkhurst 
Coun J .  P .  Driver 
TOWN OF RICHARD CITY (Marion) -E- 224 F . Yr . 6L30 Elec . 
First Friday each month, 3 : 30 p .m, , at Penn Dixie Office 
Offices close Saturday all day, aJ.l year 
Phone 837 .. 7332 




F .  C .  Crumbliss 
M. Kilgore 
Luke R .  Mullenix 
CR 
CD 
Miss Viola Johnson 
Wells Wilkinson 
TOWN OF RIDGELY Lake ) -W- 1 464 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec . 6  67 Phone 264-5182 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City H 1 







Ald · CR  
Carl S .  Miller 





Wilkes Moore, Jr . 











Mrs . Buddy Hardison 
Noel Hugh Riley 







CITY OF *RIDGESIDE Hamilton -E- 448 F .Yr . 10 1 Elec . 11 66 Phone 
Third Tuesday each quarter, 7 : 30 p.m. , at various p aces 
Chm P .  B. Sheperd Sec 
Tr 
*Address : Chattanooga, Tennessee 
John G. Kain 
William Eubanks 
(Davidson & 
TOWN OF RIDGETOP Robertson -M- 572 F .Yr .7  1 Elec .7  67 Phone 859-229 (Goodlettsville 














Mrs . Nancy Brake 
Forde Callis 
Howard Adcock 
TOWN OF RIPLEY (Lauderdale -W- 4 016 F .Yr . 3  31 Elec .4  66 Phone 6 5-1515 
First Monday each month, ·r : 30 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 3 3 
Offices close Wednesday all day, May through August 
E°".w: �S9r\ Y i O.Y'" 
Mayor '"'&fN!l:@8 g, F���H�gfio Atty Joe Walker, Jr. 
Ald :R4-efiM"d-Bea�a.s rl""° CYt>itn Jg James R .  Fitzhugh 
Ald Ruf5Us-&i� W!.Vn \\i..��4..+ EMgr Oneal Weaver 
Ald gfien?J:eo-�e-.P Ha.� w ; l  S. Ot'\oo FC John Kennedy 
Ald � {.3q�� 't\/�t k.e Y CoP Bob White 
Ald T .  Frank Garner SS J .  W .  Best 
Ald George Brown iii SG William Fitzhugh 
CR - Scott Dunavant PCCh-CD Joe M. Tucker, Jr. 
PBCh J .  Acton Holmes 
TOWN OF RIVES Obion -W- 291 F .Yr . l  1 Elec .l 66 Phone 246-2101 






Druie Black, Sr . 
J .  M. Fisher 
Carlton Crigger 









M. V .  Robinson 
c .  Bonner 
J .  M. Fisher 
Arlie Bryant 
'\ 
g_ITY OF ROCKWOOD (Roane) ;E- 5,729 F .Yr .§1_30 Elec . 6/69 Phone 
Second Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Cj.ty Hall. 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
354-0163 








- Clint H .  Putnam 
John H .  Albertson, Jr . 
Harry E .  Brown, Jr . 
--Howard Butler 
Bill Leffew 
Dr. R .  S .  Hicks 
Alden Tiller 









TOWN OF ROGERSVIUi.E (Hawkins ) -E- 4,050 F .Yr .2f5 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offic.es close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor �. F °?(:sil�)4!!:';;J; �.s PcCh 
Ald H�h Holdway CoP 
Ald W")\\;..e""' \, C.11v-la..y b BI 
Ald -Bx .  C. e. Juhnsel'l'W. l/.' rQ.ef�jj ..f.,.Fc 
Ald Bill Hawkins ScS 
Ald Reed Terry SS 
Ald JR, Hcm"y ;i;.,emef:�.w�,t\ ."le.:.·h'f'W''t.S'ww 
CR Miss Cecile Stout (Acting) CD 
Atty Eastman Portrum Lib 
WBCh Henry Geiger, Jr . RBCh 
Eng Andy Jordan 
Howard Booth 
C .  A .  Harm:m 
J .  H .  Albertson, Sr. 
Rollus L. Knight 
George E .  Davis 
Bonald P. Yates f?ey L . .:So\� IQ � 
Ned C .  Monger 
Willard Wilson 
Elec .2/66 Pn.one 456-7497 
Zip Code 37857 
I .  D.  Price 
Bill Livesay 
L. L .  Barker 
Noah Britton, Jr. 
Ben A. Cunningham 
Reed Terry 
F .  H .  Farris 
F'red A .  Berry 
Mrs . J .  M. Summers 
TOWN OF ROSSVILLE (Fa,yette ) -W- 183 F .Yr .'.!J.'.66 Elec . P.hone 
First F'riday each :m:::mth, 8:00 p.m. , at Rossville Savings Bank Zip Code 
Mayor A .  K .  Morrison Ald s .  R .  Bulle 
Ald J .  w. Poyd Ald M. L, Baker 
Ald H.  H .  F'arley Clk M. L .  Baker 
Ala. E .  P .  'faller PC Ch Eugene Butler 
Ald w .  J .  Frazier 
'mWN OF RU'J.'HERF'ORD {filbsonl -W- ,283 F .Yr . 5/31 Ele c . 5L67 Phone 
Second Monday each nnnth.? 7 : 00 p.m. , at City Hal.l 
662_-5085 
Zip Code 









Dr . Robert C .  McAlexander 
Floyd O ' Daniel 







*Address :  �Tenton, Tennessee 38382 
59 
Mrs . Alene Martin 
M. H .  Holmes, Jr .* 
W. W. Hassell 
Crockett Bell 
Floyd O ' Daniel 
38066 
.. 
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59 
Mrs . Alene Martin 
M. H .  Holmes, Jr .* 
W. W. Hassell 
Crockett Bell 
Floyd O ' Daniel 
38066 
TOWN OF RUTLEOOE Grain er ) -E- 7 3 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec.  







H .  N.  Turley 






Phone TA 8-3111 
Zip Code 
Herbert A .  MaJ.m (Acting) 
W. I .  Daniel 
Lee E .  Cate 
Millard Greenlee 
'l'OWN OF SALTILLO Hardin) -W- 397 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec .  Phone 













L. E .  Willis 
Cecil Smith 
J .  J .  Rippy 
TOWN OF SAMBURG Obion) -W- 451 F .Yr .11 1 Elec .  Phone 





IJ_oyd Hayes Atty 
Lee Hayes CR 
De.J.G6FP4r-W4.-J..l-i"8.m!3' f \ vr..� --.r '6 U 't\ t. \.. Co P 
Marvin Hayes 
TOWN OF SARDIS Henderson) -W- 274 F .Yr . 6  30 Elec .  















TOWN OF SAULSBURY Hardeman -W- 141 F .  Yr .1  1 Elec . 





W .  E .  Floyd 
C .  E .  Cox 
u .  C .  Daniel 





Bob Fry \ \ �R-Gommen&l )�)'� ll�°'j <!. s 
Everett Hutchcraft 
Phone 
J .  A .  Hanna 
J .  H .  Jones 
Joe C .  Davis 
Zip Code 3 371 
TOWN OF SAVANNAH Hardin -W- 0 F .Yr . 9  0 Elec . 4  67 Phone 










Roy Rhodes . 
Granville Hinton 
A.  R .  Neighbors 
Frank B .  McGinley 
JJ, �a-Ybmas rf'Y'l'er M . G . !'s bll.) I 
John J .  Ross 
















d4 �t< Th-v VY\�J 
(Decatur & 
TO WN OF SCOTrS HILL Henderson ) -W- 298 F .Yr .7 1 Elec .8 66 Phone 549-7491 






H .  T .  Powers 
P .  T .  Clenny 
Carey Johnson 











H .  T .  Powers 
TO WN OF SEIMER McNairy) �W- 2 371 F .Yr.12 31 Elec .11 65 Phone 241 
Friday after first Monday each month, 7 :00 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 3 375 









�j",E.W \\ \-1. i"' H...., FC 
Cl3:ewles &Glle!o\o\,; W\) 11 d  PCCh 
'Pa Ea B� ,;:;....'(\Y\ ).\�s\�y- SS-Tr 
Bobby Kinchen SWW 
:We Jo A� 't< . ';l. �� 'i Y\" \ 4. .s CD 
.fl,, Q, \lo"� �"°"' t. \\ ��w\6"'d CoP 
liliWry H Hie�°lcl'N�v� fYt.·te� RBCh 
�"e'W't( T L} t.J/ _, . 6"\Q)'V\o \ c) S 
C .  D .  Ammons 
w i:, Buf'or.Q.... f'r""I I "'  t-\� �-\ t.. v 
Arch Whitaker 
TOWN OF SEVIERVILLE (Sevier) -E- 2 8 0 F .Yr .12 31 Elec . 5  67 Phone 453-2742 
Second and fourth Monday each llX>nth, 7 :00 p .m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37 2 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
61 
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61 
TOWN OF SH.ARON (Weakley) -W- 1 109 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec . 6  67 Phone 1�56-2141 















Dr. Robert Moore 
w .  W .  Roberts 
�e:Sel?t 1/i.(}�W. r\,  � \\l'<h(>.Yt\ 
Jerry Cannon 
Russell Fisher 
CITY OF SHELBYVILLE (Bedford -M- 10 466 F . Yr . 8  31 Ele c . 8  65 Phone 684-2691 












- William D .  Copeland 
O .  Lee Blanton 
Howard B. Nichols 
Lloyd L .  Payne 
Fred J .  Taylor � . ..,-1 
4)h4elas-W�-R0Jlle0�% ,J n �MY' SDn 
John A .  Boutwell 
- Albert W .  Moulder 
Frances H .  Madison 
John C .  Shofner 
Hii."*6�n-Pugh Pr\ '\-�n £:.. . \-\ � 1-t 














Clarence A .  Wheeler 
John W.  Foster 
Theron A .  Bracey 
Bobby Locke 
J .  E .  Rowe 
V .  A. Cline 
Wayne Cartwright 
Zach T .  Carney 
Roy C .  Womble 
'J.'()WN OF SLA.YDEN (Di�kson ) -M- 101 F . Yr . 6  30 Ele c . 4  66 Phone 3418 (Marion )  
second Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . ,  at Bank of Slayden 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 











A .  V .  Schmittou 
Odie Proctor 
'!X)WN OF SMITHVILLE (DeKaJ.b ) -M- 2,348 F .Yr . 6/30 Ele c . 2/66 Phone 595-4745 
first and third Thursday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Zip Code 
Mayor Othel Smith Atty McAllen Foutch 
Ald Jim Amonett FC B .  E .  Thomas 
Ald Hobert Hendrixson TA Hoyte Odom 
Ald Freddy Colvert CoP G .  D .  Hendrixson 
Ald Eugene Webb CD Billy Hooper 
Ald W. H .  Smith, Sr. SSP Ralph Wood 
CR-SWW Fred M .  Tramel 
37166 
TOWN OF SIGNAL MOUNTAIN Hamil.ton -E- 3 41.3 F . Yr .  
Second M::>nday each month, 7 :  5 p . m . , at Town HaJ.l 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
30 Elec . 5 67 Phone 886-2177 Chatt 
Zip Code 37377 roWN OF SMYRNA (Rutherford) -M- 91931 F .Yr . 7/31 Elec . 11/66 Phone 459-2553 Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37167 ' 
Mayor C .  A .  Thomas Tr 
Comm Alfred E .  Smith ( CF, CP) Supt 
Connn Eugene Glaze, Jr. CoP-FC 
Comm CaJ.vin Baird PCCh 
Comm NeaJ. C .  Bennett RD 
Atty Joseph C .  Wagner sww 
Jg C .  A .  Thomas 
TOWN OF SILERTON (Hardeman ) -W- 84 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec ,  
Third M::>nday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Schoolhouse 
Mayor Noel Siler Ald 
Ald J .  R .  Fitts Ald 
Ald J.  s .  Mccann CR 
Ald J .  L.  Beshiers Mar 
Ald .James-w-.-euppa&-s- SS 
Ald J .  B.  Weaver 
62 
Calvin fuird 
John L .  Evans 
James F .  Neal 
Milton C .  Zeiser 
Alfred B .  BaJ.1 
Robert A. Bass 
Phone 
�0-. t'h-H0p-� 
A .  E .  Fitts 
A .  E,. Fitts 
c .  P .  Siler 








John S .  Ridley Atty 
Silas Coleman Jg 
Thurman Francis CoP 
W. R .  Culbertson FC 
��eJ.�\ch�vd \4�"'�1��ww 




W.  E .  Carter 
Eugene Odom 
�WN OF SNEEDV�LLE (Hancock) -E- 799 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/67 Phone 2241 







Charles W.  Turner 
E .  O .  Parkey 
Truett H .  Pierce 
Orbin Horton 








Howard W .  Rhea 
J .  C .  Trent 
Lee Rhea 
Hoover Garland 
TOWN OF SH.ARON (Weakley) -W- 1 109 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec . 6  67 Phone 1�56-2141 
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Third M::>nday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Schoolhouse 
Mayor Noel Siler Ald 
Ald J .  R .  Fitts Ald 
Ald J.  s .  Mccann CR 
Ald J .  L.  Beshiers Mar 
Ald .James-w-.-euppa&-s- SS 
Ald J .  B.  Weaver 
62 
Calvin fuird 
John L .  Evans 
James F .  Neal 
Milton C .  Zeiser 
Alfred B .  BaJ.1 
Robert A. Bass 
Phone 
�0-. t'h-H0p-� 
A .  E .  Fitts 
A .  E,. Fitts 
c .  P .  Siler 








John S .  Ridley Atty 
Silas Coleman Jg 
Thurman Francis CoP 
W. R .  Culbertson FC 
��eJ.�\ch�vd \4�"'�1��ww 




W.  E .  Carter 
Eugene Odom 
�WN OF SNEEDV�LLE (Hancock) -E- 799 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/67 Phone 2241 







Charles W.  Turner 
E .  O .  Parkey 
Truett H .  Pierce 
Orbin Horton 








Howard W .  Rhea 
J .  C .  Trent 
Lee Rhea 
Hoover Garland 
TO�m OF SOMERVILLE Fayette ) -W- 1 820 F . Yr . 5  31 Elec . 5  66 Phone 465-3205 








- I .  P. Yancey 
J .  P. Morton 
James W .  Freeland 
Lebert Howse 
R .  C .  Harris 









- J .  '11 • Greer, Jr. 
D. D. Parsons 
..C.1a,y-MeGarPloe-� >'l) � � .J. J3 )� c. k w� 1 { 
Hugh Starks 
Dr .  J .  W .  Morris 
� �Q't't'O.!I J: �ll.ckwe.H 
�"'8 \�.5  \-\\)\ A.e--r 
TO� OF SOUTH CARTHAGE (Smith ) -M- 615 F . Yr . 8/31 Elec . 8/65 Phone 735-2727 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, June through September 












J .  L.  Waggoner 
Mrs . Kathryn McGinnis 
Mose Dennis 
CITY OF SOUTH FULTON (Obion) -W- 2 512 F . Yr . 6  30 Ele c . 10 66 Phone 479-2151 









Henry Dunn, Jr. 











.G&ri-Robe;y: G�.,.."')' '(l/y;� h'J 
Jame s Hickman 
CITY OF SOUTH PITTSBURG (Marion) -E- 4,130 F . Yr . 9  30 Elec . 12 68 Phone 837-7511 











L. W .  Loyd 
Paul Braden ( CH )  
Leonard Wynne ( CFin ) 
Dr. Wm . Headrick ( CP, CF ) 
Ral1k�e ( CPW )\-\>J...ve;,....-cc.\ (-r . 
�bex 'b Cri:�p W, r, <) .Sw�  �<l 
A .  A .  Kelly • bson 
..ii>am Bod>'O!! F�r\ C�v 













R .  R .  Carter 
E .  D .  Burrow 
Russ Hawk 
Mrs . Joe Kirkpatrick 
W .  H .  Graham 
R .  C .  (Buddy) long 




TO� OF SPARTA (White) -M- 4,510 F . Yr . 4/30 Ele c . 4/67 Phone 836-3535 
First and third Friday each month, '7 : 00 p . m . ,  at City Hall Zip Code 38583 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor - Harold (Mos e )  Sims 
v-MaxDr . Robert . F .  B�ker 
Ald Alvin Carter 
Ald Jim Floyd 
Ald William M. Johnson 
Ald R .  L .  Crosslin 
Ald Charlie V .  Thompson 
CR-SWW Gleeson Officer 
Atty Lucius Camp 
PCCh J .  D .  Holder 
BI Ernest McDole 














Dr .  Charles A .  Mitchell 
Gharles Golden 
Paul Thompson 
T .  Stanton Hale 





TOWN OF SPENCER (Van Buren ) -M- 870 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5/67 Phone 946-2351 






Shelby A .  Rhinehart, Jr. 









J .  H .  Ward 
Hobert J .  Crain 
Richard Lykens 
Curtis Templeton 
TOWN OF SPRING CITY _0thea) -E- 1,800 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 7/67 Phone 
Zip Code First 1bursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 







Allen W .  Boles 
W. C .  Robinson 
John Ross Fischesser 
Glenn Metts 
C .  P .  Swafford 








W .  P .  Lyons 
Raymond Powers 
Dr .  A .  W. J°1Jy 
Perry Ferguson 
J .  B. Torbett 
H. R .  Fowman 
TOWN OF SPRING HILL (Maury) -M- 689 F . Yr . 12}31 Elec . 5/69 __ Phop.e_486-2252 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall Zip Code 







J .  W .  Howard 
Wilson Daniels 
Billy Evans 









Ben Andrews, Jr . 
Melvin York 
Perry le.ngley 




TO�m OF SOMERVILLE Fayette ) -W- 1 820 F . Yr . 5  31 Elec . 5  66 Phone 465-3205 
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�"'8 \�.5  \-\\)\ A.e--r 
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Mose Dennis 
CITY OF SOUTH FULTON (Obion) -W- 2 512 F . Yr . 6  30 Ele c . 10 66 Phone 479-2151 
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Jame s Hickman 
CITY OF SOUTH PITTSBURG (Marion) -E- 4,130 F . Yr . 9  30 Elec . 12 68 Phone 837-7511 











L. W .  Loyd 
Paul Braden ( CH )  
Leonard Wynne ( CFin ) 
Dr. Wm . Headrick ( CP, CF ) 
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A .  A .  Kelly • bson 
..ii>am Bod>'O!! F�r\ C�v 













R .  R .  Carter 
E .  D .  Burrow 
Russ Hawk 
Mrs . Joe Kirkpatrick 
W .  H .  Graham 
R .  C .  (Buddy) long 




TO� OF SPARTA (White) -M- 4,510 F . Yr . 4/30 Ele c . 4/67 Phone 836-3535 
First and third Friday each month, '7 : 00 p . m . ,  at City Hall Zip Code 38583 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor - Harold (Mos e )  Sims 
v-MaxDr . Robert . F .  B�ker 
Ald Alvin Carter 
Ald Jim Floyd 
Ald William M. Johnson 
Ald R .  L .  Crosslin 
Ald Charlie V .  Thompson 
CR-SWW Gleeson Officer 
Atty Lucius Camp 
PCCh J .  D .  Holder 
BI Ernest McDole 














Dr .  Charles A .  Mitchell 
Gharles Golden 
Paul Thompson 
T .  Stanton Hale 





TOWN OF SPENCER (Van Buren ) -M- 870 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5/67 Phone 946-2351 






Shelby A .  Rhinehart, Jr. 









J .  H .  Ward 
Hobert J .  Crain 
Richard Lykens 
Curtis Templeton 
TOWN OF SPRING CITY _0thea) -E- 1,800 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 7/67 Phone 
Zip Code First 1bursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 







Allen W .  Boles 
W. C .  Robinson 
John Ross Fischesser 
Glenn Metts 
C .  P .  Swafford 








W .  P .  Lyons 
Raymond Powers 
Dr .  A .  W. J°1Jy 
Perry Ferguson 
J .  B. Torbett 
H. R .  Fowman 
TOWN OF SPRING HILL (Maury) -M- 689 F . Yr . 12}31 Elec . 5/69 __ Phop.e_486-2252 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall Zip Code 







J .  W .  Howard 
Wilson Daniels 
Billy Evans 









Ben Andrews, Jr . 
Melvin York 
Perry le.ngley 




CITY OF SPRINGFIELD (Robertson) -M- 9,555 F . Yr . 6/30 Ele c .  Phone 384-4�20 










_. J. Travis Price ( CFin, CP) 
Richard Roark (CPW, CF )  
E .  M .  Beck (CE, CH ) 
-· Ernest M .  Dillard 
W.  P .  Bryant, Jr. 
Lance Bracey 
C .  H .  Hancock, Jr. 
Tom English 










H .  Tioyce Williams 
W .  Boyce Smith 
Sue D.  Taylor 
Earl Burrow 
Dr. Jack Gunn 
Fred H .  Schott 
Raleigh Weaver 
Guy Payne 
CITY OF ST. JOSEPH (Lawrence ) -M- 641 F . Yr . 4  30 Elec . 11 66 Phone 






0 .  B. Roberson 
Sanford Springer 
Ernest Evers 










*Addres s :  Lawrenceburg, Tennessee 38464 
TOWN OF STANTON (Ha ood) -W- 458 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec . 3  66 Phone 548-2235 
Meetings held when necessary 






L.  S .  McCool, Sr . 
Edward M .  Manus 
W. E .  Bedford 
Harry Simmons 







Zip Code 3 0 9 
Edward M .  Manus 
John w. Norris 




TOWN OF SURGOINSVILLE (Hawkins ) -E- 1,324 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . l/67 Phone 345� 5981 • 
First Monday each month , 7 : 00 p . m . , at City Hall 
• , ' 
Zip Code '37873 
Mayor James Arnott Comm J .  L.  Mauk 
V-May Elmer Myers CR J .  E .  Taylor 
Comm G .  A.  Golden Atty Winfield B.  Hale, Jr ,* 
Comm J .  E .  Taylor DPS J .  L .  Mauk 
Comm Herman Thurman RBCh G. A.  Golden 
Conan Farley Nelms PC Ch Carroll Raines 
FC Henry Greene 
*Addres s :  Rogersville, Tennessee 37857 
66 
CITY OF SWEETWATER (Monroe) -E- 4.145 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6j67 Phone 337-6151 









-�Nathan H .  Harris 
Thomas R.  Haun 
C .  A. Waymier ( CFin ) 
D .  N.  McQuiddy 
Hoyal Snyder 
Lloyd E .  Langley (CF, CP) 
- F .  O .  Carter 









C- .:P  
E .  C .  Dougherty 
Joe R .  Wilson 




S .  J .  Randall 
Glen Mason. 
'N\ \ \�,...� P. \-\ 0\-Y �.s 
TOWN OF TAZEWELL (Claiborne ) -E- 1,302 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec .ig/65 Phone 626-3271 






Hugh W .  Welch Ald 
E .  J . •  Hardin , III Ald 
.Ia.mes a, M�J?� E" p\.. G-os e CR Delbert W .  Brooks CD-Atty 




WiJ.liam R .  Stard.fer 
Lawrence Duncan 
TOWN OF TELLICO PLAINS (Monroe ) -E- 794 F .  Yr. 6j�lec_:_8l65 Phone 253� 3000 .. 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37385 
Mayor Charles Hall CR �'S'S""'"Bryan �"'' .q,,1. �O"'f'-t·Y" 
Ald Charles Wynn � Atty J .  D .  Lee* 
Ald •€J.a;i;:.en;:.�y/(��c..� '?Y '1 t\\)'n CoP Herbert Gardner 
Ald Vernon Plem:>ns CD Ruben Buckner 
Ald ::f a. t.  k. W'l!.J � v  n FC James Hooper 
Ald Will Co'bb 
·Y.·Addres s :  :'1ad:1.sonville, Tennessee 37354 
'IOWN OF TENNESSEE RIOO·E (Houston ) -1\1- 324 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 8/66 Phone 289-3776 

























Dr . Jack Holifield 
Wayne Stewart (CFin) 
Hershel Whitfield (CPW) 
Easton P. Lebo (CF)  
Howard Vaughn 















Mrs . Maggie Pierce 
Henry Williamson 
Taft Yates 
CITY OF SPRINGFIELD (Robertson) -M- 9,555 F . Yr . 6/30 Ele c .  Phone 384-4�20 
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Edward M .  Manus 
W. E .  Bedford 
Harry Simmons 
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• , ' 
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Comm Herman Thurman RBCh G. A.  Golden 
Conan Farley Nelms PC Ch Carroll Raines 
FC Henry Greene 
*Addres s :  Rogersville, Tennessee 37857 
66 
CITY OF SWEETWATER (Monroe) -E- 4.145 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6j67 Phone 337-6151 
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E .  C .  Dougherty 
Joe R .  Wilson 




S .  J .  Randall 
Glen Mason. 
'N\ \ \�,...� P. \-\ 0\-Y �.s 
TOWN OF TAZEWELL (Claiborne ) -E- 1,302 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec .ig/65 Phone 626-3271 






Hugh W .  Welch Ald 
E .  J . •  Hardin , III Ald 
.Ia.mes a, M�J?� E" p\.. G-os e CR Delbert W .  Brooks CD-Atty 




WiJ.liam R .  Stard.fer 
Lawrence Duncan 
TOWN OF TELLICO PLAINS (Monroe ) -E- 794 F .  Yr. 6j�lec_:_8l65 Phone 253� 3000 .. 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall Zip Code 37385 
Mayor Charles Hall CR �'S'S""'"Bryan �"'' .q,,1. �O"'f'-t·Y" 
Ald Charles Wynn � Atty J .  D .  Lee* 
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'IOWN OF TENNESSEE RIOO·E (Houston ) -1\1- 324 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 8/66 Phone 289-3776 

























Dr . Jack Holifield 
Wayne Stewart (CFin) 
Hershel Whitfield (CPW) 
Easton P. Lebo (CF)  
Howard Vaughn 















Mrs . Maggie Pierce 
Henry Williamson 
Taft Yates 
TOWN OF TOONE (Hardeman ) -W- 2CY2 F ,  Yr . 6  30 Elec , Phone 
Second Tuesday each month , 7 : 00 p . m . ,  at Merchants & Planters Bank 
Offices close Thursday all day, all year 





A .  E .  Smith 
E .  F .  Murdaugh 
C .  M. Foote 




_ Luther P .  Smith 
J ,  L,  Jones 
TOWN OF TOWNSEND (Blount ) -E- 283 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec . 5  67 Phone 448-2260 













S .  P .  McNeill 
Ralph Lindsey 
TOWN OF TRACY CITY Grund' ) -M- l 577 F .  Yr . 6  30 Elec .2 67 Phone 592-3371 
Second Monday each month, '( : 30 p . m . ,  at City Hall 








Fritz L .  Flury 




Byron D. Mayes 







James E .  Cheek 
L .  C .  Sanders 
Carl Crisp 
Everette J .  Hampton 
Hollie Brown 
Earl Geary 
CITY OF TRENTON (Gibson ) -W- 4, 409 F .Yr . 9  30 Ele c . 9  65 Phone . 796 
Second and fourth Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Municipal Bldg . Zip 








·-Dennis E .  Page 
Glen Hurt 
Clyde Page 
Dr . W .  H .  Fortner 
Harold Nowell 
Edward C .  Tilghman 
Luther Coble 










\-)\) I m e >  Acct 
DH 
68 
W .  Y .  Howell 
Horace May 
Dr .  M.  D .  Ingram 
Glen Hurt 
Clyde Page 
Mrs . Naomi Bunch 
David Fairless 
Joe H .  Wilson 
Cain F .  Taylor 
Cy Fairless 
37 2 
TOWN OF TREZEVANT (Carroll) -W- 944 F . Yr . 2  28 Elec . 3  66 Phone 66 -4831 
'Second Tuesday each month, 7 :30 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 








R .  G .  Presson 
Blain Akins 





TOWN OF TRIMBLE (Dyer ) -W- 581 F . Yr . 9/l Elec . 9/65 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday aJ.l day, all year 
Mayor �e.s45er,:jf�hF"a.Y"'f'" ; s  Av. �t�"'- CoP-FC-SS 
Ald John Asbridge ScS 
Ald E .  K. Pope SWW 
Ald �k&PfJ,./;"'. �")' \'-'Y" TA 
Ald Dx:ue Dafl.seR- �'i \ \ � M ov n '-'/ PCCh 
Ald J:.. R, D@nneil.� L.h,Jd. M f>Mo.-r. '1 1 
CR Billy H .  M:>oney 
Charles Yates 
Mrs . John L. Runnnage 
�H.·3:4amaL.l1n1'1; ,,._ AkeY.s1 .:Jy. 
:aulon Forrest 
Phone 2rr -3177 
Zip Code 38259 
�e-fled:s� Le. w � s \)Y'"'-\'\-\ \'\'\ � V'I d 
Marion Carroll 
John Asbridge 
H • J r &e�f:.e-r M.1 \ .,..'Q � <:)z. m <. \'\ '\­
Claude Thompson, Jr . 
CITY OF TROY (Obion ) -W- 662 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5/67 Phone 932-3521 
Third Thursday each month, 7 � 00 p . m . , at City Hall Zip Code 38260 







W .  G .  Scott 
Wj_lbur Canova 
o .  C .  Berry 
Charles Brigb.t 
Jake Pryor 







c .  w. Hart 
J .  o .  Cla,rk 
H .  J_, ,  Vaughn 
w .  G .  Scott 
Everett Watson 
Robert Fowlkes 
CITY OF TUI,LAHOMA ( qof:f_ee) -M- � 657 F .  Jr , 6/30 Ele c .  8_jj6 Phone 455-2648 
Second and fourth Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall Zip Code 3738S'" 
Mayor - Floyd Mitchell DPW-BI 
V-Max. Barnett Welch su 
Ald E .  C .  Matthews CoP 
Ald E .' LiLle,rd Stone FC 
Ald T .  L. Fletcher HOff 
Ald 0 .  B .  Carroll ScS 
{},...-Ne±Sen-�-este�<o\.. ��� ?>Py l�JPBCh 
�Jg 
Atty RD 
·-Mrs , Mary T .  Larry PCCh 
Charles F .  Hickerson RBCh 
Richard C .  Brown 
Grady E .  McBride 
A .  H .  Sanders 
Paul Stockton 
Frank E .  Norman 
Dr . Elizabeth Kirby-·Smi th 
Dr . Ralph Evans 
L .  L.  Poe 
TOWN OF TOONE (Hardeman ) -W- 2CY2 F ,  Yr . 6  30 Elec , Phone 
Second Tuesday each month , 7 : 00 p . m . ,  at Merchants & Planters Bank 
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37 2 
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John Asbridge 
H • J r &e�f:.e-r M.1 \ .,..'Q � <:)z. m <. \'\ '\­
Claude Thompson, Jr . 
CITY OF TROY (Obion ) -W- 662 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5/67 Phone 932-3521 
Third Thursday each month, 7 � 00 p . m . , at City Hall Zip Code 38260 







W .  G .  Scott 
Wj_lbur Canova 
o .  C .  Berry 
Charles Brigb.t 
Jake Pryor 







c .  w. Hart 
J .  o .  Cla,rk 
H .  J_, ,  Vaughn 
w .  G .  Scott 
Everett Watson 
Robert Fowlkes 
CITY OF TUI,LAHOMA ( qof:f_ee) -M- � 657 F .  Jr , 6/30 Ele c .  8_jj6 Phone 455-2648 
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L .  L.  Poe 
CITY OF TUSCULUM (Greene L -E- 1, 804 F.:.. Yr . 7 1 Ele c .  6 6·r Phone 











CITY OF UNION CITY (Obion ) -W- 9 138 F . Yr . 6  30 Ele c . 11 68 Phone 885-1341 
First and third Tuesday each month, ·7 : 00 p . m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Hednesday afternoon, May through August 
Zip Code 
Mayor --James L. Rippy PCCh T .  w. Jernigan 
V-May Dixon Williams DPW-Eng Claude Yarbrough, Jr. 
Coun Hollis Oseman ScS J. H. Rochelle 
Coun Charles H ,  Adams FC Charles Quillin 
Coun Thurman Sage SS Talmadge Sirmnons 
Coun Howard Moore TA-BI Coy Green 
Coun w .  B.  Robinson EMgr Malcolm Sellers 
Mgr -w . David Frizzell sww Leonard Lynch 
Cll"- Miss Mildred Roberts SSP Al Strub 
Atty George C .  Cloys CD Robert Wood 
Jg Harrell H .  Lannom DH J .  T .  Witherspoon 
CoP John King PBCh J ,  Vernon Verhine 
TOWN OF VANLEER (Dickson ) -M- 234 F . Yr . 12  31 Elec , 6  67 Phone 2321 
Fourth Monday each month, ·7 : 30 p .m. , at Peoples Bank 





James A .  Cooksey 
Leys Balthrop 









3 2 1 
371 1 
TOWN OF VIOLA (Warren ) -M- 206 F .  Yr. 7 /l Elec . Phone ME 5-2991 

















Elec . Phone 
Zip Code 37885 
� (YeJ� l1 
TOWN OF VONORE (Monroe ) -E- F .Yr. 
\\f M<"d � b 'If' 11 .Q J. 
E: .  T. \-\\A..."\-t� n 
J:.5�� v S. S �W\!f \ {J.; 
70 
L l\ /Y).e \v i t\ 
-
TOWN OF WARTRACE Bedford -M- 569 F .  Yr . 11 0 Elec . 12 65 Phone 389-6144 
Second Saturday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at Town Hall Zip Code 371 3 







G-v..t'\- ). :f'o\.\'t\ � 111� -R�ee-L. g:t;eophel'is CR 
James w, A:yers f"•� G" l"" �'"/• Atty 
Ben McCuJ 1 o.ugR..;J� "'"' /(\ P..v�e... FC 
<.ll.ls;t...l�sen. :r, T, ��..,,. \le..Y CoP J"&fln-Meak4Tl-laa� .:J .  \. W I  S e. y RD 
�*..Eu� i-'4-"'-\ )1-o lot Q S  WBCh 
sww 
J .  C .  Dillingham 
Richard Nance* 
Roy Ferguson . 
E .  C .  Thronberry 
James W .  Ayers 
George D .  Ferguson 
M .  C .  Brown 
*Address : Shelbyville, Tennessee 37160 
CITY OF WATAUGA ( Carter ) -E- 370 F . Yr . 12)31 Ele c . 2/67 Phone 
Mayor Robert H .  Carr Jg 
¥-Ma.:¥" C.� �na--1:.E>li-Ga-�vf/ir!..�")'f),,JfltCoP 
Comm W .  H .  Blevins TA 
Mgr Floyd F�ir PI 
MgrA Paul Wagner SS 
CR Charles Hagy BI 
Sec Cleo Wise Tr 
Atty M. S .  Bangs Mar 






Frederick K. Farr 
Willard Gibson 
CITY OF WATERTOWN (Wilson) -M- 919 F .  Yr . 12/31 Elec . 12/ 65 Fnone 237-9781 
Zip Code 37184 First Friday each month, ·r : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Edsel Floyd Jg 
Ald FC 
Ald James Oakley HOf:f 
Ald Mitchell Robertson SWW-SSP 
Ald Carl Johnson Mar 
Ald J .  H .  Chumbley CD 
Ald Harold Lo:ftis ScS 
CR Anna Mathis PC Ch 
Frank Grooms 





J ,  H .  Chumbley 
R .  C .  Va.l'ltrease 
£!.TY OF WAVERLY (Humphreys ) -M- 2, 891 F .  Yr . 6/30 Ele c .  5f 66 P.E_one 296-2101 
Second and fourth Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall Zip Code 37185 ... 
Mayor Dr. James Powers CR James T. Porch 
Ald Paul E .  Johnson Atty D .  Scott Porch, Jr. 
Ald Victor D .  Asbury BI-SSP-SS T .  R .  Westbrook 
Ald David Spencer CoP Floyd Hardin 
Ald R .  P .  White FC Clay Twilla 
Ald Lloyd McNeil sww Joe Traylor 
Ald T .  E .  Bowman PCCh-CD A .  H .  Conrad 
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71 
CITY OF WAYNESOORO (wa:yne ) -M- 1, 521 F . Yr . 6  30 Ele c . 2  66 Phone 722-6412 
First and fourth M::>nday each month , 7 : 00 p . m . ,  at City Hall Zip Code 
Mayor ���I. gEi:��  CR Harvey Bailey 
Corron �. D. Bea.�H, <: . '7kd) i P. S  Atty R . R .  Haggard, Jr , 
Comm � L. Hagga-l'E1. G'1t\t. .�v\d.� "'"" CoP �\'N\t..d� t- J(e \ lq_,y 
Mgr-RBCh Joel R .  Morrison FC Harold 1 dwards 
MgrA Howard Riley TA Roy Morrow 
TOWN OF WESTMORELAND (Sumner ) -M- 865 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec . 11 66 Phone 
Third Monday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . ,  at City Hall 
Offices open Friday 1 : 00 to 5 : 00 p . m . ,  Saturday 9 : 00 to 5 : 00 p . m .  
Mayor E • T . lfia.ggart Coun 
Coun Jolly White CR 
Coun James Allen Dodson Jg 
Coun James Law Mar 
Coun Kayo May SS-CD 
TOWN OF WHITE BLUFF ( Dickson) -M- 486 F . Yr . 6  30 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor James Nash Ald 
Ald Coleman Span CR-TA 
Ald Carner Brown FC 
Ald Farish Brown CD 
Ald Hardin Pack Mar 
Herbert Brown 




Ele c .  Phone 9174 
ip Code 
George Greene 
E .  I .  Jones 
Zollie Bibb, Jr. 
J, K. Sinclair 
Roy Sullivan 
TOWN OF WHITE PINE Jefferson ) -E- 1 371 F . Yr . 6  30 Elec . 6  67 Phone 674 ... �978 
371 7 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall Zip Code 37 9 
Richard Reed, Jr. 
Carl Snodderly 
Mayor s .  S .  Surrett CoP 
Ald Boyd Chandler FC 
Ald Joe Kimbrough SWW Dale Snodgrass 
Ald Frank Carmichael, Jr . SS J ,  A .  Fox 
Ald Jeff Fox CD Henry Surrett 
CR w. R. McNabb 
TOWN OF WHITEVILLE (Hardeman -W- 757 F . Yr . l  31 Ele c . l  66 Phone 4l2l 
First Monday each month, : 00 p . m . , at City Hall Zip 
Offices close Thursday all day, March through August 
Mayor R .  P .  Bas s ,  Jr . Ald E .  c .  Willia.ms 
Ald A .  C .  Sammons CR J .  w. Griffin 
Ald W .  T .  Crowder Atty E .  J .  Harris* 
Ald Dr .  C .  C .  Freeland Mar Sam Downey 
Ald Otis Dowdy Mar W .  H .  Wiles 
Ald. H .  P ,  Bass, Sr . 
*Addres s :  Bolivar, Tennessee 380o8 
�(2 
CITY OF WHITWELL (Marion) -E- 1,857 F . Yr . 6/30 Ele c . 11/66 Phone 658 - 5210 
second and fourth Tuesday each month, 7 � 00 p.m. , at City Hall Zip Code 
Mayor -Pttttl M. Dyke& rL ), �'b.,.��'lt" Comm 
J.1-Mey e.��e'l' 5 � \ \ � f='...,.��' k Mgr 
CR 
Sam Summers 
Mrs . Max Condra 
37397 
CITY OF WINCHESTER (Franklin) -M- _5,004 F . Yr . 8/31 Ele c . 8/65 Phone 967-2532 _ 







..-Clinton Swaffo;._d Atty .J.ames-Ben-Ha��-'o'i"\_� .,.. S'h�r�Y" CoP 
George Huber FC 
John Scott EMgr 
Lynn Bean SWW 
Howard Hall PCCh 
- Par-ker-&cha-rl9En:. iv��" 'a i3;.o swQ l )  UBCh 
BI 
Frank Hi ckersoq.,_ 
J)a.:v.;Ld,....Bpa,e-we:blt\'�j 
J .  B .  Buchanan 





TOWN OF WOODBURY ( Cannon ) -M- 1,562 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5/66 Phone 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . , at City Hall Zip Code 37190 
Mayor William H .  Bryson Ald Bill T .  Alexander 
Ald Leo Parker Ald Thomas H .  Bratten, 
Ald Joe Nichols CR-SWW F .  M .  lester 
Ald John Hawk CoP A .  L .  Woodward 
Ald Waldon Watson CD Otha E .  Moore 
TOWN OF YORKVIILE (Gibson) -W- 218 F . Yr . 6/30 Elec . 8/66 Phone 
First Monday each m::>nth, 8:00 p . m . , at Mayor ' s  Office 





J ,  L .  Wharey 
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J ,  L .  Wharey 
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Ralph Hall 
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